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ALASKAN OIL: ENVIRONME T vs. ECONOMICS

The discovery of' vast new reserves of' petroleum on the
North Slope of Alaska has led to a serious conflict between those

who would develop the resource and those who place primary

emphasis on the protection of the environment. A specific issue

is the construction of a pipeline to transport oil across the

state.

The Congress has shown a vigorous interest in these matters and

has sought a broad range of perspectives on them; this compilation

is a response to that interest.

The following selection of materials is designed to show
the complexity and the importance of the issue. Sane of the

articles are analytical; others show a preference for one side
or the other of the development-protection issue.
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i Alaskan oil pipeline controversy
tests environmental legislation

Hearings held in Washington last week
on the Interior Department's draft en-
vironmental impact statement on the
trans-Alaska oil pipeline make it in-
creasingly apparent that the issue goes
far beyond engineering. As formerInte-
rior Secretary Stewart Udall put it, "It's
a test of the Administration's intentions
on environmental issues and of the Na-
tional Environmental Policy Act of
1969 (NEPA)."

Questioning the price of progress rea-
soning used to justify the project, Sen.
John 1). Dingell (D-Mich.), original au-
ihor of the NEt'A legislation, said the
"statement does not comply with the
terms" of the act. "We can no longer
accept the environmental hazards in-
volved in doing things in the cheapest
possible manner," he said. Russell E.
Train, chairman of the Council on En-
vironmental Quality (cEQ), which must
give its approval before issuance of a
construction permit, said that "before
we go ahead, I think we must be satis-
ried that this is the best alternative."

Alyeska Pipeline Service Co., a com-
bine of seven oil companies that plans
to build the 800-mile line from the
North Slope to Valdez, has yet to
present specific design plans for the en-
tire haul road and pipeline.

Alyeska spokesmen say they intend to
submit such data for segments of the
route as construction proceeds. Alaska
Sen. Mike Gravel (D) testified that, de-
spite the dispute over the adequacy of
pipeline design at this time, "for rea-
sons of expediency" the construction
should begin no later than September
of this year "to ascertain proof of the
design's integrity."

Alaskans are by no means in agree-
ment on this point. State senators di-
vided evenly recently on a resolution
asking for added environmental and
economic data on moving Alaska oil
through a Canadian pipeline to Mid-
west markets, a route that Canadian
Energy Minister J.J. Greene says would
save 30 cents a bbl at Chicago over the
Alaskan route.

crs1

Views polarized by pipeline

PROS

" National security demands a domestic oil
and transportation route.
" Energy needs are growing.
" Engineering feasibility will be proved as
pipeline is constructed.

" The trans-Canada route is too expensive,
has same environmental problems.
" The probability of spills is minimal and
risks are acceptable.
" Shipping oil from Valdez to the lower 48
states is not a hazard.

" Alaska will be bankrupt by 1976 without
royalty oil flowing.
" Pipeline will bring Eskimos prosperity.
- It will occupy less than 20Osq miles.

CONS

* National security should not be issue in
environmental consideration.
" We should appraise consumption.
- Alyeska is proceeding too hastily, and
more research is needed.

" Mackenzie Valley oil and gas corridor
avoids active seismic areas.
. Inevitable spills will ruin land, drinking
water and fish spawning beds.
* Report fails to recognize threat to Cana-
dian and U.S. shores along tanker route.
" The threat to lucrative Alaskan fishing
industry is not justified.

" Natives want to preserve their culture.
" Pipeline will deface wilderness.

Source: Engineering News-
Record, February 25, 1971,
Reproduced with permission,
by the Library of Congress,
Congressional Research Ser-
vice, March 9, 1971.

Frederick A. Lang. an expert witness
on pipeline safety and design for the
state.of Pennsylvania and the U.S. .)-
part ment of Iransportat ion (i>)(n), said
that the safety standards and regii-
latiins with which the pipeline must
comply as stipulated by the Interior
Department are "woefully inarlerquaec."
lie said these standards allow "over-
stressing of the steel to a very dangerous
stress level of 72% of yield." Hundreds
of miles of the 48-in.-dia steel pipe are
already stockpiled in Alaska.

Interior Secretary Rogers C.B. Mor-
ton, testifying before the Senate appro-
priations subcommittee last Friday,
said that approval of the pipeline is "a
long way off." He said the state acted
too hastily in selling the North Slope oil
leases because it was not in a position to
guarantee federal approval of the en-
suing pipeline proposal.

Hearings on the draft statement are
being held in Anchorage this week.
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Alaska's Dilemma

THE North Slope of Alaska has gone through all the
stages traditionally associated with an oil boom in any
new area. First there were the quiet years as a few
companies probed unsuccessfully beneath the frozen
tundra of this most northern part of the United States.
Then came the discovery of the Prudhoc Bay oilfield
in February 1968, the biggest ever to be found in North
America. Shares rocketed on the stock exchanges,
other companies came into the area jockeying for
leases, culminating in the record-breaking $900
million lease sale in September last year, and Alaskan
oil has remained in the world headlines ever since.

It was a pattern of events similar to that following
other big oil discoveries - in the Middle East, for
instance, or in East Texas. Like the Middle East
Alaska had the glamour of being a remote and
previously little-known area, in which oilmen had to
brave the rigours of a harsh environment. And at a
time when the traditional oil-producing regions of
the United States were showing a decline and the
nation was having to rely increasingly on foreign
imports, the North Slope play was one of the most
eventful in the oil history of North America and
marked the opening of a new era in US petroleum.

Why then is Alaskan oil suddenly in the centre of
such controversy, involving conservation and pollu-
tion and such seemingly unrelated issues as native
land claims? The necessary capital has been poured
in to develop the Prudhoe Bay field and, as expected,
further oil-strikes have been made, all promising to
transform Alaska from one of the poorest to one of
the wealthiest states in the Union. So why has the
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building of a vital pipeline across the state become
hogged down in court injunctions and delays which
have even begun to threaten a slow-down in the
tempo of drilling activities on the North Slope itself?

1 1(ISI ii lderne.s:s

The basic reasons lie in the nature of the land and
of the people who inhabit it. Alaska is one of the last
great areas of untouched wilderness, not only in the
United States but in the world. Over 375 million
acres, one-fifth the size of continental US, with a
population of only some 275,000. The population
density is one person to more than two square miles,
compared with more than 36 people per square mile
in even the relatively thinly populated state of Texas.
I erds of caribou and moose roam the mountain
ranges, grizzly bears inhabit the entire arctic slope,
and wolves are so common that bounty hunting is
still allowed in many areas. Alaska is rich in wildlife,
although it is by no means "teeming with game", as
vast open areas are required to support such animals.
But the most important factor is that many of the
native inhabitants - the Eskimos, Indians and Aleuts
who make up something like one-fifth of the total
population - still depend largely on hunting and
fishing for their livelihood.

As the past history of industrial development in
other American states has shown, little thought was
previously given to conservation or the needs of the
native people. The concept of "taming the wilder-
ness" was prevalent; the slaughter of the Indians and
extinction of the buffalo seemed unavoidable ir the
march of progress; and the "cat-skinner" - the bull-
dozer driver - was the modern David against the
Goliath of nature, tearing up forest and bush land to
make way for civilization. Today, when much of this
civilization has become polluted cities and a scarred
landscape, there is a sudden concern for the environ-
ment, to the extent that it has become a major
political issue in the United States. In most cases it is1
too late to do much about conservation, and there
can only be an attempt to lessen the extent of pollu-
tion. The devastation and plunder of old frontiers
are but regretful memories.

But in Alaska, this is not history but here and now.
Alaska is America's last frontier, in much the same
position as Texas 50 years ago or California at the
turn of the century. It is not only Alaskans who are

'.,

,. - . . . , i ., .:. - . . - -.

concerned about their environment and what
happens to it but also many Americans from the
other states. They are now well aware of the sins of
the past, since they are having to live with the results,
and they are determined that the same should not
happen to this last frontier. This is why there is such
popular support for the Sierra Club and other con-
servation organizations which are fighting what they
regard as the encroachment on the Alaskan wilder-
ness by the oil industry. Alaska has in fact become a
major battlefield in the whole environmental issue,
in which ecological considerations have to be
balanced against economic development.

In view of the present climate of opinion, the oil
industry would have found itself facing the same
kind of controversy about environment in whatever
part of the United States it had found new sources of
oil and sought to develop them. Much of the present
concern, in fact, stems from the pollution caused, byleakages during offshore drilling in California's
Santa Barbara Channel last year. It is ironic that in
going to Alaska in the first major attempt ever to
utilize oil reserves in the arctic regions of the western
world, the oil industry should find itself encountering
the most fragile of all ecological systems at a time
when their efforts would be subjected to such critical
scrutiny by conservationists.

Sragil(' Ecology
The cause of most of the ecological problems facing

the oil industry in Arctic Alaska is permafrost, the
frozen silt and sediment which underlies 85 per cent
of Alaska - including the entire region of the North
Slope - down to a depth of 1 600 feet. The stability
of this permafrost is maintained by a shallow blanket
of soil and vegetation which insulates it from melting
during the short Arctic summer. Any removal of this
blanket of tundra exposes the permafrost table
underneath to the heat of the sun and it begins to
thaw. Such thawing becomes a self-feeding process
with each.-year's freeze-thaw cycle and leads to
erosion which is almost impossible to reverse. Ruts
made in the tundra by heavy tracked vehicles operat-
ing in summer can in a few years cause chasms many
feet deep, with ultimate results which are impossible
to determine since so little is known about Arctic
ecology.

This effect was simply not realized when the oil
industry first began operations on the North Slope.
and considerable damage was caused in the early
days by moving vehicles over the tundra in summer.
When the problem was understood, exploration and
drilling activities were confined to the winter months
and work closed down during the summer. Now the
problem has been largely overcome by the use of
gravel for the foundations of drilling rigs and build-
ings and for roads and airstrips, so that operations
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cein cont Ina ; all ithe year round. The gravel is
ct Ir tcd trm rmiser beds in the vicinity, but so great
is the quiniity required that this in turn is causing
some anXiety as the rivers are important fishery
resources and there is a danger that they may become
silted or blocked by such interference.

Piploine Problems

H however, the main problem of permafrost as it
aflets the oil companies is the thawing process
caused by the flow of hot oil. This first becomes
evident at a completed oil-well, when hot oil is
brought to the surface through the entire depth of the
permafrost: this could cause a considerable amount
of thawing over a period of continuous production,
to a radius of 50 feel or more around the wellbase.
Various experiments are being conducted to over-
come this, including the cementing in of an outer
casing string over the permafrost interval to absorb
any stresses and movement that may take place as a
result of subsidence. It remains to be seen how
effective such solutions will be. But for the time
being, before actual production starts, the major
problem is centre on the projected hot-oil pipeline
across Alaska, 8(X) miles from Prudhoe Bay to the
ice-free port of Valdez from where the crude oil
could be shipped to the West Coast market.

It is over the question of the Trans-Alaska Pipe-
line that the industry has come up against its biggest
obstacle and main opposition. To begin with, there
are the sheer engineering problems involved in what
is undoubtedly the most complex pipeline system
ever devised; problems which are more serious than
was first thought. The ideal from an industry point
of view would be to bury the pipeline for the whole
of its route. But this is out of the question in those
areas where the underlying permafrost has a high ice
content. Although the oil leaving the wellhead at up
to 82'C would cool off between pumping stations, its
high temperature would be maintained as a result of
friction and energy input from the pumps. In fact,
this is a design necessity in order to keep up the flow
of oil. The heat would melt such permafrost areas,
leading to subsidence and erosion which would
eventually cause the sagging pipeline to break.

It is the possibility of erosion and leakages from a
broken line that most worries the convervationists.
It is also of course a prime concern of TAPS itself
(the Trans-Alaska Pipeline System, representing
Humble Oil, BP, Atlantic Richfield, and a number
of other companies active on the North Slope). A
route has been chosen which avoids most of the wet
permafrost areas: where the permafrost is more dry,

consisting typically of coarse-grained and well-
s drained sediments and gravels, there should be no

thawing problem. In those areas where the ice
content of the permafrost is high, such as on the
North Slope tip to the Brooks Range, the line would
he built above ground on pilings.

The present argument, and the reason why con-
servation groups have taken out a court injunction
against the building of the line and why the Interior
Department has delayed for so long in giving thenecessary approval for its construction, is over the
effect of a hot-oil pipeline in the so-called dry perma-
frost areas. Scientists with the US Geological Surveyand others feel that not enough is known to be
certain that erosion would not occur. It is up toTAPS to prove their case, and in the view of the
Interior Department they have not yet done so.
Meanwhile, experiments and tests are being made on
every aspect of the pipeline. Hundreds of cores have
been taken of the permafrost along the proposed
route to assess the ice content in different areas; a
600-foot section of experimental pipe has been
buried in a permafrost site and will be heated in order
to provide data on the effect of heat on the perma-
frost itself and on the vegetation; and various
varieties of grass are being tested with a view to the
restoration and revegetation of areas of disturbed
tundra.

Drawback,, A boe Ground '
One solution would be to build the pipeline above

ground in all those areas considered doubtful - and
some government scientists put this at up to 90 percent of the entire route. (TAPS on the other hand
consider that only 10 per cent need be built above
ground - which shows the extent of the present
difference of opinion.) But this would cause further
problems. To begin with, TAPS would be most
reluctant to build so much of the line above ground.
It would not only cost a great deal more - and the
estimates have already gone up from $900 million to
$1.3 billion - but the pipeline would be vulnerable to
accidental damage by hunters shooting game in the
area and even to sabotage.

The conservation groups would also be unhappywith an above-ground pipeline. Any leaks that mightoccur would be far more damaging than if the line
was buried. And it is thought that such an obstacle
might have an effect on caribou migration, dependingon how high or low the line was built. It is at this
point that the Eskimos and Indians become con-
cerned, for the line would pass through several of
their traditional hunting areas. Five Indian villages
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Selected Documents of the International Petroleum Industry 1966
lPublished by the Organisation of Petroleum Exporting Countries,
June 1970, and available from the Information Department, OPEC
Secretariat, Dr Karl Lueger-Ring 10, 1010 Vienna, Austria. 264

pages. Price c 10 (post pauld).
Contains the most important oil laws and regulations issued

during 1966, and new, oil agreements (or amendments) concluded
by Ol'EC member countries in that year. Major items are
Vcnc~iucla's income tax law, ('RH1'S coflcession agreement inAlgeria, the NIOC-ERAI' agreement in Iran, and the preferentialfactors stipulated in Libya's new concessions. Volumes covering
1967 :end 1968 have already been published. In future two series
will be published - the existing series continued progressively by
years, with 1969 next on the list, and a new series by country giving
material issued up to and including 1965.

L'Industrie du Petrole au Liban
By Afif Zeinaut. Published by Socitd d'Editlon d'Fnseignement
Saperieur, 5 Place de ta Sorbonne, Paris V. (Series: Developpement
Econonuique, XIV.) xxii, 305 pages; 46 tables. Subtitle reads: Lecas particulier des pays passers tie petrole au Moyen-Orient.

north of Fairbanks have been successful in winning a
court injunction of their own against the building of
the line, on the grounds that it would be detrimental
to the wildlife on which they depend for a living; and
this is yet another cause of delay.

But of far greater importance than this is the whole
question of the native land claims. When Alaska was
purchased from Russia in 1867 - for $7 200 00,
which amounted to some 2 cents an acre - the status
of the native population was never fully defined.
Since tribes were living in some areas which were
never occupied or even visited by the Russians during
their hundred-year rule, there is some force in the
argument that Russia did not have the legal right to
dispose of the entire region of Alaska. The Treaty of
Cession provided that the natives would not be
disturbed in their use and occupancy of lands then
occupied by them. In subsequent legislation, Con-
gress reserved for itself the right to determine the
extent of the native title, if any, but this has never in
fact been accomplished.

Natire Claims

The first native claims were filed over 30 years ago,
but the majority were made during 1966 and 1967.
The North Slope Eskimos, for instance, filed their
native land protest in May 1966, covering some
58 million acres of land north of the Brooks Range
which includes all the present area of drilling and
exploration activity. There are at present 40 claims
filed, covering approximately 290 million acres. It
was because of these that the previous Administra-
tion in October 1966 imposed an administrative
"land freeze" on the disposition of federal lands in

Books Received

A comprehensive study of the oil industry in the Lebanon,
including legislation and the history of exploration; pipeline trans-
port, the Iraq Petroleum and Tapline companies and transit dues;
refining and distribution in the Lebanon with an analysis of prices
and or each section of the market.

Short Sea and Coastal Tramp Shipping in Europe
By Stein Ovrebo. Published by the Institute for Shipping Research,
Bergen, Norway. 48 pages; tables; diagrams. Price Cr 10.

L'Industrie du Gaz
By Phillippe Brachey. Published by Presses Universitaires de France.
108 Boulevard Saint-Germain, Paris. (Series: Que Sais-je? No 239.)
Second edition (revised) 126 pages; 2 maps.

. .

Publications noted are not available from Petroleum Press Service,
and should be obtained from the publishers or through a bookseller.

Alaska. This will remain in force until the question of
native land claims has been settled. And since 92 per
cent of Alaska is still federal land it restricts further
oil and gas leasing and, of more immediate impor-
tance, holds up the granting of the necessary rights
of way for the Trans-Alaska pipeline.

The freeze did not apply to issued leases, nor to
lands already selected by the state. On achieving
statehood in 1958 - and a major factor in making
this economically possible was the Territory's oil and
gas potential - Alaska had the right to select approxi-
mately 102 million acres of land. To date, the state
has selected only some 26 million acres and received
patent or tentative approval on 14 million acres,
which include incidentally the land along the North
Slope coast which made the present oil operations
and the lease sale of last year possible. Further
selection by the state is also held up because of the
land freeze.

There is a Bill at present before Congress which it
is hoped will settle the native land claims problem. It
provides for a settlement of $500 million in cash, to
be paid over a 20-year period, and 10 million acres of
land around the native villages. The Alaskan Federa-
tion of Natives had been pressing for 40 million
acres. But a more controversial issue is the perpetual
2 per cent overriding royalty which the natives had
requested on all oil, gas and other minerals produced
in the state of Alaska. The Federal Administration is
against this, and a possible compromise may befor
the natives to retain a 2 per cent royalty for a period
of ten years or until an additional $500 million is
accrued, whichever comes first.

14'deral Lands
The basic difference between state and federal land

as regards leasing is that the state for the most part
favours the system of competitive bidding in which
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selected lots are put up for lease sale at various timesand go o whichever companies make the highestbids, whereas federal land has always been open toSimultaneous filing. This means that any company or
individual can obtain mineral rights over unleashed
land for the annual payment of only 50 cents
acre. If' more than one application is filed at an
time, then the selection is made by "drawing out of a
hat". This lottery system ensures that the indepen-
dent oil company or individual has a chance to pfI
from any possible oil discoveries. In the case of an
individual, if the prospect looks good or oil is found
in the vicinity, he will probably sell his leases to an
oil company at a handsome profit and also obtain an
overriding royalty on any oil produced. A number of
speculators in Alaska benefited in this way at the
time of the P.rudhoe Bay discovery. Howeyverhe
an area is known to contain oil or gas, then new
leases on federal land would be put p for cin-
petitive bidding.

Wha t worries the small independent companies
and has caused further controversy is that, in all the
various Iills ~put forward to deal with the native land
claims, a section has been included which provides
fur all Federal lands in the State of Alaska to be
leased by competitive bidding only. They feel that,
liar from being competitive, this would eliminate
competition and allow only those few companies
with superior financial resources to participate.

There are also mixed feelings within the state itself'
over which is the best system to adopt for the leasing
of state lands. Whichever system i applied, the state
retains 100 per cent of its income from mineral pro-
duction on state lands, whether from bonuses,
royalties, or severance taxes, and 90 per cent of such
income from federarlands. Competitive bidding may
result in a more immediate cash return, as against
the higher royalties that could be charged under
simultaneous filing. But the $900 million which
resulted from last September's lease sale can be
deceptive. Such a sum would not have been expended

,

in the absence of the l'rudhoe lBay discO vel y: ani. in
fact, 76 per cent of' the lands in the sale brou ht no
ids at all when offered t wo years earlier.
Aslaska is at a crossroads in its history. There are

those Alaskans who want to see the state developed
industrially and to benefit as quickly as possible from
oil and gas production. But there are others who
want it kept as the last great wilderness of the United
States - and many of them came to Alaska in the
first place to get away from cities and an industrial
society. There are Eskimos and Indians who want to
pick up oil tools and join the technological age, but
there are others who would prefer to follow their old
ways of life undisturbed. The entry of the oil industry
into Alaska in such a big way has served as a catalyst
affecting all these underlying issues and it is hardly
surprising that events have not gone as smoothly as
the companies would have wished. They have found
themselves involved in a whole range of ecological
and environmental controversies, to an extent that is
unique in petroleum development. But then, Alaska
is a unique part of the world and it would seem to be
worth the time and patience necessary to achieve a
proper balance between conflicting requirements.
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Economic impact of Alaskan Oil
THE North Slope of Alaska is probably the most
difficult region from an operational point of view in
which the oil industry has ever sought for and found
oil. Temperatures in winter can fall to minus 65*F,
with 80 mph winds and blizzards that can bring drilling
to a halt on even the specially protected Arctic rigs.During the two-month summer, with its 24 hours ofdaylight, the concrete-hard frozen tundra becomes a
soggy marsh, creating the kind of problems men-
tioned in last month's article.

With the North Slope's remoteness allied to this,
it is also the most expensive exploration ever under-
taken. A single wildcat well can cost up to $4.5
million. Included in this is the $700 000 or more to
fly a rig and all the ncesssary equipment and supplies
from Fairbanks, the building of gravel roads at
something like $20 000 per mile, the $2 million or so
required to build and maintain a camp site with its
air-strip and storage facilities, and operating expen-
ses which can exceed SI million for a typical 10 000-
foot North Slope well. Average drilling costs have
been estimated at $142 a foot, compared with theS13 a foot average in the rest of the United States.
Operating costs are $18 000 a day in Alaska - and
even higher for a wildcat - compared with $3 000 a
day for a conventional West Texas land rig and$10 000 a day for an offshore rig in the Gulf of
Mexico. Geological field parties average $30-40 000
a month, and seismic crews up to $300 000 a month.

Together with the various bonuses and lease
payments that have been made, the industry has
invested some S2.5 billion on North Slope operations
to date, and another $1.3 billion at least will be
required to build the trans-Alaska pipeline to
Valdez in the south. -

As against these costs, however, there is the size of
the Prudhoe Bay field, conservatively estimated to
contain up to 20 billion barrels of recoverable
reserves. Initially, it is planned that the pipeline will

move 500 000 b/d, to be increased to 2.2 million
b/d towards the end of the 1970s. At these production
levels, North Slope oil could represent 7 per cent of
total US output by 1975 and 17 per cent by 1980,
when consumption is expected to rise to 20 million
b/d. And if the reserves are even higher-.some
estimates put them as high as 40 billion barrels - these
production rates might be doubled.

The North Slope operators - the major companies
being Atlantic Richfield, I fumble Oil and lP -- are at
present drilling development wells on the 430 000-
acre field's three oil pools, on the basis of 640-acre
spacing for the main Prudhoe Bay sand pool and the
Lisburne lime pool and 160-acre spacing for the
shallower Kuparuk River pool discovered by Stan-
dard Oil of California. Present plans call for the
drilling of some -400 wells, and the companies are
working towards a system of field unitization in
order to develop the field most economically. Costs
will also be reduced by drilling between four and
eight deviated wells from one large drilling pad.

high Production Rates
The wells are being scheduled to produce from

15 000 to 20 000 b/d. This compares with the
average production from all US wells of a mere
15.2 b/d - and only 3.6 b/d from the marginal stripper
wells which account for two-thirds of the nation's
575 000 wells - which will be a major factor in
making North Slope oil competitive in the rest of the
United States. There is also the fact that Alaska has
no prorationing system, which in some states holds

This second of two articles on oil in Alaska
considers the high cost of exploration and drilling
on the North Slope, offset however by the size of
the Prudhoe Bay oilfield.

Source: Petroleum Press Service, August 1970, pp. 281-283. Reproduced withpermission by the Library of Congress, Congressional ResearchService, March 9, 1971.
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ihick O product ion of rich Is. tinlike Texas, for
inlslunce, lwhr prorationin was the result of
thousands of individuals, small and big companies
and workers having: a stake in a decentralized and
a bour-intensi e industry. in Alaska the state is the
andlord and the producers are a few large com-

paines; though these compete with each other at the
exploration stage, they can also work together to
develop a field in the most economical way once it is
discos ered.

P'rife EsWiimt(S

Various estimates have been made as to the likely
cost and price of North Slope Oil. In a recent paper
on the Impact of Oil Import Reforms Upon Alaska's
Economy, Professor Arlon Tussing of the Federal
Field Coinijtee for Development Planning in
Alask a suggests that the wellhead price might be $2 a
barrel, compared with S3 in Cook Inlet. (This price
assumes that trans-Alaska pipeline costs would be
60 cents a barrel.) Federal onshore and State of
Alaska royalties are both 121 per cent, and state
production taxes 4 per cent, making.a total of 16'
per cent; the sum of royalties and taxes on a $2
price would therefore he 33 cents a barrel at the
present rate.

Professor Tussing estimates that the wellhead cost
of North Slope oil, including discovery, development
and production charges but exclusive of lease acqui-
sition costs and royalties and taxes, would be
between 24 to 54 cents a barrel, compared with 80
cents to S 1.25 in the Cook Inlet. He concludes that
any reduction in US crude oil prices, even of the
magnitude which had been contemplated by the
Cabinet Task Force on Oil imports, would not
substantially reduce exploration and production of
oil and gas from Alaska's two proved petroleum
basins. There might be some reduction of exploration
activity in unproved regions, but overall the effect of
any price reductions would be less pronounced in
Alaska than in any other major oil state. Any
domestic price for crude oil at or above the free
world market price would be sufficient to induce
continued production, development and exploration
in both of Alaska's known petroleum basins.
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A lasIkSA'' Economy

The Prudhoe Bay discovery has had a tremendous
impact on the economy of Alaska. The lease sale of
September last year produced $900 million which was
more than four times the total state budget. The
three previous competitive lease sales of state lands
on the North Slope between 1964 and 1967 had
produced only some $6 million, and even up to a few
weeks before the September sale, the official esti-
mates of what the state might receive were still
cautiously being put at a mere $11 million. Oil
production rom the Cook Inlet and Swanson River
fields in the south had of course been earning revenue
for the state, totalling some 34.3 million in 198.
lint the interest alone from the September sale
bonuses comes to more than twice that sum, and by
the time the flow of North Slope oil reaches the
2 million b/d planned for 1975 -- providing the trans-
Alaska pipeline is built - the state will be receiving an
additional $200 million a year in royalties and
severance taxes.

For a state that has traditionally had to rely on
federal assistance, to the extent that its economy was
dependent for years on federal agencies for six out of
every ten dollars spent, this cash inflow can put
Alaska on its feet economically for the first time
since it became a state in 1959. From being one of the
poorest states in the Union, Alaska can become one
of the richest per capita. But this is of course depen-
dent on North Slope oil being transported and
marketed, and at the present time this necessitates a
pipeline across Alaska to the south. It may be that
tankers can eventually operate a route through the
Northwest Passage, following the experimental trials
being made with the Manhattan, but this would only
complement a pipeline and not replace it. Just as
there are those who oppose the projected TAPS line
from a conservation and environmental point of view,
many Alaskans are bitterly opposed to the conserva-
tionists who they see as holding hack the economic
development of the State.

EarlyH Iistory

The Prudhoe Bay discovery was the result of a
long history of intermittent but largely unsuccessful
exploration in Alaska. Oil seeps had been noted by
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the Russians as long ago as 1853 -- 14 years before
they sold Alaska to the United States for X7.2 million
(two cents in acre) - on the west side of Cook Inlet,
and a number of shallow wells were drilled there
from 1898 to 1904. These were unsuccessful, but in

- 1902 a well drilled at Katalla in south-east Alaska
found oil, and from then until 1933 some 154 000
barrels were produced from 18 wells in a 60-acre site.
The field was abandoned in 1933 when the small
refinery built to process the oil burned down and it
was not economic to rebuild the plant.

In northern Alaska, geological surveys were started
in 1901 by the US Geological Survey as part of the
systematic exploration of what was then a Territory,
and it was between 1904 and 1914 that the oil
potential of the North Slope area was first noted. As
a result, in 1923, an area of 37 0(X) square miles in the
north-west corner of Alaska around Point Barow was
designated as Naval Petroleum Reserve No. 4.
Intensive exploration was carried out by the Navy
and the USGS between 1944 and 1953, in which 45
core holes and 37 wildcat wells were drilled at a cost
of $60 million. Several small oil and gas deposits were
found. t he most important being the Umiat oilfield
on the Colville River near the eastern boundary of the
Reserve. estimated to contain 1(X) million barrels of
reserves. These discoveries were all non-commercial,
but the information they provided was a major
factor in attracting the oil industry to the North
Slope.

But the main elbort of the industry in the post-war
years was concentrated in the south, leading in 1957
to the discovery of the Swanson River field on the
Kenai Peninsula by Atlantic Richfield. This was
Alaska's first commercial oilfield, and was followed
in 1959 by further oil and gas discoveries in the
Cook Inlet. Total reserves in this area are estimated
to be at least 1.5 billion barrels, but production rates
have been disappointing, coming to a little over
200000 b/d.

In 1958. one year before Alaska's statehood, the
US opened up for leasing an area of the North Slope
between the Naval Petroleum Reserve to the west and
the Wildlife Refuge which had been established at the
north-east corner of the Territory, bordering Canada.
Several companies took out holdings, but the first
to carry out any major exploration was 13P. The first
well was drilled in 1963, jointly by BP and Sinclair.
Over the next four years, the BP/Sinclair group,
Union Oil and Atlantic Richfield drilled a further

- nine wells in the area. The results were disappointing.
Small quantities of oil were found on the Colville
structure, but evidence pointed to the likelihood that
the oil had migrated elsewhere. Another structure was

located at Prudhoe Bay, but because of the cost of
drilling on the North Slope - an estimated S 125
million was spent on exploration up to the time of
the Prudhoe Bay discovery - first Sinclair and then
BP and Union Oil felt it was time to cut their losses
and leave. By late 1967, the only active rig on the
North Slope was that drilling Atlantic Richfield's
Prudhoe Bay State No. 1.

Iiseo very

This was the well that located the Prudhoe field in
1968, later confirmed by the Sag River No. I well
seven miles to the south-west which was drilled hv
Atlantic Richfield and Humble. 1P decided to
return to the North Slope in the summer of 1%N
and begin drilling operations on its own, resulting
in a further discovery on the Prudhoe structure at
Put River No. 1. In fact, by the time the Prudhoe
field had been delineated, it was found that BlP's
leases contained some 60 per cent of the total
reserves - leases which had been obtained in 1967
for $44 0(X) a block, compared with the prices of up
to $72 million a block paid in the 1969 lease sale. By
that time, of course, other companies had moved
into the area, and 23 rigs had drilled 37 wells while
24 seismic crews had mapped thousands of square
miles of the North Slope.

While the oil industry effort since then has
naturally been concentrated on the North Slope, and
BP has made a further discovery near its original
Colville River locations which may be a separate
field from Prudhoe Bay, exploration will not end
there. There are 15 known sedimentary basins in
Alaska, and commercial production has been estab-
lished in only two - the North Slope and Cook
Inlet. Eight of the remaining basins have never been
drilled, and only a few wildcat wells have been drilled
in the others. It is possible that at some time in the
future, as reserves in other producing states dwindle
Alaska may take over from Texas as the major oil
producing area in the US.
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THE ALASKA PIPELINE: AN
INTERVIEW

ALASKA Ou,-PIPELINE FIRM PLEDGEs To
PaovscT ENVIRONMENT
(By Stanton H. Patty)

Alyeska Pipeline Service Co. will pledge
itself to maximum protection of the envi-
ronment and to hiring as ipany Alaska na-
tives as possible when new Interior Depart-
ment public hearing on the proposed trans-
Alaska oil pipeline begins Tuesday in Wash-
ington, D.C.

"Wewill welcome the opportunity to tell
what we have found to be reassuring about
this project," Edward L. Patton, Alyeska
president, told The Seattle Times in an ex-
clusive interview.

Patton answered more than 100 questions
posed by The Times on topics ranging from
environmental concern to financing.

Among other things, he said:
The aboriginal land claims of Alaska's 55,-

000-plus natives, now pending in Congress,
must be settled before construction can
begin.

Even if the land-claims issue is settled
this year. federal court injunctions are lifted
and the necessary federal permits are issued,
it is doubtful that construction of the pipe-
line itself can begin this year.

However, if all the above hurdles are
cleared by July, Alyeska likely will start con-
struction of the pipeline service road-north
from the Yukon River to Prudhoe Bay-in
October.

Following this schedule, with pipeline con-
struction beginning in 1972, it should be
possible for the first Arctic oil to be flowing'
through the pipeline by fall of 1974. If the
needed permits and other factors had fallen
into place this month, the pipeline could
have been in operation by the spring of 1974.

Alyeska will conduct schools in Alaska
to train and qualify as many Alaskans as
possible for pipeline-welding and other jobs.
Special efforts are planned for Alaska na-
tives.

Alyeska already has spent about $6 million
on environmental-research and investiga-
tions-in addition to other millions spent by
the owner oil company. The Alyeska expendi-
tures have included such studies as tundra-
reseeding experiments, testing of effects of
warm-oil pipelines buried in permafrost and
studies of caribou migrations. Not included
in the $0 million are extensive soil investiga-
tions carried out along the 800-mile pipeline
route.

Between 5,000 and 8.000 persons will be
employed during the construction period.
The exact number will depend on how con-
densed a construction schedule Alyeska de-
cides to set.

Total right-of-way for the pipeline will
amount to only 8.2 square miles-versus
Alaska's over-all area of 586,412 square miles.
When the road, airstrips, pumping stations
and the tanker terminal at Valdez are added,
the entire project will occupy a total of just
55 square miles.

Operational safety of the pipeline will be
assisted by an elaborate microwave commu-
nications system. autora.- tic monitors, emer-
gency shut-off valves ano other features.

Patton emphasized that the pipeline will
be elevated in permafrost zones that truly
are problem areas.

"We have no intention of burying the pipe
in unstable soils or in soils that could be-
come unstable when thawed," Patton de-
clared.

Patton also conceded that further long de-
lays could kill the project for the trans-
Alaska route from Prudhoe Bay to Valdez.

"Obviously," he said, "there is a point at
which (increasing) costs could cause us to
drop this way of doing and go on to another
scheme."

This could happen, for example, if the
temporary injunction granted to conserva-
tion groups is made permanent and Alyeska
faces a lengthy legal battle all the way
through the United States Supreme Court.

What would be the alternatives to the
Prudhoe Bay-Valdes route?

There have been no firm decisions on al-
ternatives. But Patton indicated that likely
options could include: A trans-Canada oil
pipeline from Prudhoe Bay to the American
Midwest, or a short pipeline from Prudhoe
Bay to a port at Herschel Island, in Asctic
Canada's Yukon Territory, for tanker ship-
ments to the East Coast by way of the North-
west Passage.

"The cost is getting higher and higher ev-
ery day we wait," Patton said.

PIPELINE W.L, COST uN EXCESS OF $1 BnLLION
To hear some of the critics of the pro-

posed Alyeska pipeline, one might get the
impression that Ed Patton is something of
an ogre who presides over a sinister ap-
paratus for the big, bad oil companies.

Not so.
Patton, 54, is a soft-spoken Virginian with

almost 33 years of experience in the petro-
leum industry. He has a sincere concern for
the environment-and believes the trans-
Alaska pipeline can be built and operated
safely.

Twice for Humble Oil & Refining Co. in
Normay and in California. he was respon-
sible for building clean refineries. The most
recent, at-Benicia, Calif., won an award from
the San Francisco Water Quality- Control
Board, for outstanding conservation activi-
ties.

Now Patton is "on loan" from Humble.to. serve as president of Alyeska Pipeline
Service Co., the combine of seven oil com-
panies assigned the job of designing, con-
structing, operating and maintaining the
800-mile oil pipeline in Alaska.

Patton intends to see that it is done right.
So does the Interior Department, which has
written a long list of environmental stipula-
tions.

Source: Congressional Record-Senate, February 26, 1971, pp. S2101-S2104.
Reproduced by the Library of Congress, Congressional Research
Service, March 9, 1971.
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"I have my own personal standards of A. Fifty-four feet, to permit ample roomenvironmental protection that I would have for construction and maintenance. The 1920ins isted on, even if the Department of In- Mineral Leasing Act provides 54 feet for pipe-terior hadn't imposed any." Patton said. line right-of-way. Even at that, the entire
Understandably, Patton is irritated by ir- pipeline will occupy a total of only 8.2 squareresponsible attacks from some zealots who miles along its 800-mile route from Prud-are trying to block constuction of the pipe- hoe Bay to Valdez.

line. But he is sure of his facts and pre- Q. How much pipe is on hand now inpared to weather the rest of the storm. Alaska and what is its origin?
The reason I was given thirjob is that I A. About 700 miles of the 48-inch-diameterhave demonstrated my concern for the en- steel pipe has been delivered to Alaska. Thevironment." he said. balance will be there by July. Three manu-In a wide-ranging interview with The facturers in Japan are supplying the pipe.Seattle Times at Alyeska's Bellvue headquar- Q. How will the pipe be protected?

ters, Patton put dozens of the facts on the A, It will have a special coating to protectline. Here are some of the answers: it from chemical corrosion. In addition, there
Q. Who owns Alyeska? will be an integral cathodeprotection systemA. The largest shares are owned by ARCO built into the line to prevent electrolytic cor-Pipe Line Co., BP Pipeline Corp. and Humble rosion.

Pipe Line Co. Owners with lesser interests are Q. Have contracts for the coating workAmerican Hess Corp., Mobile Pipe Line Co., been awarded?
Phillips Petroleum Co., and Union Oil Co. of A. Yes. Work will begin in the spring atCalifornia. three plants-in Valdez, Fairbanks, andQ. What happened to the 2 per cent share Prudhoe Bay. The job is to be completedsold by Home Oil Co., one of the original during the summer.
owners? Q. What is the exact mileage of the pipe-A. Some of the other owners bought Home's line?
interest. A. Probably about 790 miles, depending onQ. Are other North Slope oil producers the outcome of additional soils investigationseligible to join Alyeska? due to resume next month.

A. An outside company could try to ac- Q. What are the recoverable oil reservesquire shares, but the present owners have the of the North Slope?
right of first refusal if shares are to be re- A. Patton does not know for sure. Theleased. The pipeline will be a common car- Alyeska owners are saying at least 10 billionrier, so it would be possible for outsiders to barrels. Speculation ranges up to 50 billion -ship their oil .through it, but probably at a barrels.higher cost than will be paid by the Alyeska Q. If other major oil fields are developedmember companies- on the North Slope, will other Alyeska-sizeQ. How much will the pipeline cost? pipelines be required?A. More than $1 billion, but the owners A. Logic says, according to Patton, thatwill not disclose how much more until all future developments would make maximum,contracts have been awaded. This is to guard use of the investment already in place be-against possible automatic escalation of fore spending new money.bids. Q. Who owns the land the pipeline willQ. What will be the pipeline's initial ca- cross?
pacity? A. Except for a small portion owned byA. 600,000 barrels a day, after an extensive private parties, the route will traverse landtesting period. This may be followed by an either selected by the State of Alaska, or"intermediate" capacity of 1.2 million bar- federal land now in the public domain. Mostrels daily, but this stage has not been ap- is subject to the aboriginal land claim ofproved yet by the owners. Alaska's natives.Q. What will be the ultimate capacity? Q. How long will it take to build the pipe-.-A. 2 million barrels a day, with capacity line?expanding as required and as funds become A. About three years for the initial stages.available through the owner companies. There will be at least a dozen major con-Q. How many pumping stations are plan- tractors and "hundreds" of subcontractors..ned? Q. How many persons will be employed?A. Five in the beginning; 12 at full ca-_ A. Between 5,000 and 8,000 during the ac-pacity. Htual construction period; about 200 to 300Q. How much oil would there be in each during the operating period.mile of the line at any one time? Q. Can construction of the pipeline beginA. About 11,000 barrels, based on 42 gal- yet this year?Ions to the barrel. A. Probably not. However, work on the'Q. How fast will the oil move through the pipeline service road from the Yukon Riverpipeline? to Prudhoe Bay might begin inabout Oc-A. Probably at less than 2 miles an hour tober, if the necessary federal permits arewith initial capacity; at just over 7 miles issued in time and the native land claimsan hour at full capacity, have been settled by Congress.Q. What will be the per-barrel cost of Q. Why does Alyeska feel an early starttransporting the oil to market through the on the road is so important?pipeline? A. There must be a road before any pipe-A. This has not been determined. Alyeska line construction can begin north of theeventually will provide a detailed cost eti- Yukon River. The plan is to work from themate to the owners so they can design a Yukon River north and from Prudhoe Baytariff structure, south with pipeline installations, beidyh

* Q. How will the oil be gathered from-'wells road construction. Meanwhile, on the
at Prudhoe Bay and fed into the pipeline? southern part of the pipeline (south of theA. There will be two crude-oil receiving Yukon River) it may be possible to begin attanks-each capable of holding 210,000 bar- number of "spreads" simultaneously. This"rels-at Prudhoe. Producers will run metered will depend on the number of competent - .lateral lines into these tanks and the oil will contractors Alyeska screens and signs, t abe pumped from there Into the Alyeska pipe. gbe that som contractors ins. It mayline. be that soe contractors will be able toQ. What is the estimated ife of the Pr'd- handle mte than one segment. .hoe oil feld? Q. What ho the earliest ois arnbe oding

A. Patton said it is none of hisbusness- sum the line i permits ao wanted by'but he has heard about $0 yA Problt of 197 4
it will be longer. Q.Nai A. Prtba w y the fall of 19% . -

qWhOAis the ow Q. pat on pi pefie0o[sthyc Duon? 3A. swers that wrantis lithePasie m b
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the Brooks Range area between lbout De-
cember 1 and March 1. AlyeAk.a w1 take a
good look at the posibility of year-eround
construction in other areas. In -ame areas
it actually is desirable to work w ten the
ground is frozen so as not to damage the
tundra.
THIS IS ROUTE OF PIPELINE FROM PRDIIOL TO

VALDEZ

The proposed Alyeska crude-oil pipeinc
will extend from Prudhoe Bay, on Alaska's
Arctic North Slope to a supertanker terminal
in the ice-free port of Valdez.

This is the route the line will traverse;
From Prudhoe Bay, the pipeline will ,ollow

the Sagavanirktok River and Atigun Valleys,
then cross the Brooks Range by way of 4,800-
foot-high Dietrich Pass.

On the southern slope of the Brooks Range
the pipeline will follow the Dietrich and Koy-ukuk Valleys and cross the hills and muskeg
of the Yukon-Tanana uplands to the Yukon
River. The Yukon River crossing will be in
the hills west of the Yukon Flats.

South of the Yukon River the line will
pass through more rolling hills, going about
10 miles east of Fairbanks, then south to the
Alaska Range. The line will reach an eleva-
tion of 3,500 feet as it crosses through Isabel
Pass before descending into the Copper Riiver
Basin.

After it crosses the Copper River Basin it
will enter the Chugach Mountains, reach-
ing an elevation of 2,500 feet as it goes
through Thompson Pass. From Thompson it
descends through Keystone Canyon to the
Valdez terminal.

The total distance is about 800 miles.
From Valdez; the oil will be shipped by

tankers to refineries or other pipeline ter-
minals in the "lower 48" states.

THE PIPEULNE--COSTS MOUNT As DE.AY
CONTINUES'

The long delay in building the Alyeska
crude-oil pipeline has been expensive-or
everyone.

When the project first was announced In
February, 1969, the cost of the 0(O-mile ine
was estimated at $900 million. Now it may ne
past the $1.5 billion mark.

In addition, the ol companies have been
hurt by interest payments on money they
tied up for the pipeline project. Not to
mention the $900 million or so in bonus bids
they paid the State of Alaska in September
1969, for their North Slope acreage. Stock-
holders expects quick results.

The state has suffered, too. Not only does
the state have to wait longer than AntIc-
pated to begin collecting severance taxes and
royalties from North Slope oil, but the delayhas resulted in increased costs for Alvesko
Pipeline Service Co., which seem certain to
boost eventual wellhead prices for the oil.
The higher the wellhead price-which takes
into account the cost of getting oil to mar-ket-the lower the state's take.

"What it all means is that we have had
two years of escalating costs already," Ed-
ward L. Patton, Alyeska's president, said.

The Alyeska pipeline already rates as the
most expensive construction project in the
history of private industry.

Alyeska is owned by seven of the oil com-
panies with holdings on the North Slope, orheir pipeline subsidiaries. It is charged with
designing, building, operating and maintain-
ng the giant pipeline.

Here are other answers by Patton to ques-ions posed by The Times:
Q. Was Alyeska perhaps taking too muchor granted when it placed orders in Japanor the 800 mies of four-foot-diameter pipeefore federal permits were granted?
A. lio, the ol companies were acting In

pod faith. They were prooeding under themorals1Lasing Act of 190-the "pipeline
SW." This set pounded a logia bsis for
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nppro.chng the pipeline project. It has been
done hIs.y nmavy ties in the past.

Q 1t w nmch of the system has been de-
si.:ted?

A In areas of the route where the Interior
Department h.ss not expressed concern, most
of the engineering is completed. Design of
the Vade. terminal also has been completed.
Design of the pumping stations is very far
'Long.

Q. What about the problem of installing
a pipeline carrying warm oil through perma-
frost ones?

A. ':here are several kinds of permafrost.
Ppe can be laid underground in "dry"
permafrost areas of rock or gravel which
have low-mol.ture content. Such areas re-
main stable in a froren or unfrozen state and
do not melt when thawed. Where high-mois-
ture content permafrost is found, insulated
pipc will be set above ground on a gravel berm
or supported on structural bents. Thus, ex-
tensive thawing and melting of ice-rich per-
nmafrost will be avoided.

Q. How much of the pipeline will be elevat-
ed?

A. Interior is sucesting that about 400
miles, or about half of the pipeline, will
have to be elevated. Based on its soil investi-
gatons. Alyeska estimates about 200 miles.
We think the final figure will be somewhere
in between. Alveska will continue its soils
investlraslons and provide the data to the
Geological Survey, which will have the final
word Alves:a estimates it has about three
more months of soils tests to conduct.

Q. Are Alyeska and the Geological Sur-
vey in conflict over details of the pipeline
installation?

A. No.-Alyeska has to give Geological Sur-
vey evidence to move (permafrost) areas
from the questionable into the assured cate-
gory for burying pipe. Alyeska will not bury
any pipe in soils that would be unstable
when thawed. Alyeska and Geological Sur-
vey always have been in agreement on that.

Q. How long have Ayeska and Geological
Survey been working together on the pro-
ject?

A. There have been continuous contacts
since the spring of 1069. Alyeska has great
respect for personnel of Geological Survey-
including Arthur H. Lachenbruch, the sci-
entist whose 1970 report on thermal effects
of heated pipelines in permafrost Alyeska
feels has been grossly misinterpreted by
pipeline foes.

Q. At what temperature will the oil be
transported through the pipeline?

A. The oil will emerge from the ground at
170 to 180 degrees, then cool to 100 to 145
degrees by the time Alyeska receives it. A
final decision still is pending, but Alyeska
probably will carry the oil at a temperature
as low as 100 degrees to preserve natural
fractions for various products and reduce
thermal efects on the environment. The oil
could be cooled at pumping stations along
the route.

Q. How quickly could the pipeline be shut
down in an emergency?

A. About 10 minutes. Valve cosing is what
takes the time.

Q. If a break should occur, how would
the spilled oil be controlled?

A. At':e ka Is working now on emergency
plans. Berms could be used to corral pools
of oil. S:c ;I:es of sand and gravel would be
place at .. rat gic sites. Vacuum trucks
would sick up liquId ol. If the oil were jelled
by the ced, it would be scooped up and
re:Iqu'fted to re-enter the pipeline. Affected
soil would be cleaned and restored.

Q. How will the pipeline be controlled?
A. The entire line can be controlled re-

motely from the main controi'statton at the
Valdez terminal-in addition to controls at
each pumping station. The situation at each
punpint station will be monitored continu-
ously. Thus, emergency shutdwns could be
accomplished either from Vald or the near.

est pumping station. Pumping stations will
be manned around the clock. There will be a
microwave communications system, plus
backup facilities to protect against failure.
Shutoff valves, power-operated and remotely
controlled, can be closed to compartmentalize
the pipeline. if required.

Q. Can excessive pipeline pressures be
avoided automatically?

A. Yes, there will be system controls, relief
valves and relief tanks-plus backup relief
valves-at all stations.

Q. What other safety precautions are
planned?

A. The entire line will be visually inspected
daily from the air, weather permitting.

Q. What about earthquake danger?
A. The system is being designed to remain

safely operational tinder the most severe
earthquake expected along the route. In ad-
dition, the entire system will be monitored
seismically by instructions on the basis of
G-forces and fractions of G-forces. Readings
will be transmitted to the control station at
Valdez. At the outset, the pipeline probably
will be shut down at the first rumble of an
earthquake. It will not be restarted until
there has been a complete inspection. In
time, we expect to build up a reference base*
of 0-forces through which the pipeline can
operate safely.

Q. Will everything be automated?
A. Yes and no. The entire pipeline will be

monitored 24 hours a day by the Valdez con-
trol center. Two computers there will receive
a continuous flow of information from points
all along the line. The computers will evalu-
ate the information and react accordingly.
There also will be automatic equipment at
each pump station. However, the automatic
monitors will be backed ip by human moni-
tors keeping a 24-hour watch on the line.

THE Pn'ELINE-WIIEN OIL WELLS RUN DRT,
PIPE WILL VANISH

(By Stanton H. Patty)
What will be done with the Alyeska pipe-

line when the North Slope oil wells run dry?
Virtually all traces of the 800-mile line will

vanish when that happens,. Edward L. Pat-
ton, president of Alyeska Pipeline Service Co.,
said.

Interior Department stipulations require
Alyeska to remove all surface evidence of
the pipeline and plug the openings where
the pipeline travels underground.

But Alyeska is not going to wait for that
time before beginning restoration work. The
company plans to reseed the entire route soon
after construction with fast-growing peren-
nials and grasses until the slower-growing
natural vegetation can take hold again. Re-
seeding experiments already being conducted
on the North Slope are encouraging.

Reseeding is more than aesthetic. Alyeska
wants to protect the right-of-way from ero-
sion.

Other answers from Patton:
Q. How will rivers be crossed by the pipe-

line?
A. Alyeska still is studying each case. It

may be best to bury the line in river beds in
cases; bridging may be best at other sites.
When buried, the pipe will be coated with
concrete four inches thick to prevent scour-
ing.

Q. Where will gravel be obtained for con-
struction?

A. Mostly from river beds. However, Aly-
eska will make some of its own gravel by
crushing rock in areas of solid rock. Care
will be taken to avoid removals in rivers
when fish are spawning and incubating.

Q. How will wildlife be affected by the
pipeline?

A. Industry scientists have been studying
wildlife along the route for the past two
years. Both the route and construction shed.
ule take their fndings into account to mini.
mzie effects on wildlife. For example, nesting

grounds and calving areas will be avoided in
critical seasons.

Q. Will above-ground sectons of the pipe-
line become a barrier to normal caribou
migrt Ions?

A. No, studies have shown that caribou
normally range 25 to 40 muie-, a day. If well-
worn caribou paths should appear .fter the
pipet-e is built. thme areas will he provided
with .. mps or undcrpa ses. Beidts, Anaktu-
vuk Pass, in the Brooks Range. is the main
caribou route and we are not using that pass.

Q. In addition to protecting caribou, why
did Alyeska choose 4.800-foot-high Detrich
Pass over the lower, 2,200-foot Anaktuvuk
Pass in the Brooks Range?

A. Because soils in Anaktuvuk Pass are
too high in moisture content. This is another
example of Alyeska trying to avoid unstable
soils. The decision will result in the expense
of an additional pumping station.

Q. How about hunting by pipeline crews?
A. No firearms will be permitted in the

camps. Alyeska plans to be only a minor and
temporary inconvenience to wildlife of the
area.

Q. Will construction crews leave a trail of
debris?

A. No. Alyeska will police contractors, and
contracts will stipulate that every scrap of
garbage and trash must be removed or they
won't be paid. And Alyeska does not intend
to be the cause of any air or water-pollution
input.

Q. What kind of a road is Alyeska plan-
ning in connection with the pipeline?

A. Before, pipeline construction can begin
north of Yukon River, a road must be built
to accommodate construction equipment.
This will be a gravel road. 28 feet wide, and
about 350 miles long. In the south, most of
the pipeline will follow the existing Richard-
son Highway to Valdez.

Q. Has part of the northern road been
built already?

A. Yes, the 57-mile section from Liven-
good, which is 81 miles north of Fairbanks,
to the Yukon River. Existing roads lead from
Livengood into Fairbanks.

Q. How many lanes will the pipeline serv-
ice road have?

A. Three. It must have room for two-way
traffic, and a lane for equipment that is
stopped and in place for pipeline work.

Q. Will the pipeline road be useable the
year around?

A. Yes, within reason.
Q. How will the pipeline roaddiffer from

the infamous Hickel Highway, the tempo-
rary "ice road" that turns into a bog when
winter ends?

A. There is no similarity. Alyeska is plan-
ning a permanent road, built according to
34 pages of Interior Department stipulations.
To prevent the permafrost under the road
from thawing, the road must be built so
that it itself acts as an insulator. Tests have
indicated that a gravel road bed up to five
feet deep will provide the needed insulation.

Q. How many camps and airstrips will
there be along the pipeline road?

A. Present plans call for nine camps and
three airstrips. Fuel will be flown in for the
construction equipment until we get the
road going.

Q. What will happen to the road after
the pipeline is completed?

A. It will be turned over to the state to be
integrated into the state-highway system.
In the meantime, Alyeska will maintain the
road and control the traffic that is permitted
to use it.

Q. What plans are there for spanning the
Yukon River in connection with the road?

A. Alyeska will not build a bridge, thus
preventing the road's use by cas tal traffic
while under our control. We will sse a con-
struction-type ferry and winter ice bridge,
in season, to get across the Yukn.

Q. Are standby costs being paid to some
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cont rectors who moved rid-conii ritet ion
equipment to the northern section of the
propou'd pipeline road before work was

" stalled?
A. Yes, but that information (cost details)

is confidential. Alyeska chooses not to dis-
close to one contractor what nno'.her is re-
ceiving because each standby agreement was
nerootated separately. Some contractors
drove better bargains than others.

Q. What is the value of idle equipment on
the road route now?

A. Perhaps $30 to $40 million, but this is a
guess.

Q. Regarding the oil pipeline itself, has
Alyeska learned much of value from various
experiments and tests that have been con-
ducted?

A. Yes. The information is proving very
useful. It has shown that sonic of the things
we feared haven't happened.

Q. There was a cold-pipeline test at Bar-
row. What did Alyeska learn from that?

A. For one thing, we found out that the
effects of frost-heaving and ice-jacking are
negligible, when compared with the strength
of the pipe. We also learned how to protect
the tundra from damage by installing a
thin layer of packed snow. We also found
it was possible to roll up tundra and replace
it, like sod, and found that we can protect
tundra with a layer of foam plastic topped
with gravel.

Q. What is the nature of the hot-pipeline
test now under way at the University of
Alaska?

A. We are pumping air heated to 145
degrees through 1,000 feet of pipe buried in
permafrost there to study the effects on the
ground and to see whether heat will stimu-
late plant growth. This test probably will
continue for several years, but we have
received useful data already. There has been
no significant ground warming so far.
However, it is too early to tell conclusively
what might happen after several years.

Q. Is Alyeska receiving information from
a hot-pipeline test being conducted by an-
other combine at Inuvik, in Northwest
Territories, Canada?

A. We do have an information-exchange
agreement with them.

Q. You discussed permafrost problems
earlier, but could you go over it again in
connection with the Alyeska pipeline?

A. It is obvious that If a warm line Is
buried in permafrost of high ice content,
the heat of the pipe will thaw the perma-
frost and melt the ice, this causing a loss
of support for the pipeline. That is why.
after hundreds of test borings, geologists
have selected a route that will take the pipe-
line through rocky, stable, dry permafrost
for most of its journey. In these areas, the
pipeline will not create an unstable condi-
tion. Where the line crosses ice-rich perma-
frost It will be elevated to avoid thawing the
permafrost.

Tes PIPELINE-FIRM PLANS TO TRAIN,
HIRE ALASKA NATIVES

Ed Patton wants to make it clear that
Alyeska Pipeline Service Co. is "not just
fanning the breeze" when it promises. to
train and hire as many Alaska natives as
possible for pipeline jobs.

" "We mean it-we are putting it in
writing," the president of the pipeline com
pany, told The Seattle Times in an exclu-
sive interview at the firm's Bellevue head-
quarters.

* . "We are going to make a special effort
where the natives are concerned."

Alaska's natives include Eskimos, Indians
and Aleuts. They make up about 20 per Dent
of the state's population.

Patton gave these answers when asked for'specife:
Q. What "special effort" dogs sIye a hiewe

in astd for the natives?

A. For one t thing. A lynkly will be running
weldling ehools in Alaska for Alasknns. I
hope we qualify a lot of native welders for
work in building the pipeline.

Q. When will these schools begin?
A. Probably n couple of months before the

first pipe spread goes into the flid. It takes
three to five weeks to train a pipe welder.

Q. What other training programs are
planned?

A. We will probably run a qualification
school to check out (construction) equip-
ment operators, too.

Q. There are fears that much of the labor
for construction of the pipeline will be im-
ported from the "lower 48." Is this so?

A. We would like to hire 100 per cent Alas-
kans, if they are available and they can be
qualified. That would be great.

Q. How many employes will you have after
the construction period, that is, during the
operating period?

A. Not over 300-to man the pumping
stations, the terminal at Valdez, for main-
tenance, standby, and so on. In my opinion,
we will be totally dependent on Alaskans-
many natives-to operate the pipeline once
it's done.

Q. Please comment on allegations that the
pipeline project will disrupt the native cul-
tures.

A. Alaskan native culture has been
touched already by the modern world-not
always for the good and not always for the.
bad. Our hope is that education, training and
job opportunity provided by Alyeska-
coupled with benefits from anticipated land-
claims settlements, oil royalties and sever-
ance taxes-should improve present condi-
tions for many of them.

Q. What position has Alyeska taken on
the native land claims?

A. We take no position on the terms of
the settlement. However, aboriginal claims
of Alaskan natives, now pending before Con-
gress, must be settled before (pipeline) con-
struction can begin.

Q. Turning to the tanker terminal at.
Valdez, the southern end of the proposed
pipeline, how many docks will there be there
for supertankers?

A. In the initial stage, there will be two
for vessels of from 16,000 to 250,000 dead-
weight tons and one for vessels of from 16,000
to 120,000 deadweight tons. Later, there will
be at least one more, perhaps two more, ad-
ditional docks, or a total of five eventually.

Q. How will oil be received from the pipe-line at the terminal?
A. In the initial stage (for throughput of

'600,000 barrels a day), there will be up to 15
crude-oil-storage tanks at Valdez, each with a

'capacity of 510,000 barrels. Later (the ulti-
mate capacity of the pipeline will be 2 mil-
lion barrels a day), of course, there will be
additional storage tanks.

Q. What about treatment of tanker ba-
last at Valdez?

A. Alyeska will have a very sophisticated
ballast water-treatment system. We will not
load a tanker at Valdez unless the master of
the vessel certifies in writing that he has not
dumped any ballast at sea on the way toAlaska.

, Q. What safety precautions does Alyeska
plan at the Valdez terminal?

A. For one thing, no cargo hoses will be
used for loading oil into tankers. A hose can
break. We will use steel arms instead.

Q. What if an oil spill should occur in the
Valdez harbor?

A. We will have automatic cutoff valves-
and there will be a floating boom to drop
quickly around a tanker it this should hap"
pen. We also will have suction skimmers to.
pick up the oil that might be spilled.

Q. What measures WilAllyeska take to pre.vent tanker seeidents in Prines William.
sound?

A Theru willb e the latest navigaos aids

and a rnlern CiOniinui nlei n- li , trnP
throulthoult the area. In ohtittiin, there wil1
he in-and-out line- est.2sbcc! fr r u.'rS.
There will be one-wy t r;flic in s'alad / As i
itself. When a tanker is going or,. for in-
stance, an incoming tanker would have to
walt. and vice versa.

Q. Is Alyecska aware of the great value of
marine resources in Prince William Sound?

A. Yes. We are awarding a contract for
a long-term survey of marine life n Valdez
harbor by marine experts so Alyc .ka will have
basic information before any work Is done
there.

Q. Has the Valdez terminal seen F'ar'.ed 5

A. No, and it won't be until we have a
clear go-ahead on the pipeline.

Q. Why was Valdez chosen over othir portsas the terminal site?
A. Valdez is the northernmost ire-free port

in Southern Alaska-it's a good, sheltered.
deep-water harbor. It is also the shortest
route for the pipeline.

Q. Speaking of tankers, Humble Oil & Re-
fining Co. has suspended its studies in the
Northwest Parsage after two sea. ons o work
with the icebreaking tanker Manhattan. Does
it appear to you that the Northwest Passageis dead now as a tanker route for moving
North Slope oil to market?

A. Yes, for the short term-but the idea
of icebreaking tankers is not dead, and Iwould expect that some day use will be made
of them. The Arctic Islands of Canada, where
they think they have oil, is where I believe
they will have their day.

Q. What is the outlook for utilization ofNorth Slope natural gas that will be pro-duced with the crude oil?
A. It's going to be reinjected (into thewells) until there is a way to get it to market.

It won't be flared or vented. A little will beused to fuel our northernmost pumpingstations.
Q. What is the outlook for a natural-gas

pipeline?
A. I think there Is certain to be one

through Canada from Alaska some day.
Study groups are looking at this possibilitynow.

Q. Why not have the gas pipeline in Alasnka
instead?

A. It is not economical to tanker gas. And
the most direct route to market is throughCanada.

Q. The recent environmental-impact re-
port on the Aleyska pipeline by the Interior
Department said the pipeline is essential tothe security of the United States. Why dowe need North Slope oil?

A. The United States requires about 15
million barrels of oil a day. It now produces
some 10 million barrels a day and this domes-
tic production, excluding the North Slope-is expected to peak and then decline during
this decade. We import crude oil from over.
seas sources, primarily the troubled hiiddcle
East. We have the choice of increasing our
dependency on other nations-or developingour own domestic reserves. An assured source
of energy will help maintain this nation's
security.

Q. Alyeska recently began a series of na-
tion-wide advertisements to sell the pipeline
project to the public. Some of your criticshave described the advertisements as mis-leading. What is your comment?

A. We didn't put anything in the ads thatIsn't the truth.
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HE YEARS WHEN the mountains, valleys, rivers,
and creeks of Alaska yielded fortunes in gold
have faded; now the production of sand and

gravel is valued more than the annual production
of the yellow metal for which men once struggled
and(l ied. But Alaskans have memories and today
they impatiently await another economic boom-this
one a river of oil which would flow through an 800-
mile-long pipeline, stretching like some huge steel
serpent from Prudhoe Bay in the north to Valdez
on the Pacific, the northernmost ice-free port in the
western hemisphere.

The technical problems involved in the oil pipe-
line project are as immense as the ranges of forbid-
ding mountains that awed the goldseekers on the
trail of '98. Alaska's first problem, well known to
those who have looked north recently, is how to lay
a steel pipeline 48 inches in diameter whose stream
of hot oil - 176 degrees F. - will not melt its route
through the Alaskan terrain, 85 percent of which is
permafrost, or permanently frozen ground.

The second problem is the demand made by the
conservationists, many of whose viewpoints are
shared by the technical experts of the U.S. govern-
ment, that the pipeline pose no threat to the ecology
of what has been described as America's last great,
untouched wilderness area. The description is par-
ticularly apt as it applies to the Brooks Mountain
Range, whose towering peaks, some over 9,000 feet
high, look north to the Beaufort Sea and the still
imprisoned oil of Prudhoe Bay.

Today, despite the eagerness of oil companies who
have already invested, $900,000,000 in North Slope
oil and gas leases and of Alaska's resource-minded
boosters who are anxious to get on with the project
at a time of heavy unemployment, all of the factors
-- techical, environmental, social, and legal - are

Source: Environment, Vol. 12, No. 7,
Reproduced with permission
Research Service, March 9,

b
1

being carefully weighed by a Federal Ta.sk Force on
Alaska Oil Development established early in 1969 by
the Nixon Administration.

The task force is a government-wide body includ-
ing all of the 1)epartmcnt of the I nterior's major
bureaus - from the United States Geological Sur-
vey, the principal technical and engineering study
unit, to the Bureau of Indian Affairs, whose respon-
sibility it is to safeguard the rights a!sd livelihood of
Alaska's natives - an Eskimo-Aleut population of
more than 28,000 and an additional 14,000 Indians.
These are part of Alaska's total population of only
282,000 persons who live on 586,400 square miles
of territory.

The federal task force was established by Secre-
tary of the Interior Walter J. IBickel on April 18,
1969. The original membership of eight Interior
department bureau and office heads was expanded
at the request of President Nixon to include the sec-
retaries of Commerce, I)efense, IIealth, Education
and Welfare, Transportation, and housing and Ur-
ban Affairs. The State of Alaska and a cons'rva-
tion/industry ad hoc committee are also represented.
The Office of Science and Technology, the National
Science Foundation, and the Bureau of the Budget
participate as liason members.

Dr. William 1). McElroy, Director of the National
Science Foundation, announced May 22 that a new
coordinated research project into the potential eco-
logical effects of the pipeline will get underway this
summer.

The survey will be directed .and coordinated by

RON MOXNESS is a free-lance writer and a foreign
service officer with the United States Information
Agency.

September 1970. pp.12 -1 8 , 21-23, & 36.
y the Library of Congress, Congressional
L971.

By Ron Moxness
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CRS-15
)r. Jerome 8rowni of the U.S. Army Cold Regions

0 research and Engineeri ng Laboratory and by )r.
GeoIge C. West, Professor of Zoophysiology. Insti-
tute of Arctic biology, University of Alaska. The
-0(),0o0 proIect involves seven participating insti-
tutions and has two major objectives. First, the sci-
entists want to find out how environmental dis-
turbances by man affect the life systems of both
plants and animals. Secondly, project directors plan
to bring together the existing, scattered information
on Arctic ecology. They also want to determine how
the results of Arctic research can best be used to
predict the consequences of resource development in
the region. The U.S. Coast Guard is also planning a
number of summer research programs dealing with
the problem of oil pollution in ice, and the Univer-
sity of Alaska, in cooperation with industry, is
studying oil pipe behavior under permafrost condi-
tions. Studies on grass and tree plantings adaptable
to the land through which the pipeline will run are
also being conducted.

All of this study anticipates the exploitation of
some of the largest reserves of oil ever discovered.
According to Dr. Charles C. Bates, Science Advisor
to the Commandant of the U.S. Coast Guard, "In the
Colville Basin of Alaska's North Slope, [running]
some 50 miles parallel to the coast, the Prudhoe Bay
structure has been estimated to contain five to ten
billion barrels of oil. When one realizes that Saudi
Arabia and Kuwait each took until last year to pro-
duce their ten billionth barrel and that Iran achieved
this magic figure only this year, it is easy to see
that the North Slope may become the land of big oil
in the 1970s to the 1990s...

Task Force Questions TAPS
It is little wonder then that a consortium of oil com-
panies - of which the major names are Atlantic
Richfield, Humble Oil, and British Petroleum - is
pressing hard to move ahead with their Trans-
Alaska Pipeline System (TAPS) as early as possible
to carry this oil to market. Much of the pipe has al-
ready been stockpiled at Valdez, where construction
was to begin this summer.

As of this writing, however, no federal authoriza-
tion to go ahead with the pipeline project is forth-
coming, and it is doubtful, at the present pace of
negotiations, that a permit will be issued for some

14

months in the future. In the words of .ohn on
Executive Secretary of the federal task foreo-, th
consortium of nine companies making up the TA i
group has not yet presented a plan whicho 'eion-
strates that its fundamental criteria are adequat
to assure integrity of the line when buried."

The current impasse in discussions between TAI'S
and the federal body involves both technological! ani
environmental differences of opinion. In the view
of TAPS, the pipeline would be buried for almost the
entirety of its route from north to south. It would
be served by a $120,000,000 highway in the northern
region of Alaska. The highway, to be paid for by
the TAPS group, would serve as a secondary highway
for the state. Both pipeline and highway are cur-
rently blocked by suits initiated by leading conserva-
tion and wildlife organizations and by debate over
financing of the road in its construction stage. TAPS
is not interested in the road unless it receives a go-
ahead for the pipeline project, now projected to cost
about $1,500,000,000.

The task force, on the basis of its own studies of
the hazards of building in the permafrost and of
questions relating to wildlife and the needs of the
indigenous population, asked 79 questions for which
the TAPS organization has not yet provided satisfac-
tory answers. The questions, Mr. Horton asserted,
"were about the toughest ever laid down before an
industry group." The task force, in weighing the
TAPS response, raised "serious questions" as to the
consortium's "state of technological readiness" to
proceed with the project. The task force so advised
President Nixon.

The two groups are chiefly at loggerheads over
placement of the line. TA'S wants to use engineering
practices utilized elsewhere in the world as part of
the oil industry's far-flung operations and simply
bury the steel line for all but about 80 miles of its
route, which would cross 23 rivers and 152 streams,
and many mountains, mountain basins, and river
flats.

The task force believes that at least half of the
line should be built above ground on steel, timber, or
concrete legs to permit free migration of caribou
herds which are vital to the livelihood of native
Alaskans. An elevated pipeline like that used by
Soviet engineers in the U.S.S.R. would also keep the
hot pipeline from any contact with the delicately
balanced tundra and permafrost. The oil in the pipe-
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line is heated to keep it fluid enough to pump easily
by special heating units installed in the pumping
stations along the route of the pipeline.

Federal technicians are also uneasy about the as-
surance of TAPS that its pipeline plans allow for a
sag or dif ferential'of only three inches in a 50-foot
section of pipe. The minimum estimate of the task
force is that the potential differential to allow for
soil settlement - not to mention the possibility of
larger stresses - should be three feel in a 50-foot
pipe section.

The Alenlo Park working group of the U .S. Geo-
logical Survey in California, in its interim comments
on engineering proposals provided by the TAPS or-
ganization earlier this year, found a number of ap-
pa rei t inconsistencies in the TAPS presentation and
commented, "it is difficult to determine which state-
ments represent TAPS' policies and intentions and
which do not." The working group agreed that the
TAPS information, set down in a number of reports,
represented a forward step "in our mutual consid-
eration of the many problems involved in the pro-
posed pipeline project." But as of late July, Dr.
Henry Coulter - one of the Geological Survey's
principal technical advisors to the federal task force
-points out, no reply to their interim comments had
yet been received. Task force spokesmen indicated
that a reply is not expected before October.

One of the major areas of concern is the problem
of earthquakes. The pipeline will pass through sev-
eral regions of earthquake faults (see map on page
17). Coulter indicated the task force's intention to
require strict criteria for the pipeline design. "If you
plan for a seven rather than a five range of [earth-
quake] intensity you are probably better off," he
observed. "If you plan for five and are confronted
with the possibility of seven it would be highly ex-
pensive to change designs."

Coulter said TAPS, in its preliminary reports, had
proposed cutoff safety provisions for the pipe in
fauit areas to limit the amount of oil which would
be lost in case of a break.

TA PS has not yet disclosed the number of cutoffs it
plans to build into the line to cope with earthquakes
or breaks or stoppages caused by other factors such
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as ground displacement in thawing or sinking per-
mafrost. But Coulter points out that a large cutoff
valve designed to really halt the flow of oil would be
32 feet high, and men would have to be stationed at
various points along the route to cope with emer-
gencies. The backup pressure, in the event of a
sealed off break, would he tremendous. This is one
of the points in dispute, because the TAPS people
have not yet determined specific details of design.
As Coulter says, "our intent is to prt'eiit spills, not
to provide systems for cleanup."

Coulter views bedrock construction in rocky area:;
as more or less conventional, but the rest of the line
is where the need for "imaginative" design concepts
lie. He feels that some lengthy areas of the line may
need only a few cutoffs and that other stretches, in
potentially dangerous fault areas, may need much
more frequent installations, perhaps at half-mile
intervals.

Oil spills, in the event of an earthquake, would
obviously be very destructive, since one mile of pipe
will contain 500,000 gallons of hot oil. But a spill
caused by a break in one section of line conceivably
could be strictly local in effect. The Alaskan terrain
is hilly and an oil spill would run downhill and come
to a stop in a reasonably short distance. "In effect,
the damage could be limited to a finite distance,
limited by topography," Coulter said.

Should a river basin be involved, much more ex-
tensive damage could result. In Canada recently, oil
from a spill in a pipeline at Fort McMurray traveled
150 miles downstream in the Athabasca River. Great
Canadian Oil Sands Ltd., at whose plant the break
occurred, said the break and the loss of pressure
were reflected on monitors at its Fort McMurray
plant and immediate steps were taken to stop the
flow.

The spill caused a shutdown of the commercial
fishing season on Lake Athabasca'just at a time
when fish prices were rising because of mercury
pollution in other areas of Canada, the Canadian
Press news agency reported. The spill did not, ap-
parently, cause much damage to wildlife breeding
grounds because of the fast current flow of the
Athabasca.
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The Permafrost Problem

PemI) '..rOSi is (i('i ied ecutisiveivly nnthe basis of
t(Iem st t, t5 its tame suggests. It is rock or soil
material, witl or without interior moisture or or-

ganic matter, that has remained below :12 degrees F.
cont inuotislv for two or more years. .

Pemi'ifrost may be ice-free where no water is
present, the Geological Survey notes. The perma-
frost table consists of the upper surface of the per-
mafrost layer and the active layer, the zone that
freezes in the winter and thaws in the summer.

The Geological Survey's "Permafrost and Related
Engineering Problems of Alaska" makes it clear
that American engineers who first tried to build
structures -- from houses to bridges and pipelines
- in Alaska encountered the same problems as the
Russians. The stresses and strains induced by the
freezing, thawing, and heaving of permafrost soils
subjected to unexpeted temperature changes turned
railroads into roller coasters and bridges into jig-
saw puzzles.

"The permafrost region of Alaska, which includes
85 percent of the state, is characterized by a variety
of permafrost-relatedl geomorphic features including
patterned grond0(1, pi ngos, thaw lakes, headed drain-
age, thaw or thermokarst pits, and muck deposits,"
states the rte port.

"Known permafrost thickness ranges from about
1,300 feet near Barrow in northern Alaska to less
than a foot at the southern margin of the perma-
frost region..

"The extensive permafrost region of Alaska poses
special engineering problems on the design, con-
struction and maintenance of all kinds of struc-
tures,' the rprt notes. "Lack of knowledge about

l)ermlafrost has resulted in tremendous mai ntenanice
costs and even in relocation 01' abandtrlonment of high-
ways, railroads, and other structures. l8ecause of the
Unique geologic-en viri'oimental conditions that exist
in permafrost areas, special engineering procedures
should be used, not only to minimize disruptionof
the natural environment, but also to provide the
most economical and sound methods for developing
the natural resources of the permafrost region of
Alaska."

The report warns that ii the Alaskan experience
with construction of airfields, highways, and rail.
roads, "improper procedures can far exceed the ex-
pense of the initial investment. In some cases struc-
tures are damaged to the extent that they become
unusable after just a few months or years. The fi-
nancial losses caused by such problems as impass-
able roads, unusable airstrips or damaged machinery
in buildings which have settled [unevenly] can be
extremely high."

Dr. Arthur H. Lachenbriuch of the U.S. Geological
Survey's Menlo Park research staff, in a report en-
titled "Some Estimates of the Thermal Effects of a
Ileated Pipeline in Permafrost," notes that the pro-
posed Prudhoe Bay-Valdez pi pel intie would maintain
oil temperatures in the neighborhood of 158 to 176
degrees F. when full production is achieved.

"Such an installation would thaw the surrounding
permafrost," Lachenbruch asserts. "Where the ice
content of permafrost is not high, and other condi-
tions are favorable, thawing by the buried pipe
might cause no special problems. Under adverse con- - .
ditions, however, this thawing could.have significant
effects on the environment and possibly upon the



security of the pipeline. It is important that any

potential problem le identified prior to its occur-
rence so that it can be accommodated by proper

pipeline design."
Lachenbruch notes that the actual degree of per-

mafrost conditions along the pipeline remains to be
determined by actual measurements. Such measure-
ments, he said, are essential to predictions of the
interaction between pipeline and environment. He
estimates that a pipeline 48 inches in diameter
buried six feet deep in permafrost and heated to 176
degrees F. would thaw a cylindrical region around
the pipeline 20 to 30 feet in diameter in a few years
in typical permafrost soil.

"At the end of the second decade of operation,
typical thawing depths would be 40 to 50 feet near
the southern limits of permafrost and 35 to 40 feet
in northern Alaska where permafrost is colder....
The principal effect of insulating the pipe would be
to increase oil temperatures rather than to decrease
thawing," he reports.

Lachenbruch asserts that if permafrost sediments
have excess ice and a very low permeability when
thawed, melting below the pipe could generate free
water faster than it could filter to the surface. As a-
result, the thawed material around the pipeline

0

could persist as a semiliuqid slurry or slush. W\\here

permeal)ilities are very low and excess ice c(', Ie

are moderate, thawing rates would he suifficienut to

maintain this state for decades.
Lachenbruch explains that under certain cnh-

tions the semiliquid slurry "would tend to flow like
a viscous river and seek a level. As an extreme ex-
ample, if these slurries occurred over distances (f
several-miles on almost imperceptible slopes, the up-
hill end of the pipe could, in a few years, be lying at
the bottom of a slumping trench tens of feet deep,
while at the downhill end, millions of cubic feet of
mud could be extruded over the surface."

Where the pipe settled to the bottom of the trench,
Lachenbruch notes, "it would accelerate thawing
and flow, and the process could be self-perpetuating.
The pipeline could be jeopardized by loss of support
in the trench and by displacements in the mud flow.
and the disruption of the landscape could be sub-
stantial."

Lachenbruch warns, too, that uneven settlement
of a pipe can result from a variety of processes, the
most conspicuous of which is probably the thawing
of ice wedges. These massive vertical veins of ice,
he notes, form polygonal networks, commonly invisi-
ble from the surface and difficult to delineate with
borings. Ice wedges, he says, "are widely distributed
in Northern Alaska. A statistical calculation sug-
gests that in typical ice-wedge terrain, conditions
which might exceed the design stress of the pipeline
could occur on the average of once every mile. Most
of these conditions could be anticipated by observa-
tions made during trenching."

Ice wedges are only one of a number of strange
geological phenomena found in permafrost. Surface
features include pingos (small ice-filled conical
hills); stone nets (netlike concentrations of coarse
rock); thaw lakes and pits, and "beaded" drainage
patterns. Disturbing frozen ground, even by making
small changes such as removing vegetation or put-
ting up a building, will commonly upset the freeze-
thaw balance. When certain kinds of permafrost
soil thaw, what was once solid land becomes a veri-
table quagmire incapable of supporting any struc-
ture whatsoever.

As a result of these and other findings, to conser-
vationists the prospect of a buried pipeline conjures
pictures of an impassable "canal " of unstable land,
and of slides which could bring about ruptured sec-
tions of pipe and produce ruinous oil spills which
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would cover vast areas of the Alaskan landscape.
They reject arguments that the oil flow could be
"easily turned off" in the event of a break, noting
that one mile of the pipe carries three times the
aitount of oil that damaged the Santa Barbara
coastline.

The Soviet Experience

The task force has gone to an unusual source - the
U.S. petroleum industry's own survey of Soviet oil
and gas pipeline construction procedures-for fur-
ther evidence that burial of an oil pipeline could be
a very risky business indeed, to be avoided generally
in the permafrost unless new and imaginative en-
gineering designs are developed.

In commenting on the Soviet experience, D. C.
Alverson, a geologist for the U.S. Geological Survey,
observed:

"The Soviets have engaged in research on the
feasibility of laying pipelines in permafrost areas
since shortly after World War II. Earliest studies
were hased on problems encountered in building
roads, airfields and various kinds of structures on a
permafrost foundation, as well as laying water, gas

22 ENVIRONMENT VOL. 12, No. 7

distribution, heat and electric lines in cities such as
Norilsk and other settlements. Experience at Ukhta
in the Komi (district), in the north part of Euro-
pean U.S.S.R. just outside the permafrost boundary,
convinced the Soviets that it was most desirable to
avoid disturbing the thermal regimen of the perma-
frost, and where possible to construct pipelines
above ground. It is less desirable, but possible, to lay
pipe directly on the ground surface, with the least
possible disturbance of the soil layer. Least desirable
is excavation of a trench and burial; this should be
confined to the active layer [of the permafrost].
Examples of the results of failure to properly ac-
commodate to the thermal regimen of permafrost in
various kinds of construction abound in the Soviet
literature."

Alverson notes that the Soviet experience in lay-
ing pipelines in permafrost areas has been limited
to one oil line, from Krasnoyarsk to Irkutsk, where
permafrost is usually less than 49 feet thick, and gas
lines from Tazovskoye to Norilsk in the northern
part of the West Siberian lowland; from Taas-
Tumus to Yakutsk and Pokrovsk, in Yakutia, where
the permafrost is commonly more than 650 feet
thick.

-- --------
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One :arti-le referred to by Alverson notes that in-stal it;;m of gas pipelines involved "exceptionally
complex and responsible engineering installations."
The underground and semi-buried installation tech-nique may be used on a limited number of sections,
where soils when thawing do not lose their weight-
carrying capacity. "In the permafrost," the Soviet
article states, "it is necessary to use widely theabove-the-ground (on supports) installation, and inisolated sections, on-the-ground and under coverwith a thermally insulated layer under the pipeline."

In a March 1969 report, I. E. Dukhin, a Soviet
engineer, notes that "the construction of transmis-
sion lines in the northern part of Western Siberia inregions of permafrost is a very complex engineering
task.

"In spite of the complex installation of various
supports and the difficult conditions of the con-struction itself, the possibility of excluding the heateffects of the pipeline on frozen ground and, there-fore, the conservation of the best conditions guaran-
teeing its stability, makes it possible to considerabove-the-ground laying as the most expedient lay-ing method over almost the whole permafrostarea...."

Dukhin, in an observation echoed by ecologists
pointing to similar dangers in Alaska, notes that
"the main factor determining the stability of the
temperature condition of grounds and their load-
bearing capacity, is a sufficiently thick [eight to ten
inches] moss blanket which stabilizes the inflow ofheat into the ground.

"With the passage of a vehicle," he reports, "the
moss blanket collapses or will be destroyed and the
surface becomes uncovered; more heat flows into the
ground and, therefore, the depth and intensity of
the seasonal melting increases. The ground below
the tracks of the vehicle melts more rapidly. As a
result of the melting of the ice in ice-impregnated
grounds, a significant sag arises in the area of the
pipeline route which becomes a natural drain on the
whole environmental surface . . . The presence of asmall amount of water in the route gives rise to the'
so-called hot-bed effect, which even more.intensifies
the melting.

"The depths of melting below the track can
amount up to several [yards] during the season, and
the sag in the track area (depending on the charac-
ter of the ice) to [one foot to one yard]. The pres-
ence of vein ice may lead to [ground] collapse," he
notes. "The extension of the disintegration to theadjacent territory and the bringing of the selected
route into unfitness is extremely dangerous. The

K

1

'clearly expressed thixotrophy [property of becoming
fluid when shaken, stirred, or otherwise disturbedJ
of soils which lost their load-bearing capacity under
the effect of even insignificant dynamic loads, will
be the source of numerous transportation delays
the laying of a gas pipeline in a zone of developing
thermokarst formations is dangerous insofar as a
guarantee of its stability is not realizable."

Dukhin, again speaking of a "cold" gasline, for
which potential environmental damage is relatively
minor notes that:

"A disturbance of the heat conditions of perma-
frost can be avoided through laying the pipeline
above the ground. A gas pipeline laid above the
maximum level of the snow cover has practically no
heat effect on the frozen grounds of the base and
guarantees maximum stability of the construction.
The working of frozen ground, installing thermal
insulation and other operations are not necessary
for above the ground laying. However, increased
heat losses during the winter period, the risk of pre-
cipitation out of the condensate, the negative effect
of low temperatures on the longevity and the reli-
ability of the insulation, and so forth, have to be
considered."

Coulter points out that temperatures in Siberia
and Alaska differ only by a few degrees. Geographi-
cal conditions in both regions - from mountains to
river basins - offer comparable terrain, tundra and
muskeg (wet, spongy ground) conditions. Both are
permafrost areas. He notes that soil sagging caused
by thermokarst phenomena, according to the Soviet
engineer M. 0. Pereltsvaig, "apparently originates
dangerous stresses in an underground large diame-
ter gas pipeline, too, as it starts floating in the soil
pulp and turns up at the top of the active layer.There, soil bulging and crack formation by frost are
most intensive."

Coulter notes that the thawing process, so often
commented on by the Soviet engineers, takes placeeven though the pipe is about the same temperature
as the ground. The TAPS pipeline, with its oil flow at
176 degrees F., would be far more hazardous to the
environment.
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Other Routes

The PIrudlhoe Bay-Valdez route, despite all its prob-
lems, still has many sponsors. Washington State
Senator llenry M. Jackson, Head of the Senate In-
terior Committee, as much as promised the route
coul(l be used when in April he advised a group of
Alaskans "not to be in too much of a hurry" to get
the line built. He said he had enough faith in Ameri-
can technological Prowess to assure him that there
would eventually be a pipeline that posed no threat
of environmental disaster. Dr. William T. Pecora,
Director of the U.S. Geological Survey, also believes
the lire will be built - although he believes about
half the line should be built above ground. The TAPS
consortium continues to press for the line to be
buried throughout its length.

Some Canadian observers who would like to see
the Alaskaii oil move down through Canada to the
United States doubt if the TAPS project will be built.
They see too many problems for the route - the
permafrost, the opposition of conservationists, and
the cost of construction. They believe that the recent
voyages of the S.S. Manhattan., exploring the possi-
bility of moving oil by tanker through the North=
west Passage, reinforce chances for the use of Ca-
nadian harbors to ship the oil to the east coast.

A Canadian oil consortium, represented by the
Bechtel Corporation, believes that the North Slope
oil could be brought to the Mackenzie River Delta by
a relatively short pipeline from Prudhoe Bay. From
the mouth of the Mackenzie it would move, they rea-
son, through an all-Canadian, 1,600-mile-long pipe-
line down the valley of the Mackenzie to Edmonton,

Alberta, and from there to t1.S. markets. Most of
this route, too, is over permafrost.

The task force in Washington, however, leans
hard in the direction of the all-Alaskan pipeline,
despite the problems. They note that a Prudhoe Bay-
Mackenzie River connecting line would parallel the
northern boundary of the huge Alaskan wildlife
range, which conservationists twant to see protected
in perpetuity. Secondly, the oil needs of the U.S.
west coast would be more efficiently met by direct
oil supply via the TAPS system and tankers from
Valdez. Finally, the daily estimated production of
two million barrels of oil can only be handled effi-
ciently and economically by a pipeline. To transport
the oil exclusively by sea would require dozens of
supertankers (which have yet to prove they can
safely and economically navigate the Northwest Plas-
sage), special equipment, and special diplomatic ar-
rangements between Canada and the United States
for the servicing of a tanker service.

In terms of ease of developing the vast oil reserves
of the North Slope, the TAPS project has the edge.
Which may be enough. An enthusiast once suggested
during Alaska's application for statehood that Alas-
ka be maintained forever as an undeveloped wilder-
ness area.

"We looked at him," recalled an Alaskan who had
been weaned on the search for gold, "as if he were
some kind of nut." 0
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Editor's Note. With the publication of the environmental
impact statement the Trans-Alaska Pipeline controversy
will move into a new phase./it line withi t1eClub's vital interest in the pipeline,
members of the staff have prepared this special report on
t/e project's potential impact on the Alaskan environ-
ment. As this report is based on material prepared in Oc-
tober of last year, it can be assumed that some of the ob-
jections raised here will be answered or countered in the
impact statement. However, unless hitherto undisclosed
material is released or major technological breakthroughs
have been nMade in the past three months, the arguments
put forth in this report remain valid and the sections of
the impact statement dealing with these areas of concern
may obfuscate the issue and should be examined with the
greatest of care.

In 1969, following the discovery of oil in the preceding
year on Alaska's north shore, the Alyeska Pipeline Serv-
ice Company first sought the approval of the Department
of Interior for a Trans-Alaska Pipeline. The 800-mile
pipeline would run from Prudhoe Bay on the ArcticOcean, across the Brooks and Alaska Ranges, to the ice-free port of Valdez.

Three years later, despite thousands of hours of studyand millions of words in reports and the press, many ofthe basic questions on the impact of the pipeline on the
environment have not been answered.

In early 1970, following the Alyeska request for a per-mit to build a supply road to facilitate construction of
the pipeline, the Department of Interior issued what it
claimed was an environmental impact statement for the
road. This study bore little resemblance to a proper E.I.S.
and led to a civil suit against the Department by the
Wilderness Society, the Environmental Defense Fund
and the Friends of the Earth. In April the court ordered
the Department to treat the road and the pipeline as a
single project and an injunction was issued to block work
on the road until an adequate impact statement was filed.

Accordingly a preliminary environmental impact state-
ment for the entire project was issued by the Department
in February, 1971. Though of greater scope than the
earlier effort, the study failed to resolve many of the basic
questions about the effect of the pipeline.

In compliance with a request of the Department, Al-
yeska filed, in July and August of last year, a twenty-nine volume ProjectDescription. A Technical Review
of the Project Description was prepared by a sixty-man
task force for the Department. This review, which was

4

Source: Sierra Club Bulletin, January 1972, pp. 4-9. Reproduced with permissionby the Library of Congress, Congressional Research Service.
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Put on "open file" on October 20. did not come to general
public notcc until DIcember 15 when the Sierra Club
hrcurht it to the attention of the press.

The Tr be'tal Review reveals both the magnitude of
the potential harm and the extent of our ignorance of the
possible damage that the pipeline may cause. The prob-
lems arising from the construction, maintenance and
monitoring of the pipeline still require intensive study be-
fore a proper evaluation of the effect of the system on
the environment can be made.

As a result of deficiencies disclosed in the Technical
Review, doubt has increased, rather than decreased,
about Alyeska's present ability to construct and maintain
an oil pipeline system across Alaska in a manner that
would not cause major and irreparable damage to the
Alaskan landscape.

The purpose of this report is to point out the deficien-
cies and to underscore the need for further, more com-
prehensive studies. All quotations, in italics, are from the

PPrN

UNANSWERED QUESTIONS
Technical Review of the Alyeska Pipeline Service Com-
pony's Project Description of the Proposed Trans-Alaska
Pipeline by the Ad Hoc Review Group of the Technical
Advisory Board and the Menlo Park Working Group.

Earthquakes
Earthquakes which may occur along several major

faults constitute a potential hazard Only one fault zone,
the Denali, has been studied in detail. However, its north-
ern branch was not studied.

Identify the locations of the fault zones (other than the
Denali fault zone) for which specific designs are necessary
and provide seismic and fault displacement design provi-
sions, including those for burial in bedrock, for crossing
them. (p. 9)

The report calls for a revision of pipeline and pump
safety standards.

In view of the recent strong motion records from Park-field, Koyna. San Fernando and Lima the magnitude-
acceleration relationships specified for the contingency
earthquakes are too low ... Revised values that accom-
modate the range of ground motion intensities recorded
for these events, normalized to be consistent with the
design magnitudes for em * seismic tone, must be spec-
fied. (p. 12)

This reevaluation may require the revision of the con-

This large leak potential necessitates more intensive
pipeline monitoring which is difficult insthe Alaskan cli-
mate. The more monitoring that takes place, the greater
the disruption to wildlife.

A 99% availability of UHF/VHF radio for control ofremote block valves from nearest pump station is stated,
but its reliability, failsafe features, effects of atmospheric
disturbances, and redundancy are not discussed. Provide
an analysis to assure reliability of the system. (p. 35)

The question of the number of block valves necessaryin the system is still unresolved.-The maximum drainage
potential of 50,000 barrels, i.e., the capacity of pipebetween valves, is still huge. Extensive studies of river
basin drainages will be necessary to show what would
happen to oil spilled in such a massive leak.

Methods of recovering spilled oil have not yet beentested nor has the ability of Alaskan soils and plants to
recover from the effects of spilled oil been adequatelyassessed. We believe that Alyeska has been overly op-timistic about both of these problem areas.

Pipeline Siting and Permafrost
It is still uncertain what portions of the proposed pipe-line would be placed underground and which would be

above ground. This uindeterminancyn has made rationalanalysis of the environmental impact of te line difficult,
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struction standards for the entire system. Further the
... potential effects of earthquakes on the shear

strength and liquefaction potential of the soil have not
been considered . . . This may be a vital consideration
in the stability of the thaw plug. (p. 19)

Pipeline Leaks and Spills
The minimum detectable leak of 750 barrels per day

is too large and is
... inconsistent with the environmental concerns outlined
in the Department of Interior Stipulations.

In view of the potential undetected leak volume, more
sensitive and frequent monitoring techniques should be
developed. (p. 39)

Location of leaks or breaks after they have been iso-
lated between remotely controlled block valves depends
upon visual observation . .. An unacceptable volume of
oil could be lost between detection and remedial action
... Research aimed at developing better leak detection
methods should be initiated immediately. (p. 47)
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particularly 'ath regard to its thermal effects. Heating of
the sur monding soil by the pipeline might cause extensive
erosion and influence the conv'cx drainages over a wide
area.

The effect of the pipeline on permafrost and of perma-
frost on the pipeline has been inadequately studied.

The thermal design of the pipeline system has not been
specified. It depends upon the geographic distribution of
buried and elevated modes which is also largely unspeci-
fled. (p. 32)

Disregard of potential sliding at freeze-thaw interfaces
and in horizontal layers of atypically weak soil is not jus-
tified . . . (p. 19)

The feasibiity of successful operation of the line in
certain locations, where unusual and extreme natural'
processes are known to operate, has not been demon-
strated. An example of this situation is burial of the pipe-
line in areas along river floodplains where icing condi-
tions exist. (p. 3)

The feasibility of burial under Alyeska Pipeline Serv-
ice Company's construction mode Categories 4 and S
is dependent upon the development of new, unproven
technological systems. Until the feasibility of such sys-
tems is demonstrated, burial under construction mode
Categories 4 and 5 must be considered to be precluded
by the Department of Interior Stipulations. (p. 3)

We believe that the effects of the pipeline can only
be determined by extensive field testing of substantial
lengths of pipeline containing hot oil.

River Crossings and Runoff
A major question remains about the ability of Alyeska

to build adequate river crossings.
The Project Description has too many options in the

alignment construction modes and stream crossings for
us to complete an adequate Environmental Impact State-
ment at this time. (covering letter)

... The project description does not indicate that any
pertinent river crossing data have been collected, except
forthe Klutina and Yukon Rivers. No evidence is pre-
sented that adequate field investigations have been com-
pleted either for river crossings or for areas where the
pipeline is aligned in the flood plain or the active channel.
(p. 17)

An acceptable method for the design of ditches and
drains in erodible material is not presented. The sketches
presented are not definitive and do not present enough
information to enable determination of the adequacy of
the design. In permafrost areas the design must accom-
modate the effects of ponded and flowing water in ditches
and drains. (p. 41)

Information on the erosion force of the Alaskan riv-
ers and scour resulting from the formation of ice flows is
inadequate.

Many of the river channels are unstable. Although Al

yeska claims that the c
ones, it does not hav

The section states,
and photography has
channels in their prese
parison of old andr
movement of stream c
in some cases the acti
a few hundred feet. (p

The instability of ri
areas, may be much gi
pipe slippage when ti
too great.

As plans now stan4
Large sections are

flood plains or channe
and south slopes of the
this design requires ad
knowledges. (p. 6)

There is insufficient
curs in the area after h

Methods to control
posed by Alyeska Pip
compliance with the1
regarding erosion. Fo
24-hour rainfall of S.
poses while Weather
24-hour rainfall of 7.
at Thompson Pass. E
sociated with short di
rates also are not con

G1

The project descri
dammed lakes afecti
the process of lake fc
stood sufficiently to pr

dammed lakes, and (3
ous new glacier-damn

These statements a
data presented. Supp
computing floods fron2

An adequate evalu
from these lakes cann
able. Further,

... serious outbu
even though no signifi
glacier. Repeated ou
occurred and the sou
larly dangerous locate
fault zone. (p. 23)

Pipe
Stress and strain c

at any point in the Pip
not been adequately

aline Mechanics
viteria for all the combined forces
e, whether burled or eleiwed, have

presented and Jusifed. At fou
N

6
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crossing localities chosen are stable
e evidence to prove this.
"Literature research of old maps
confirmed the stability of stream

nt location." On the contrary, com-
recent photographs indicates that
channels is quite common and that
ve portion of the stream has moved
. 42)

ver banks, especially in heavily iced
greater than anticipated, and lead to
he combination of forces becomes

d,

indicated for burial beneath the
'Is of rivers, especially on the north
Brooks Range. The advisability of

iditional study, as the applicant ac-

t allowance for the runoff that oc-
eavy rains.
erosion from surface drainage pro-
aeline Service Company are not in
Department of Interior Stipulation
r example, at the Valdez terminal a
1 inches was used for design pur-
Bureau records show a maximum
3 inches at Valdez and 9.2 inches
7ects of higher intensity rainfall as-
uration storms and high snowmelt
sidered. (p. 34)

racial Flooding
ption states that: (1) all glacier-
ing the pipeline were located, (2)

trmation and dumping was under-
edict the future behavior of glacier-
) surveillance of potentially hazard-
Ped lakes was considered.
re not adequately supported by the
y justification of the factors used in
~this cause. (p. 7)

ation of the potential flood danger
)t be made on the information avail-

rst foods can occur from glaciers
cant lakes are found adjacent to the
bursts from Castner Glacier have
rrce is unknown; this is a particu-
ion because it is also in the 9enali
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throughput the combine forces appear to introduce
vere plastic strains in the pipe, perhaps to the point
rupture. Limits and their derivation must be presen
as requested in the specific comments.

Examples of such stresses are that of the heat fr4
the oil, the bending stresses of both live and dead loa
the stresses from soil subsidence, lateral movement, se
mic stresses, and frost heave. Additionally, the "cree
properties of stressed pipeline have not been evaluate
fully.

-Corrosion Protection
The project description implies that an efecti

cathodic protection system can be designed for a h
pipeline in frozen ground. Test data must be provid
to demonstrate that a hot pipeline in frozen ground c
be protected against corrosion. The proposed test ofmiles of cold pipeline in frozen ground would not be i
dicative of operating conditions. No line pipe should
buried until this problem is resolved.

As brine will corrode the pipeline, the oil was slated
be brine-free. However, it may be necessary to increase
the fluidity of the oil to facilitate passage through th
pipeline during cold weather and the addition of se
water is being contemplated. More testing will be r
quired to resolve these conflicting problems.

Avalanches
The danger from avalanches has not yet been properl

evaluated.,
The aboveground parts of the pipe are claimed to b

- free of dangers from avalanches. This cannot be verifiebecause (I) not all above-ground parts are identified othe route map, (2) no report is presented to show tha
avalanches have been studied, and (3) the only avalanch,
hazards discussed are based on meager data.

A preliminary field survey lists a large number of areaas having "high" avalanche potential. More studies an
required.

Monitoring
Events such as floods, fault displacements, earth.quakes, avalanches and landslides, catastrophic sea.waves and glacial surges may pose significant hazards tothe pipe. A monitoring strategy that will provide advancewarning, and enable preventive action, or control of po-

tentially adverse effects, should be formulated and con-'tinuously up-dated as shown necessary by operational ex-
perience. Environmental effects such as thermal pollu-
tion, erosion, and siltation must also be continuously
monitored.

of Wildlife
ted There is a general lack of information about the effectof the pipeline on wildlife. For example, the effect of
om noise from construction, monitoring, and from the pump
ds, stations has been insufficiently evaluated. Alyeskpp
is- proposed minimum noise levels, but the effects of noise
p" on wildlife have yet to be studied.led An adequate evaluation of potential harm to wildlife

populations must include studies of the effect of a largeinflux of construction and pipeline personnel, heavy
equipment, recreational motor vehicles, pollution and

e other byproducts of human population.

ed Toxicity
an Provide information on the toxicity of Prudhoe Bay
nO crude oil on indigenous vegetation, specifying the toxic

S fatis their persistence in solution and emulsified
be states.

Provide information on the toxicity of Prudhoe Bay
to crude oil on indigenous fish species, specifying the toxic
se fractions and their persistence in solution and emulsified
ec states. (p. 8)
a- nVery little is known about the effect of oil on arctic

and subarctic plants and animals. Recent studies on themarine environment suggest that some compounds inoil may constitute a long term hazard because of their
y slow rate of degradation, their bio-accumulation, andtheir possible carcinogenicity. Additional studies are nec-
e essary on terrestrial and freshwater ecosystems,
d larly with rgard to their vulnerability to the intrusion of
n foreign substances. Such studies would have to be con-
t ducted over a period of time.

Air Pollution
The effect of sulphur dioxide generated by the pump

Stations has not been sufficiently studied. Preliminarywork indicates that it is extremely poisonous to arcticlichens upon which much wildlife depends. The effect of
other pump station-generated pollutants is unknown.

Gravel Requirements
Estimates of the amount of gravel required to con
d 

struck the pipeline continue to grow, particularly with the

need to elevate much of the line. The impact of such mas
sive gravel removals could be significant. The source of

e r 6 ion cubic yards of gravel required is un
" clear.
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Marine Transport
Marine transport of the oil, though a most important

problem, was beyond the scope of the Department of In-
terior's Technical Review. It is not acceptable to say that
every effort will be made to minimize the likelihood of
marine oil spills. In spite of fines, careful procedures, and
modern equipment, spills still take place as demonstrated
by the recent ship collision in San Francisco Bay.

The rugged, island-studded coast of Alaska, British
Columbia. and Washington is a dangerous place to con-
duct a substantial tanker traffic, as was recently noted in
a report of a Special Committee of the Canadian House
of Commons. ". . . The waters in this region are more
confined and hazardous than those where the Torrey
Canyon or the Arrow met disaster . . . For this reason
the threat of damage to the environment and also to the
tourist and fishing industries is grave .. .

"... The area most likely to be the scene of an oil
spill is an important feeding area for many of the com-
mercial and sport fish of the West Coast ...

"Consequently, your Committee concludes that the
proposed tanker route is detrimental to the Canadian na-
tional interest, and unanimously recommends that it be
vigorously opposed by the Canadian government." (From
Proceedings of the Special Committee on Environmental
Pollution.).

Policy Alternatives
Before any permit for the proposed Trans-Alaska

Pipeline is issued, the Sierra Club believes that the De-
partment of the Interior must thoroughly analyze at least
two alternatives:

(1) a pipeline through Canada and
(2) a five-year moratorium on North Slope oil de-

velopment.
Analysis of alternatives is required by the National

Environmental Policy Act, which requires consideration
of the alternatives in sufficient depth to compare their
environmental and other costs and benefits with the pri-
mary proposal in a rigorous fashion. In this case, the two
alternatives mentioned above promise to be far superior
to the proposed Trans-Alaska Pipeline.

The Canadian route eliminates some environmental
hazards. It avoids the earthquake belt of southern Alaska
and the Valdez to Puget Sound tanker traffic. It would
use a route, the MacKenzie Valley, which will probably
be used as a general transportation corridor for other pur-
poses, including any gas pipeline from the North Slope
and oil pipelines from Canadian-Arctic petroleum de-
posits. Studies have conclusively shown that it is eco-
nomically more advantageous to the United States if the
oil comes through Canada.

A five-year moratorium makes more sense than either
pipeline route. The technical problems of North Slope oil
development are severe. Our nation's last great wilder-
ness is at stake, and it can never be replaced. There is no
national security need for the oil during the next five
years.

In summary, the most logical and sensible action would
be to use this five-year moratorium to review alternative
energy sources, re-examine our oil export-import laws,
improve our technology, and only then make a decision.
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" news release

For Release on Delivery 9:00 A.M. February 16 1971

REMARKS BY SECRETARY OF TIhE INTERIOR .ROGERS C. B. MORTON

AT TRANS ALASKA PIPELINE HEARINGS

WASHINGTON, D.C. FEBRUARY 16, 1971

The public hearings being conducted here today and tomorrow, and those in
Alaska next week, address the application by a group of oil companies for a
pipeline right-of-way across federal lands from the North Slope of Alaska to
Valdez on the southern coast. The hearings are called to elicit from state and
local agencies, and from the public, further information to enable the Department
to more thoroughly assess the environmental impact of the project as required
by the National Environmental Policy Act of 1969.

Let me make several important points at the outset. The environmental
statement which was released for public review .on January 13, is a .preliminary
report prepared by staff representatives of the Department of the Interior. It 9.
is an interim document and it has not been endorsed by the Department. In no
sense was it prepared as the final position of Interior. The statement is
thought to be unique for this very reason: that, though not required by law
or regulation, it was made public in preliminary form, before federal and
state review, to allow ample time for inspection before these hearings. It.is
unique in the sense that we are asking the public to join in our examination
process well before the final document is approved by the Department. The
decision on the application has not been made, nor will it be made until the
final environmental statement and other necessary documentation have been
thoroughly reviewed, and until indepth policy discussions under my personal
direction have taken place.

The January 13th draft environmental statement is properly viewed as the
culmination of over 18 months of investigation by various bureaus, offices,

* and task forces in. the Department of the Interior. This investigation has seen
* several landmarks familiar to most of you who have followed the evolution of
* the project. These include:

.... The establishment of the Federal Task Force by President Nixon in
May of 1969 which brought together other Federal Departments and offices to
consider the application

.... The completion of the environmental stipulations later that year which
set forth exacting requirements for the protection of the environment and the
rights of Alaskan Natives
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.... The formulation of the enforcement team under the authorized officerto whom is given

1. The absolute prerogative to inspect all phases of the project, and tosuspend or terminate such activities when the provisions of the permit are notmhet.

2. The prerogative to require modification of alignment and installationto protect both the integrity of the pipeline and the environment along the route.
3. The prerogative to require rehabilitation of any property, resource, orland harmed during any part of pipeline activity.

4. The prerogative to requiredthat the permittee file and maintain anacceptable performance bond, or pledge of securities, in the amount of $5 millionto insure the financing of any necessary rehabilitation.

5. The power under the authority of the Secretary of the Interior to reviseor amend the stipulations as necessary to adjust to unforeseen conditions.
The investigation by the Federal Government has also included theestablishment of the Technical Advisory Board within the Department of the Interiorin early 1970 which has given rigorous examination to technical and geologicalaspects of the proposed system, and from which was prepared the set of technicalstipulations. Foremost among the achievements of. this group has been thedetermination of conditions under which a pipeline can be safely buried andof the stringent conditions for construction in seismic areas.

The most recent landmark in our investigation has been the close intra-agency cooperation which has lead to the publication of the preliminary environ-mental statement, and the scheduling of the hearings this week and next prior toour preparation of the final document. During the present period in which thedocument is undergoing review by other Federal agencies and by public, the staffdrafting committee in Interior is continuing its own examination and revision.I have given my personal direction that every effort be expended to present inthe final document an objective, carefully weighed and balanced discussion of
the environmentalpat e ofte proposed project. In particular, I have directedth af g group to elaborate upon their treatment of the envircnmental impactof tanker transport from the Gulf of Alaska to the Puget Sound area; to morecarefully delineate the long term impact of construction upon the culture ofAlaskan Natives; and to expand upon their examination of alternatives to theproposed action.

Let me emphasize, however, that change, editing, verification and reorganizationare an integral part of the review process. No review could be valid without the
substantially negate the value of these public hearings.

In assessingthe broaderproblem of petroleum development in the North, letme say that I share equally the concerns of those who speak for energy and theconcerns of those who speak for the environment. This is the heart of thecontroversy. Neither the Department of the Interior,snor, f orsthhato
can afford the posture, or the luxury, ofp riainr, Th ma rentheNation thi

Depatmen demnds hat e atd er, of polarization. The ndtupnhiDepartment demands that we stand with equal commitment to resource developmentand environmental protection. The meticulous examination given theprjet drn
* the last two years and the developPmet of the mviron ipuatiroject ensuringtestimony to this commitment. paent of the environmental stipulations are strong
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My own philosophy parallels the Department's long time charge. I am
prepared to impose the most stringent safeguards for the protection of the
environment; I am prepared to examine with the most objective detachment all
transportation systems for the delivery of Alaska oil; yet I know of no
transportation system that can be accommodated without some environmental
impact; and, committed as we are in an era of ecological imperative, I cannot
endorse the philosophy that we must impose a moratorium on resource development
forever in the Arctic. Indeed, I am unable to perceive how permanently blocking
all modes of transportation can do anything but complicate the problem.

I can assure you that meeting the basic energy requirements of the nation
for the foreseeable future is fraught with problems of great magnitude. If
we are to continue with a free and viable economy, the industries which supply
the nation's energy must remain healthy and competent to meet the ever -increasing
demands placed upon them. Lack of recognition of this principle can only endanger
the energy base of the nation as a whole.

There seems to be the common feeling today that the transportation of oil
is done only fo' the sake of those who are in the business and is not connected
with the demands of a society whose welfare depends most substantially upon its
energy base. Nonetheless the overall decisions must be based on the long term
needs of the nation as a whole, and not simply upon the interests of any
industrial group.

So let us recognize, all of us, the social necessities and values as well as
the social costs of energy development. Let us, in government and in the news
media, set high standards for ourselves in the proper reflection of this problem.
In a project of the magnitude of the Trans Alaska Pipeline, as well as any
transportation system for Arctic oil, it is imperative that judgment, discretion,
and understanding be exercised at every turn.

When President Nixon established the Federal Task Force in 1969 he chargedit with finding the way that oil resources of Northern Alaska could be "explored- and. developed, without destruction and minimum disturbance." I reaffirm thatresponsibility today. We must redouble our efforts toward insuring the maximumcompatibility between development and environmental protection. Only in recognizingthe magnitude of the challenge, and in the careful awareness of the sensittv
balance of our northern ecosystems, can we insure a new and permanent environmental iethic for the Arctic.

With this in mind, I welcome all of you here today. It is a particularprivilege to have Governor Egan and members of his far travelled cabinet, members
of the Alaska delegation, and other Alaskans with us. We look forward to yourthoughts and recommendations, and to the consideration and evaluation that wewill give them in reaching our final decision.
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Ihra' '. ii nm flcin .among oil in-

terr,%sinmb,,th the U.S. and Canada
that the uin.\laska oil pipeline never
%%II Ihe bilt..\ndl idt eck .\laska Gov.
\\illi iu JAJOttl)i escn threw cold wa-
ter on hi' state's enthusiasm for the job
and revenue-producing project.

At a recent meeting in Ottawa and in
private discussions in Washington.
D.C.. last week. industry sources indi-
cated that oil from Alaska's North
Slope probably will move to markets
through a line built mainly within
Canada, even if the U.S. Department
of Interior gives its long-awaited ap-
proval for the 801-mile route to the ice-
free port of \aldez.

The main argument bolstering the
switch: Canada has tremendous gas re-
serves and unmeasured petroleum on
its side of the Arctic border. Canada
will almost certainly build its own gas
pipeline through the Mackenzie River
Valley from the Arctic Sea and prob-
ably an oil line as well. Thus, it would
make sense to gather U.S. and Cana-
dian oil from the nearby sources and
pipe them along the same route to a
distribution point near existing mid-
continent pipeline systems.

As oil companies and Interior offi-
cials have wrestled with the environ-
mental consequences of the pipeline
from Prudhoe Bay on the North Slope.
Alaska officials generally have been
boosting the project as an economic
boon. Now, however, Egan says that a
computer analysis shoes that with an
estimated cost of S3.5 billion, the cost of
operation and amortization would
leave no royalty income for the state.
Litigation over the pipeline could last
more than two years, he said, and eco-
nomics may dictate leaving the oil in
the ground.

In addition to ecologists' arguments
that the Alaskan wilderness cannot
withstand the dire consequences of the
pipeline, the Coast Guard recently re-
leased a report saying that shipping the
oil south from Valdez would pose a ma-

jor environmental hazard because of
the threat of spillages.

Canada is about a year away from a
decision on its pipeline routes. When
that decision is made, some industry
and government observers believe that
if national security reservations can be
satisfied, the pipe and equipment stock-
piled between Fairbanks and Prudhoe

Bay may be moved east into Canada to
be used on a binationally built and op-
erated delivery system.

Last week a binational group of pro-
ducers and pipeline companies propos-
ing a 2.500-mile gas line from Prudhoe
Bay through Canada to the North Da-
kota border pegged the cost of that

project alone at S5 billion.

Soure:E iM ing iews tcxrd, arch 9, 1972. Reprodued By The Library OfCongress, (anqressionaJl I seard Service, JDeeber 4, 1973. With Permission
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Pipeline from North SIop may go through Canada
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North Slope oil untapped

because of pipeline snags
IT Il.\S BEEN almost five'i lative steps are needed, Mor- f grown from about a bi

years since oil was discovered ton said he still believes alter- dollars to $3 billion. Be
at Prudhoe Bay on Alaska's natives to the Alaska route work was stopped by the c
North Slope, and it's still a suggested by environmental- action, and then volume
guessing game as to when the ists are less satisfactory than delayed by Alyeska, a 54-1
first of the oil will reach mar- the proposed pipeline, which service road was built nort
ket. , would bring oil by pipe to Val- Fairbanks. And pipe is st

A week ago the- United dez in southern Alaska for trans- piled at three Alaskan D
States Court of Appeals re- loading to tankers. Opponents t i o n s-Prudhoe - Bay, F

- stored an injunction which of the Alaska line have urged banks, and Valdez.
blocks the issuance of permits an oil pipeline across Canada. After construction begin

,to build the pipeline, and Alyes- CANADA ALSO HAS urged will take three years be
ka Pipeline Service Co., a con- a Canad . protestingg he first Prudhoe oil gets
sortium of seven oil companies market, so the late 1970s is
which proposes to build the 800 the environmental dangers of earliest date it would be av
mile line, is still studying al- oil spills from tanker runs able. Initially, oil compa
ternative courses of action. along Canada's west coast. were talking of moving Pi

Atho there have been sug- -.The action could take - the gestions trhe appeals court hoe oil to market by 1972.
form of an appeal to the Su- ruling will delay the pipeline The Alyeska consortium
preme Court, or proposals to ruin il at pipslin made up of Atlantic Richfi
Congress to amend the Mi construction for at least a Exxon, Standard of Ohio,
al Leasing Act of 1920. year bil,. Amerada -Hess,Philthe courts, an Alyeska soakes bi, . A - es Phi

SECRETARY OF the Interior
Rogers Morton, a party to the
suit, late last week suggested'the administration will push
for an amendment to*the Min-
eral Leasing Act, but said the
administration won't decide on
its course of action for a week
or so.

The appeals court restored
an injunction because Con.
gress had not authorized a
wide enough corridor for the

- pipeline .The mineral act pro-
vides for a 25-foot right of way
on each side of the pipeline,
plus the width of the pipe, four
feet in this case, for a total of54 feet for the trans-Alaska
lire.'About 500 feet would be
needed on each side for the
Alaska line, pipeline support-
ers have said.

In saying it look; as if legis-

man said, "We can't predict
any dates until we decide what
action we are going to take."

The company hopes that de-
cision will be made soon, she
said.

Meanwhile, the 10 billion
barrels of oil lying under-1
ground in the Prudhoe Bay
field remain in the ground.

SINCE .OIL WAS discovered
at Prudhoe in 1968, the esti-
mated cost of the pipeline has

- . .

Markets closed
Securities exchanges and

major commodities markets
will be closed today ht ob.
servance of Washington's
Birthday. Most banks also
will be closed..".
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Alyeska chief bolsters defense of ine
With hacking from ARCO, president of trans-Alaska pipeline refutes

point by point the arguments of opposition during Proxmire hearings.

T APS said fastest, cheapest means of moving crude to optimum market.

BACKERS of a trans-Alaska crude

pipeline emerged from the latest
round of congressional hearings the
clear victors in the political and
publicity battle.

The project and the Interior Depart-
ment's decision to approve it took
their lumps from hostile witnesses
for 3 days of hearings before the
Joint Economic Committee.

But on June 22, the 1 day accorded
to supporters, the campaign to dis-
credit the project by Sen. William
Proxmire (D-Wis.), committee chair-
man, lost much of its steam. Proxmire
himself conceded that Interior Sec.
Rogers C. B. Morton's statement
answered many of the questions in
his mind (OGJ, June 26, p. 42).

Also, the vigorous defense of the
trans-Alaska route over Proxmire's
preference, a trans-Canada line, by
Sen. Clifford P. Hansen (R-Wyo.) and
Sen. Ted Stevens (R-Alaska) took the
wind out of the Wisconsin senator's
sails.

Hansen took Proxmire to task for
the qualifications of the witnesses
selected to criticize the Alyeska Pipe-
line Service Co. project June 7-9.
Stevens also returned Proxmire's
assaults against trans-Alaska in kind,
leading to a shouting match in which
the chairman suffered a rare loss of
composure.

Except for a previous challenge
from Sen. Mike Gravel (D-Alaska),
the hearings had been largely a forum
for a succession of anti-Alyeska state-
;ents. The project was attacked on

rnnmental and economic grounds
D)' !)r. Charles J. Cicchetti, economist

'.I Ford Foundation-financed Re-
. r iehe Fur'ire: S. ~avid Free-

nln, trmer director of the energy
policy staff in the White House and
now director of the Ford Foundation
energy-policy project; David Ander-
son, member of Parliament from
British Columbia; and others.

Courts hold answers. Morton met the
criticisms point by point in his testi-
mony, and allegations were further
dcm e:d in r :en statements from

. <d I::ti Richfield Co.,
one of seven Aiveska owners.
If Proxmire intended his hearings

to be a springboard for congressional
action to override the decision in favor
of Alyeska, he must have been dis-
appointed.

Whether the pipeline is actually
built will be determined by the out-
come of court appeals, perhaps by the
first of the year. A ruling on petitions
of environmental groups to block the
project is due in U.S. District Court
by Sept. 1.

The Supreme Court should give the
final answer-expected to be favorable
to the pipeline-by late this year or
early in 1973.

Assumptions challenged. E. L. Pat-
ton, president of Alyeska, and Thorn-
ton F. Bradshaw, president of ARCO,
disputed several assumptions made by
opponents of the Prudhoe Bay-Valdez
pipeline.

They questioned the critics' prem-
ises as to ownership of a trans-Canada
line, the delay compared to a trans-
Alaska line, Canadian clearances re-
quired, West Coast market demand,
the likelihood of a second crude line
across Alaska, market demand in the
Midwest, and environmental risks of
both routes.

Ownership. Patton said conclusions
that a trans-Canada route would be
superior economically are based in
part on the assumption such a line
would be owned by U.S. interests and
would transport only Alaskan North
Slope oil to market.

This assumption is necessary, he
said, to support the conclusion that
the resource cost of delay in North
Slope production involves only the de-
lay in authorizing a trans-Canada
route.

This ignores announced policies of
the Canadian Government, the Al-
yeska executive charged. Canada has
made it clear that Canadian interests
would have to own part of a trans-
Canada line, probably at least 51%,
Patton said. Also, he added, Canadian
oil would have a right to share the
pipeline capacity on a priority basis.

Delay involved. Patton ridiculed sug-
gestions that a switch to a route
across Canada would delay delivery of
North Slope oil only 1 to 2 years.

This estimate is based on the as-
sumption that construction of a Cana-
dian route could begin early in 1975
and that a trans-Alaska route could
not begin until 1973 or 1974.

But it's completion dates that are
important. not the beginning of con-
struction. Common sense dictates that
a pipeline across Canada, four times
as long as TAPS and traversing more
than twice as much permafrost and
muskeg, will take considerably longer
to construct, Patton said.

He cited 5 years as the most opti-
mistic estimate for construction of a
Prudhoe Bay-Chicago line by pipeline
experts, compared with 2? years for
trans-Alaska. Assuming a Canadian
line could be started in 1975-which

Source: The Oil And Gas Journal, July 3,
Congress, Congressional Research

1972 Reproduced bf? the Library of
Service, December 4, 1973.With Permission
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Pattwn rioted similar ironies in their
positions in expressing concern over
possible oil pollution from tanker trar-
tic between Alaska and the West
('oast.

They pointed out that refineries on
Canada's West Coast at Vancouver
are shipping oil every day by tanker;
Canada has licensed exploration for
offshore oil on 2.7 million acres off
British Columbia and large areas off
the East Coast; refining and tanker
facilities off eastern Canada are rap-
idly expanding; and 500,000 b/d of
imported oil is landed at Portland,
Me., for movement to Montreal
through a pipeline largely in U.S.
territory.

Bradshaw rejected Puget Sound pol-
lution warnings by Anderson, the Ca-
nadian MP, by comparing traffic
there with the East Coast.

"Americans are accepting the risk
of oil tanker operations on the coast
of Maine to provide Venezuelan and
Mideast crude oil for the pipeline
which runs from Portland to Mon-
treal," he said. "In 1970 this risk
involved delivery of approximately
150 million bbl of oil to Canada
through Portland in 886 tankers, as
against 80 tankers per year forecast
for delivery of Alaskan oil to Puget
Sound."

He added that the 80 tankers for the
Puget Sound refineries aren't depen-
'dent on construction of the Alaska
pipeline.

The issue is whether tankers con-
tinue to carry foreign oil or will .in
the future carry Alaskan oil in more
closely regulated U.S. ships.

"Canada is quite willing to accept
risks of oil operations when its own
interests benefit," the ARCO president
pointed out.

Union support. The International
Brotherhood of Teamsters, in a letter
to Proxmire, threw its support behind
the administration decision favoring
construction of the Prudhoe Bay-

S 'aldez crude line.
The letter supporting the project,

v Bich has been held up since April
1970 pending court review of environ-
mental issues, was signed by Frank E.
Fitzsimmons, Teamster president.

The powerful union, taking note of
Proxmire's hearings on the pipeline,
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supported the project as a shot in
arm for the construction and sh
building industries. Several tank
will be built to haul oil from the G
of'Alaska port of Valdez to refiner

. r, , - ait.
Pal ton doubts--he is convinced
wouldn't be completed before 1980.

He pointed out it has taken 3
years to obtain secretarial approv
of a much shorter and less costly lin
under one government's jurisdictio
He therefore projected a 4 to 5-yea
planning period for the more expert
sive, bigger venture requiring clea
ance of two governments.

West Coast market. Several critic
said the West Coast market could no
absorb the entire throughput of Al
yeska, and so the surplus probably
would be exported.

Scheduled oil shipments through Al
yeska are 600,000 b/d during 1976-78,
1.2 million b/d during 1978-83, and 2
million b/d after that.

However, proved reserves at Prud-
hoe Bay of 9.6 billion bbl are not
expected to be produced at more than
1.6 million b/d, Patton noted, the
maximum capacity of the equipment
being installed in the field.

Therefore, he added, projected
throughput of 2 million b/d even after
7 years of operation depends on fur-
ther discoveries totaling 5 billion bbl
or more of recoverable reserves being
made on the North Slope during the
interim period.

The supply-demand gap on.the West
Coast, on the other hand, will exceed
1.2 million b/d by 1976, Patton con-
tended. This minimum figure is based
on "unrealistically low demand and
high production."

The lowest deficit forecast by any-
one, Patton said, is 1,348,000 b/d in
1975, and 1,580,000 b/d in 1980. The
median deficit in 1980, he added, is
well over 2 million b/d.

"To make the case for- an over-
supply on the West Coast," he charged,
"the trans-Canada proponents esti-
mate- demand on the low side, pro-
duction on the high side, and fill in
the deficit with undiscovered or un-
available- supplies principally from
Ecuador, Peru, Offshore California,
and the Gulf of Alaska.

"This method of projecting the sup-
pry-demand situation on the West

tne Cost is interesting and unique.
lip- Neither industry nor Government
ers should make significant decisions af-
ulf fecting the supply of national energy
ies needs on such speculation."

Second Alaska line. Patton also at-
it tacked assumptions made by Richard

Nearing, former economist for the
2 . Department of Interior who quit over

al the Alyesa permit decision and testi-ie f d ,r ?r:mire.
n. One of his arguments in favor of a
ir trans-Canada route assumed a second
n- oil line will be built from the North
r- Slope of Alaska to ship additional

crude oil to the Lower 43 States.
s Nehring assumed the second line
t would begin construction in 1978, and
- that it would be owned by the same
y corporation that builds the first line.

He then concluded that it would be
- better to build a trans-Canada line

first, since the second oil line would
go the same route.

"Such speculation," declared Patton,
"borders on fantasy and reveals the
absence of even a casual inquiry into
the facts."

Patton isn't all that confident that
"this phantom second oil line" will
be required that soon.

To date, he pointed out, 75 develop-
ment wells, excluding dry holes, have
been drilled at Prudhoe Bay. The
rest of the drilling required to develop
the field fully will be within the pe-
rimeter of the field, which has been
well defined.

Development drilling to date rules
out any significant field extension and
has substantiated the previously esti-
mated 9.6 billion bbl of recoverable oil,
Patton said.

The estimated primary recovery of
Prudhoe Bay is 40%, representing the
best engineering thinking even thoughfluid injection may be required to
reach even that recovery level. Hence,
in Patton's view, the secondary-recov
ery harvest, which is greatest in
reservoirs with only 15-20% primary
recovery, won't be so bountiful at
Prudhoe Bay.

Patton acknowledged statements by
ARCO officials "hoping" to recover
ultimately 65-70% of the oil in place.
He described this as a remote possi-
bility.

Even If that does occur, he said,
it is more likely to result in longer

W'
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field life, not faster recovery and
u her producing rates.

\lso. he continued, no proven com-
mOrclal oil fields other than Prudhoe

,,n 'nrd on e or-

U exploration drilling has either
eliminated or revised downward the
potential of a number of once exciting
prospects.

However," he conceded, "future
discoveries are contemplated, and the
ultimate capacity of the TAPS line
cannot be utilized unless they are
mad-".

" et a 2:xlor iin. T 'o- :1 -

a po. :rs naVe dcnouacud a

:a;n;"l<ska route as discairaging

:prution in Canada, especiiily in
Ie 2 -:tirkerie Valley which the line
soald traven

t:on puosted out that exploration

has come to a standstill on the North
Slope because of uncertainties of
,hen and how any oil will be shipped
to market.

There will be no resumption of drill-
ing, he said, until it is known for cer-
tain that a pipeline system will be
built which has capacity to handle
additional discoveries.

"A trans-Canada line which would
be shared with Canadian oil would do
little to encourage resumption of ex-
ploratory activity in Alaska," he de-
clared.

Midwest demand. Proxmire and
most of his witnesses argued that
North Slope oil is really needed in the
Midwest, not on the West Coast, but
Patton disputed this.

In the northern-tier states encom-
passing the Great Lakes refining cen-
ters, he said, there is only 1.8 million
b/d of refining capacity which would.
have access to Alaskan crude. These
refineries, according to the pipeline
executive, have been designed for
relatively high-quality Gulf Coast,
Mid-Continent, and Canadian crudes,
and could not run 100% Alaskan
crude.

They would require investment of
$50 million to modify a typical 100,-
000-b/d refinery (or up to $1 bil-
lion for the region) to handle 75%
Prudhoe Bay crude.

West Coast refineries, on the other
hand, were said to be designed for
relatively poor-quality California crude
and therefore can easily handle Alas-
kan crude without additional invest-
ment.

Environmental issues. Patton and
ARCO's Bradshaw challenged the
widespread assumption by Proxmire
witnesses that the trans-Canada route

!s environmentally superior.
Along the TAPS segment with a

a eir hcuake hazard, Patron said
nac under criteria frf the ater-or De-

partment, seismic risk has been de-
signed out of the pipeline. "It is sig-
nificant," he said, "that no modern
electrically welded steel pipeline in
oil service has yet been ruptured by -a
seismic event."

Bradshaw accused Canadians and
other backers of a trans-Canada route
on environmental grounds of using a

i'Lh endard.
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e Escalainar for

askan Oil
by Arthur M. Louis

Oil exploration traditionally has been a game full ofrisks and uncertainties. And on the North Slope of Alaska,two dozen oil companies are bedeviled by plenty of risksand uncertainties, but not the traditional ones. The com-panies long ago resolved the major questions about the loca-tion of the oil, the amount of it, how to get it out, and whereto send it. But they continue to be stymied by a potent newforce--the environmental movement. Environmentalistsalready have managed to postpone production on the Slopefor almost four years, and there still is a chance that the
lode--conservatively estimated at 12 billion barrels, ormore than one-fourth of the nation's proved petroleumreserves--will never be tapped.

The oil companies found some cause for optimism last
- May, when Secretary of the Interior Rogers C. B. Mortonapproved construction of the proposed 7 8 9-mile pipeline be-tween the Slope and the port of Valdez, on Alaska's south-ern shore. The companies say they plan to ship the oil fromValdez to markets along the West Coast, and they maintainthat a trans-Alaskan pipeline is the only .feasible means ofgetting the oil off the Slope. "We're now committed to thepipeline and nothing else," says Thomas D. Barrow, senior

vice president of Standard Oil (N.J.). "It is not a situationwith a first choice and a list of alternatives." The InteriorDepartment's scientists acknowledged that the line woulddisrupt Alaska's fragile ecology, that possible leaks couldharm the state's wildlife, and that the tanker traffic wouldpose a serious danger of oil spills at sea. Still, Morton de-clared that the "national interest" requires the U.S. to
minimize its dependence on foreign oil, and that this re-quirement overrides the environmental hazards.

- . Source: Fortune 11crazine, July, 1972. Reproduced b,, the Library of Concrress,Q naresional Research Service, LDcamter 41, 1973. With PermissionU
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Unfortunately for the oil companies, Morton's decision
is not the end of the matter. Three environmental or-
ganizations are challenging the decision in the federal

courts. The odds appear to favor the oil companies, but the

issue probably will go all the way to the Supreme Court,
and a final decision is not expected before the end of this

year. Even if the environmentalists lose, the oil won't be-

gin to flow until late 1975 or early 1976. since it will take

about three years to build the pipeline.
Meanwhile, the delays on the North Slope are already

having some large side effects on the U.S. oil industry.
Robert 0. Anderson, chairman of Atlantic Richfield Co.,

., insists that "the Alaskan situation has really prejudiced
our dealings with the oil-producing nations of the Middle
Fast. We have no more cards left in our hand." That may
he an extreme view, but now that domestic production has

begun to flatten out, the other oil-producing nations cer-

tainly are exerting increased leverage on their customers

around the world. (The customers' bargaining position was

weakened still further last month, when some holdings of
the Western oil companies in Iraq were nationalized.) If

U.S. consumption of petroleum continues to grow at the
present rate. and if the North Slope remains undeveloped,
imports will rise from the present 3,800,000 barrels a day

to 10,900,000 by 1980.
While production on the Slope would scarcely eliminate

the nation's dependence on imports, it would go a long way

toward bridging the gap. At full production the petroleum
is expected to flow at more than two million barrels a day.
Moreover, during the anticipated twenty-year life of the
field, North Slope oil could prevent $2 billion a year from
being added to the U.S. balance-of-payments deficit.

The oil also could work some wonders for the companies
involved. With petroleum selling on the West Coast for up-
wards of $3.20 a barrel, the proved reserves on the Slope
should generate gross revenues of at least $38 billion over

~i
1  

the twenty-year production period, even without price
rises. After allowing for taxes and royalties, and the costs
of drilling, piping, and shipping, the companies would
stand to make a profit of between $1 and $1.25 a barrel, or
$12 billion to $15 billion.

Even if they never invested another cent, it would be
a severe financial blow to the companies if they were forced
to abandon the Slope. They paid more than $900 million for
leases, primarily at an auction sponsored by the state of
Alaska in September, 1969. (The state retains full owner-
ship of the leased land, while the companies have only the
mineral rights.) About $550 million has been spent on
preliminary drilling and other exploration activities. In
addition, seven companies-Standard Oil (N.J.), Atlantic
Richfield, Standard Oil (Ohio), Mobil, Phillips, Union, and

.. ~ :.1 ;. y~.
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Amerada Hess-are participating in a consortium, called
Alyeska Pipeline Service Co., which intends to build the
trans-Alaskan line. Alyeska has spent 8350 million toward
the ultimate 83-billion cost, including S120 mi ion for the
pipe itself, which currently is stacked in 69,000 pieces at
three locations in Alaska. Conceivably, some of the pipe
could be sold if the project fell through. But if the environ-
mentalists win in the courts, almost all of the S1.8 billion
already invested on the Slope could be lost.

The merger that backfired
The oil companies now admit that they badly underesti-

mated the strength of their opponents. Not long after oil
was discovered, Atlantic Richfield and British Petroleum,
both North Slope pioneers, made aggressive moves to ex-
pand their marketing operations. Atlantic Richfield drilled
the first successful well at Prudhoe Bay, in January, 1968,
and along with its partner, Standard Oil (N.J.), it holds
leases on 4.8 billion barrels. B.P. has an interest in about
5 billion barrels. To get the maximum financial return
from these enormous reserves, both Atlantic Richfield and
B.P. entered into ambitious merger agreements, based on
the notion that the oil would begin to flow in 1972. Now
those agreements are rising up to haunt them.

Atlantic Richfield, which historically has been a net
buyer of crude, merged with Sinclair Oil, also a net buyer,
in March, 1969. At the time, Atlantic assumed that it soon
would be getting plenty of oil from its Alaskan holdings.
and that it would have no problem supplying Sinclair's
thousands of service stations-not to mention its own-at a
relatively low cost. With the North Slope continuing to lie
fallow, however, the merged company has been forced in-
stead to buy still more oil from its competitors; it now
relies on outside sources for 37 percent of its needs. Its
problem today would be even larger if it had not sold oft
10,000 East Coast service stations to British Petroleum in
1969 for $400 million.

As one might expect, Atlantic Richfield's financial con-
iition has begun to deteriorate. Net income slipped last
Year despite a 14 percent rise in revenues, and the com-
nany's supply of cash and equivalents, never large, slumped
ru $137,300,000, or just 2.9 percent of assets. Things b-
came even worse in the first quarter of this year, as net in-
come fell 39 percent below 1971's first quarter. Atlantic
Richfield stock, which boomed to $135.75 a share in the
*uphoric days after the Prudhoe Bay discovery, recently

-*was selling for less than half that price. To meet the finan-
cial crisis, the company has trimmed 3,000 of its 30,000 em-
ployees from the payroll, and it plans to reduce the total by
another 2,700 before the end of next year. The company
also will sell 9,000 of its 22,000 remaining service stations,
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a move that will help balance its needs with current pro-
duction. Of all the participants in the North Slope venture,
Atlantic Richfield clearly is being hit hardest by the long

it for the Alaskan crude. "The steps we're taking are
steps needed to put us in a competitive position, with or
without North Slope oil," says Louis M. Ream Jr., an ex-
. cutive vice president.

British Petroleum, for its part, had planned t~ use its
North Slope reserves to establish itself as a major force
for the first time in :he American market. Soon after the
,scovery at Prudhoe Bay, B.P., which previously had no
retail outlets in the U.S., bought those 10,000 service sta-
tions from Atlantic Richfield. B.P. then signed an agree-
ment designed to give it a majority interest in Standard
Oil Co. (Ohio), which has a strong marketing organization
n the Midwest and middle Atlantic states.

With production delayed on the Slope, however, the
terms of the agreement could turn out to be less favorable
for the British company. Under the agreement, B.P.
Handed over to Sohio all of its holdings on the North Slope,
although it retained the rights to about 75 percent of the
profits. B.P. also gave Sohio its two U.S. refineries, located
at Port Arthur, Texas, and Marcus Hook, Pennsylvania, all
of its U.S. service stations, and some other U.S. properties.
In return, B.P. immediately received 25 percent of Sohio's
stock, with the chance to increase its equity, depending on
the speed and volume of production on the Slope. B.P. will
end up owning 54 percent of Sohio if the reserves it gave
the company are producing at least 600,000 barrels of oil
per day by the end of 1977.

Hollow footsteps, empty roads
Those reserves probably are capable of producing sub-

-tantially more than 600,000 barrels a day, but there is a
rong chance that the deadline will not be met. And the
reement does not contain any escape clauses to cover

delays caused by circumstances beyond B.P.'s control. In
Mort. if the trans-Alaskan pipeline isn't built, B.P. could
se its big opportunity to establish a competitive market-

organization in the U.S., an opportunity that may
*-ver come again. Moreover, it would be saddled with a
rge, unprofitable investment in a lackluster company;
?e Sohio stock, which cost B.P. more than $400 million in

,sets, had a recent value of less than $350 million.
A visitor to the proposed route of the trans-Alaskan

pipeline sees only the scantest traces of activity these days.
'leton work forces are maintained at the eight pipeline
nstruction camps scattered through the wilderness. Iso-

:red from the outside world, the men have little to do but
:t, read magazines, play table tennis, and drift about the

dormitories. Flying between the 4,000-foot peaks of the
Brooks Range and over the Slope itself, one sees only an
occasional derrick on the horizon. Drilling is being con-
ducted-in desultory fashion--at just one well, on the
B.P.-Sohio properties. In the large, modern compounds,
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which were built to accommodate hundreds of workers,
footsteps produce hollow echoes, and not a single vehicle
is to be found on the sixty miles of new man-made roads
that wind through the region.

One of the prime victims of the delay is the state of
Alaska. After the strike at Prudhoe Bay, the state under-
went a massive invasion; everyone from oilfield rough-
necks to top executives to tourists headed for Alaska, put-
ting a strain on the airlines, hotels, and restaurants. But
today, with activity on the North Slope at a virtual stand-
still, visitors from the "lower 48" are almost as rare as
Eskimos in Palm Beach.

Alaska digs into capital
Alaska expected to make perhaps $300 million a year

from royalties and taxes once oil production reached its
peak. Unfortunately, the state cannot afford to wait much
longer for those extra revenues. In 1970 the legislature,
assuming that the payments would beginito trickle in by
1973, passed a series of public-works and social-welfare
programs that more than doubled the budget. The state
currently is spending about $300 million a year while re-
ceiving less than $200 million in taxes and investment
income, and it is meeting the surplus by digging into capi-
tal-in particular, the $900-million windfall it received
from the auction of leases in 1969. If oil production does
not begin by 1977, it appears, the state will face the choice
of halving its budget or going bankrupt. Governor William
A. Egan understandably finds such a choice intolerable.
"With the vast needs that are still unmet in Alaska in all
fields, it would be virtually impossible to roll the clock
back," he declares.

Businessmen throughout Alaska are today a crestfallen
lot. In 1969 and 1970, entrepreneurs began gearing for the
boom. Drilling suppliers, building contractors, food proces-
sors, clothing suppliers, and souvenir dealers, to cite just a
few, sank large sums of money into equipment and inven-
tories. Now many of them are saddled with big debts, and
with goods and services they can't sell.

One dramatic case in point is Alaska Airlines, the largest
of several intrastate carriers. During 1969 the company
did a land-office business in both passengers and cargo. Its
revenues leaped 43.5 percent to an all-time high of $39
million, and for the first time in nine years the company
turned a profit. Anticipating more of the same, Alaska Air-
lines almost doubled its fleet and expanded its schedule.

- *But now the airline's revenues are in a nose dive, and it has
resumed its money-losing ways, registering large deficits
in 1970, 1971. and the first quarter of this year.

When the oil companies began making their investments
on the North Slope, they had every reason to suppose that
they would have a free hand in tapping the newly discov-
ered field. Substantial new additions to the domestic re-
serves had traditionally been welcomed with enthusiasm.
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And the North Siope was the largest single discovery ever

made on U.S. territory, twice as bounteous as the celebrated

East Texas field discovered in 1930.

Moreover, the Alaskan discovery occurred at a propitious

time-just as production in the rest of the U.S. was about

to reach its peak. Onshore production in Texas. Louisiana,

and California, by far the three top oil-producing states,

.irenly has begun to slide. If the demand for petroleum

ntinues to rise at the recent rate of 4 percent a year.

Americans will find themselves relying on foreign sources

roi Most of their supply during the 19S0's. Of the 5.5

i on barrels consumed in the U.S. last year, only 4.1

,:liinn barrels, or less than three-fourths, were produced

, ,mesticaliy. By 1980 the demand is expected to surge to

7.9 bitlinn barrels, while domestic production, excluding

ie North Slope, will decline to just under 4 billion barrels.

The great refinery ban
given a-<de from the North Slope controversy, the U.S.

ii ilustry is now facing another problem that has world-

"ide ldimnsions. Among their more dramatic achieve-

i ents, the environmentalists have brought the construe-

of refineries in the U.S. almost to a halt. Delaware,

w ich has onerefinery, recently passed a law prohibiting
,astruction of any more, and the officials of most other

-ates have imposed a de facto ban on new refineries. There
re some 300 refineries in the U.S., but at least 100 more

will be needed to meet the increased demand by 1980. Only

we are under construction-in Illinois and Louisiana-

;nl only one, to be built in Baltimore, is on the drawing

io)ards. On the West Coast, where the environmental
movement has its roots and its strongest adherents, it could

e political suicide for a city administration to allow the

construction of refineries. Yet that area will need two orn;
bh ree new refineries per year over the next decade to cope

with the expanded demand for petroleum products.

One solution would be to build the refineries abroad, and
ship the refined products to the U.S. Exporting the nation's

enivironmental problems would have a stiff price, however,

even if foreigners were willing to accept plants that Ameri-

cans find unbearable. If foreign refineries were used to

serve the U.S., the cost of petroleum products would almost
certainly increase substantially. Building new refineries

-broad also would mean exporting thousands of jobs, and

t would contribute to the deterioration of the nation's bal-

; nce-of-payments position. And yet if the new refineries are

not built somewhere, the U.S. will be forced to drastically
curtail its energy needs.
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Mr. Brower's kooky thought
As they continue to press their case in the courts, the

rnvironmentalists are stressing two basic points. They
nontend. first of all, that Secretary Morton acted capri-
ri'usly in ruling for the pipeline. They say Morton's
ecion flew in the face of evidence presented in the
"rior Depar tment's own "environmental-impact state-

spent" on the pipeline, which was issued last March as re-
*hi'ed by the National Environmental Policy Act. They
!so contend that the impact statement (lid not give ade-
nate consideration to other possible means of getting the

if off the North Slope; the act specifies that impact state-
ments m'ist weigh the merits of "alternatives to the pro-
!),tN atien." The environmentalists say they still have
nigh hopes for victory. "It's my kooky thought that sonle
lay we're going to get a grant from the oil companies for
saving them from a horrible mistake," says David Brower,
;resi(lent of Friends of the Earth and doyen of the environ-
mental movement.

At the moment, there aren't many oilmen around who
would give David Brower the time of day, but some will at
!vast concede that the delay in building the trans-Alaskan
pipeline has produced one advantage. The safeguards im-
posed on Alyeska Pipeline Service Co. will make the line
-assuming it is built-a much sounder project than it
would have been otherwise. It is more than just the caribou,
salmon, sheep, and waterfowl of the Alaskan wilderness
that will be protected. Environmental considerations aside,
the companies themselves have a strong financial interest
in preventing breaks. leaks, and spills. And there is reason
to believe that the pipeline, as originally conceived, would .,

have had more than its share of these mishaps.
Of course. the Alyeska consortium will have to pay for

the improvements. In the early planning stages it was esti-
mated that the pipeline would cost $1.5 billion. Edward
L. Patton, president of Alyeska, now estimates that en-
vironmental safeguards will add $450 million to the cost.
In addition. an extra $1 billion will be accounted for by
inflation, and by engineering problems not foreseen at the
time of the preliminary studies. The over-all cost of some
$3 billion would make this not only the most expensive
pipeline ever built, but also the most expensive construc-
tion project in history.

The pig in the pipeline
In the most radical change from the original plan, almost

half of the proposed pipeline will lie aboveground. At the
start, it had been assumed that all but 5 percent of the line
would be buried. But the planners failed to reckon fully
with the difficulties presented by permafrost, that mixture

- of soil, gravel, and ice that lies only inches below much of
the Alaskan tundra. The oil from the Slope will be hot,
coursing through the pipeline at temperatures of up to

0
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150' Fahrenheit. In areas where the permafrost has a high
water content, a buried pipeline, or one resting directly on
the tundra, would turn the surrounding area to marshland,
and the line, deprived of support, might break from the
strain. Under the present plan, 178 miles of the pipeline
will he supported above the ground on cement stilts, 177
miles will lie on thick gravel pads. 70 miles wi' be buried
with a jacket of insulation, and :64 miles will be buried
without any special precautions.

Alyeska admits that it cannot absolutely guarantee
against leaks, but it says it has taken extraordinary mea-
sures to prevent and detect them. It plans to send a torpedo-
shaped electronic sensing device. called a "pig," through
the line at frequent intervals. The pig will record the con-
figuration of the entire pipeline on tape, permitting tech-
nicians to spot any significant changes; the device pur-
portedly can sense leaks of five gallons an hour or more.
In the case of major leaks or strains, an electronic com-
munication system will trigger an automatic shutdown of
the line. Valves will be activated by remote control to
isolate any portion of the line where there is a problem.
Alyeska says that even the most severe rupture would not
cause leakage greater than 64,000 barrels. While that is a
lot of oil, it is less than 1 percent of the line's capacity.

Part of the original pipeline route has been altered to
avoid areas where there is a strong possibility of ava-
lanches. flooding, or earthquakes. Earthquake zones could
not be avoided entirely, however, and the line will cross
five seismic zones, including the one that was devastated
by the great earthquake of 1964. Alyeska claims that the
pipe, which is forty-eight inches in diameter and half an
inch thick, is strong and resilient enough to have withstood
the 1964 quake.

The pipeline company will take measures to secure the
800-acre port and terminal at Valdez against natural dis-
asters. Valdez is a new town, built a few miles from the
site of the original town of that name, which was wiped
1< by the quake and a tidal wave. The proposed facility will

placed on a promontory, with its lowest point 200 feet
,ve sea level, and the foundations of the buildings will be

uli into bedrock.
With alf that tanker traffic moving into Valdez-forty-one

. tkers averaging 160,000 deadweight tons each would be op-
dting between the town and the West Coast if the North

-lope were operating at full capacity-Alyeska is planning a
a -igational system that it describes as "second to none in
he world." Tankers moving in and out of the port will be re-
uired1 to carry two radar systems, one continuously in use,

p.e other as a backup. As the vessels approach Valdez, they
il have to maintain constant radio communication with the

-. minal, and with other tankers in the vicinity. Only one-
wa:y traffic will be allowed in the three-mile-wide channel lead-
in past the port, and in bad weather navigation will be helped
: a fog signal audible at a distance of two miles. There also
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i1i be a light visible at a distance of twelve miles. Alyeska is

making a virtue of the fact that cargo shipped between U.S.
;o ts must, under the law, be carried in U.S.-flag vessels. En-
:!uornmentalists are constantly raising the specter of maritime

'asters, such as the destruction of the Torrey Canyon off
he coast of Cornwall in 1967; Alyeska has responded that
C.S. ships are subject to more stringent inspection and safe-

y regulations than foreign-flag vessels.

A Canadian corridor

Despite all the precautions, the environmentalists contend
that the risks are too great to justify a trans-Alaskan pipe-

ne. Instead they suggest a frequently mentioned trans-Ca-
!m(dian alternative, with a line proceeding east from the North
Siope, across the Yukon Territory to the Mackenzie River
delta, then south to Alberta and on into the midwestern U.S.
The Canadian route would be about four times longer than
the Alyeska route. but part of the line could be integrated
with the network of pipelines already extending between Al-
,erta and the U.S. Such a project would cost between $5 bil-
! on and $6 billion, and could not be completed before 1977.
But there is no doubt that, time and money notwithstanding,
the proposal has some important advantages. Most impor-
tant of all, it would parallel a pipeline planned to carry more
than 26 trillion cubic feet of natural gas off the North Slope.
:everal U.S. companies, including Atlantic Richfield, Stan-
lard of Ohio, and Jersey Standard, have joined a consortium
to build the gas pipeline, and the project may be started with-
in a year.)

In the minds of some industry executives, the need for pro-
duction of the immense natural-gas reserves on the Slope is
.-- n more pressing than the need for oil. Proved natural-gas

-yes in the U.S. are down to about a twelve-year supply,
love4t ever. Moreover, many experts believe that no ma-

r new discoveries of gas will he made south of the Canadian
urder. To fill the demands of U.S. customers, natural gas is
o being imported in liquefied form from Algeria at a cost
it ' mes greater than for the domestic product, and a num-

mlPan ies have announced plans to import liquefied gas
urnom ne h'e E-ist. But however impressive the economic

wgument, her.e azain the oil companies face a dilemma, since
u Nortm Slope gas cannot be moved to U.S. markets until

p'od ctIon of the oil begins. Thornton F. Bradshaw, president
of Atlantic Richfield. sums up the frustration of industry ex-

xutI;ves wiin he remarks. "We iieed it n;v. When I say we, I
mean the country. I[think it's not a question ot whether the At-
lantic Richfield company needs it."

Since the Canadian Government has approved in principle
a transportation corridor that would include not only the gas
line but also a highway and space for an oil line, the envi-
ronmentalists say that it would be unnecessarily harmful and
wasteful to use a separate route across Alaska. Even if North
Slope oil is not piped through Canada, that nation, anxious to
begin production of its own Arctic oil reserves, probably will
need an oil line by 1980.

t
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The advocates of a trans-Canadian route have marshaled

smcral other potent arguments. A recent study by Dr. Charles
J. Cicchetti, an economist with Resources for the Future, a
nonprofit research organization based in Washington, con-
cludes that the oil companies might actually find a trans-Ca-
nadian route more profitable than the Alaskan route. For one
thing, the companies could get a higher price for their oil in
the Midwest. The average price per barrel there is $3.65, or
45 cents more than on the West Coast. The trans-Canadian
line would also eliminate the need for a big investment in
port facilities and tankers.

The Yokohama gambit
There are a number of reasons why the oil companies re-

ject the proposed trans-Canadian pipeline. One is that they
might want to sell some of the North Slope oil to Japan, a
plan that would be ruled out if the oil were piped to the Mid-
west. On the surface, it might seem impractical to sell the
oil in Japan; the price per barrel there is lower than on the
West Coast, and the shipping distance between Valdez and,
say, Yokohama is nearly twice that between Valdez and
Los Angeles. But John M. Houchin, deputy chairman of Phil-
lips Petroleum, has proposed an "export-for-import" pro-
gram that would make sales to Japan eminently practical
-and profitable.

The proposal, made two years ago to a congressional com-
mittee, was that companies exporting oil from the North Slope
be allowed to increase their imports on the East Coast. The
market price of oil on the East Coast is $3.90 a barrel, the high-
est in the country, and the imports would be shipped in for-
eign tankers, which can be chartered at little more than half
the rates for U.S. vessels. Moreover, the oil shipped to Japan
could also be carried in foreign tankers.

The oil companies now prefer to stress the virtues of U.S.
self-sufficiency and play down the possibility of an import-ex-
port deal. A spokesman forPhillips Petroleum explains that
Houchin's proposal was "made at a time when it appeared
the West Coast would not be able to absorb the entire pro-
duction of oil from the North Slope." Current projections in-dicate that North Slope production could just about make
up the difference between production and demand on the West
Coast during the late Seventies and early Eighties.

Another reason the oil companies reject a trans-Canadian
pipeline i. :because of concern about a political clash between
the U.S. and Canada. Canadians are increasingly sensitive
about American companies dominating their economy, and
the provincial anti federal governments would be likely to re-
strict the American role in a trans-Canadian line. Donald S.- "
Macdonald, the Canadian Minister of Energy, Mines and Re-
sources, acknowledges that the money needed to finance a
trans-Canadian pipeline would have to come largely from
American investors, but he insists that the line should be built.
by Canadian companies and regulated by the Canadian Na-
tional Energy Board.
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THE INJUNCTION which has blocked
construction of the trans-Alaska pipe-
line since April 1970 was dissolved
Aug. 15 by U.S. Dist. Judge George
L. Hart, Jr.

Actual start of construction, how-
ever, will await the outcome of the
appeals process, with the answer com-
ing from the Supreme Court perhaps
around the first of the year.

Judge Hart ruled that Interior Sec.
Rogers C. B. Morton had complied
with the National Environmental Pol-
icy Act in approving the $3-billion proj-
ect to pipe Prudhoe Bay oil to the
tanker port of Valdez in southern
Alaska.

Morton announced on May 11 he
would issue the required permits for
the 789-mile, 48-in. line as soon as the
injunction was removed.

The environmental groups 'whose
suit has already delayed the pipeline
28 months immediately served notice
of appeal in the U.S. Court of Appeals
for the District of Columbia.

The Government and Alyeska Pipe-.
line Service Co., the seven-company
combine backing the project, prom-
ised meanwhile t h a t construction
wouldn't be kicked off without giving
30 days' notice to the environmental-
ists. That would give them time to
obtain a stay of any permit pending
outcome of the appeal. Alyeska prom-
ised not to start laying pipe in any
event before the appeals court rules.

The Government said the permits
are still in the drafting stage, and will
:ake some time to complete. But law-
yers for the Interior Department in-
sisted on the right to issue permits,
.:ow that the injunction has been re-
moved, when they are ready.

i

I

If the Supreme Court gives the
green light, Alyeska should be deliver-
ing oil from Prudhoe Bay's 9.6 billion-
bbl reserve in 1976, in volumes rising
eventually to 2 million b/d. Oil will
be shipped by tanker from Valdez to
refineries on the West Coast of the
U.S. The State of Alaska said it may
-sk the Supreme Court to take up theCase directly, bypassing the Court of
Appeals.

Judge's ruling. Judge Hart handed
down his decision at the close of 2
days of arguments in Washington.

His ruling represented- a sweeping
victory for Interior and the pipeline
firm.

It was a summary defeat for the
plaintiffs--the Wilderness Society, En-
vironmental Defense Fund, Friends of
the Earth, Canadian Wildlife Federa-
tion, Canadian Member of Parliament
David Anderson, and the Cordova,
Alaska, fishermen who object to the
terminal at nearby Valdez.

The U.S. environmental groups ob-
tained the injunction on grounds In-
terior violated the law by failing to
prepare an environmental-impact
statement of the project under NEPA.

The pipeline company applied for
the permit in July 1969, before NEPA.
went into effect the first of the year,
but the Interior Secretary's decision
came after the law was on the books
in April 1970. -

The environmentalists argued last
week that Interior's nine-volume im-
pact statement, running into thousands
of words, still fell short of NEPA re-
quirements. They contended that the
'statement lacked data on the precise
impact of the pipeline and related
tanker shipments on Alaskan wildlife
and fisheries resources, particularly

Source: The Oil and Gas Journal, Auust 21, 1972. Aeroduced by the Library
of Congress, Oonqressional Research Service, December 4, 1973. With
Pergission,
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AIyeska clears major legal roadblock
Pipeline firm and Interior score sweeping victory in federal judge's
decision to dissolve injunction against trans-Alaska crude-oil line.
Pipeline now starts appeals route; final ruling may come by year's end.

in Prince William Sound at Valdez.
. They further alleged that Interior
failed adequately to consider altern-
atives to the trans-Alaska route.

The Canadian plaintiffs said the
statement was defective because the
secretary considered an oil-delivery
system only, ignoring disposition of
the gas produced with the oil. They
said that no pipeline permit should
be allowed until Interior first exam-
ined in greater detail the alternative
of a common corridor route across
Canada for -an oil line and a gas line.

This may very well be the main is-
sue before the appellate court. At-
torneys consider that a reversal, if it-
occurs, may well be on this point.

The environmental groups a I s o
maintained that the secretary could
not lawfully grant the requested 54-ft
right-of-way, a use permit for a 46-ft
construction strip along the route, and
a construction and haul road from the
Yukon River to Prudhoe Bay -- now
covered by a federal grant to the State
of Alaska.

The fishermen also protested issu-
ance of a permit for the 802-acre ter-

minal-site at Valdez as an improper
disposition of National Forest Lands.

But Judge Hart ruled against them
on all points. The issue, he said, was
not whether the secretary of Interior
had made the right decision on the
pipeline. It was whether he followed
proper procedures under NEPA, ob-

taining necessary environmental in-
formation before reaching a decision,
and whether right-of-way and use per-
mits were in keeping with the Mineral
Leasing Act and other public lands
laws.

The judge held that the Government
acted legally, and that Interior's en-
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vironmental statement "meets all the
requirements of NEPA."

Decision explained. Judge Hart dis-
posed of the landmark environmental
case in a summary opinion, citing the
time already consumed and the need
to get on with the appeal.

He said the press of time, the im-
portance of the case, the tremendous
costs involved, and the lack of a fac-
tual dispute made it wise to proceed
without an extensive legal opinion.

In the first day of the arguments,
Judge Hart indicated he was toying
with the idea of sending the case back
to Interior for further environmental
studies. He even asked the plaintiffs
to prepare an estimate of the time re-
quired to study a common corridor
for two lines through Canada. They
said it would take 4 months.

The environmentalists agreed with
the judge's suggestion that regardless
of the time taken, the statement could
never be made "perfect" in their eyes.
The question, the judge said, and the
environmentalists agreed, was wheth-
er the statement "reasonably" meets
the requirements of the law.

In his decision, Judge Hart found
that Interior's Mar. 20 statement "rea-
sonably sets forth:"

* Environmental impact of project.
" The adverse environmental ef-

fects.
" The alternatives to the project.
" Relationship between local short-

term use of resources and the enhance-
ment of long-term productivity.

* Irreversible and irretrievable ded-
ication of resources.

" Conflicting views.
Also, the judge added, it complies

with the Council of Environmental
Quality guidelines and provisions of
NEPA.

Moreover, he concluded, the secre-
tary did not act arbitrarily, unreason-
ably, or capriciously in reaching his
decision, but had substantial evidence
in the record to support it.

Decision hailed. Edward L. Patton,
Alyeska president, welcomed the deci-
sion of Judge Hart, but stressed that
it doesn't mean construction work will

begin right away.
More time will be required for lit-

igation that lies ahead, Patton said.
"Work will not begin until the legal

issues identified by Judge Hart are
resolved by the Court of Appeals," he
commented in a statement. "We are
confident that we will be allowed to
build the pipeline, and know it will be
constructed under the most stringent
safeguards ever imposed on any such
project."
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U.S. opens two-pronged Alyeska attack
The Government will push a Supreme Court appeal as well as congressional
legislation to overcome obstacles to building trans-Alaska crude line.
Morton expects favorable high-court ruling, rules out Canada line again.

THE Government will press an appeal
to the Supreme Court and new legis-
lation at the same time to remove
obstacles to construction of the trans-
Alaska crude line.

Interior Sec. Rogers C. B. Morton
announced the decision of the Nixon
administration last week, giving the
project high priority in national energy
policy. He expressed confidence the
high court will overturn last month's
appeals-court decision, permitting
construction to proceed.

"With each passing month," Morton
stressed, "it becomes ever more ob-
vious that is in our national interest
to get delivery of Alaskan oil to the
Lower 48 states at the earliest prac-
ticable date. We will have to import
every barrel of oil we don't get from
Alaska."

He called Alaskan oil necessary to
relieve the energy pinch, to avoid
further deterioration in our trade
balance, and to avoid increasing de-
pendence on foreign oil.

"We have studied this matter for
almost 4 years," he declared. "It is
time to get on with the job." He
asked the solicitor general to petition
the Supreme Court to decide both the
environmental and right-of-way issues
as a matter of urgency this term. The
court recesses in June.

In announcing the strategy, he again
rejected an alternate route through
Canada as inferior for several reasons.

Legislative battle. Before Mforton
spoke, it became apparent that at-
tempts to win legislative relief for the
stalled pipeline will turn into a con-
gressional fight over whether to build
it through Canada-if at all.

So far there are two bills and an-
other on the way.

Broad-base approach. Rep. Lloyd
Meeds (D-Wash.) introduced a bill to
amend the Mineral Leasing Act of
1920 to authorize the secretary of In-
terior to determine the width of a
pipeline right-of-way.

He would replace the present spe-
cific limits-25 ft on either side of the
pipe-with a general standard. Under
his approach, the secretary could de-
cide the amount of land "reasonably
necessary for access to and operation,
construction, and maintenance" of the
pipeline and related facilities.

Passage of such legislation would
solve one of the problems barring
construction of the proposed $3-billion,
789-mile, 48-in. line to deliver North
Slope Alaska oil to a tanker terminal
on the Gulf of Alaska.

The U.S. Court of Appeals ruled
Feb. 9 that land-use permits proposed
to be granted by the Interior secre-
tary actually amounted to right-of-
way wider than the law allows. The
pipeline is stymied unless this bar is
removed by appeal to the Supreme
Court or amendment of the statute.

Even then, the Alyeska Pipeline Ser-
vice Co. project must obtain resolu-
tion of environmental issues on which
that these issues weren't ripe for de-
cision.

Alaskan approach. A 1 a s k a's two
senators-Republican Ted Stevens and
Democrat Mike Gravel-will try to re-
move both barriers in legislation they
introduced. Their bill would authorize
construction of the pipeline, direct the
secretary to issue required permits,
declare the environmental statement
to be in accord with legal require-
ments, and remove any federal admin-
istrative decision on the pipeline from
judicial review.

Stevens acknowledged the measure
"goes to the extreme," and seasoned
Capitol Hill observers give such sweep-
ing legislation virtually no chance of
enactment.

However, Stevens added, "the crit-
ical shortage of petroleum today, cou-
pled with the uncertainty of foreign
supplies, and the fact that other power
sources, such as nuclear power and
oil shale are possibilities only in the
distant future, make congressional ap-
proval of the pipeline an immediate
necessity."

He said court resolution otherwise
would take at least a year, even after
rise by $200-$300 million/year for each
year of delay, he estimated. Sen.
Henry M. Jackson (D-Wash.), whose
Interior committee will consider the
legislation, opposed the sweeping ap-
proach of the Alaska senators.

He agreed that right-or-way re-
strictions must be removed, but that
requirements of the National Environ-
mental Policy Act must be satisfied.
Jackson set a target date of the spring
of 1974 for resolving the questions
that stand in the way of building the
2-million-b/d pipeline.

Jackson said hearings on pipeline
legislation would get under way this
week.

Canadian approach. Rep. Les Aspin
(D-Wis.) and Sen. Walter F. Mondale
(D-Minn.), advocates of a Canadian
route, introduced identical bills waiv-
ing right-of-way restrictions only for
an oil line from the North Slope
through Canada. It will be a rallying
point for congressmen who favor mar-
keting the oil in the Midwest rather
than on the West Coast.

Trans-Canada route. The Interior
reaffirmed earlier convictions as to
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the superiority of the all-Alaska pipe-
line route, adding the U.S. cannot af-
ford to try to force the oil-company
backers to build it through Canada.

"For a number of reasons," he ex-
plained, "a pipeline across Canada
would involve great delay in delivery
of oil to our markets. Even if the
Canadian Government could and
would grant the permits necessary for
construction and even after the line
is in operation, recent statements by
Canadian leaders indicate that its full
capacity will not be available to U.S.-
owned oil."

This aspect of the Canadian route,
he contends, is of great concern from
a balance-of-trade point of view.

"My concern on this account is in-
creased by the fact that the Canadian
Government has recently found it
necessary to place controls on their
export of crude oil to us." he added.

Urgency emphasized. Morton pre-
dicted the Supreme Court will rule
in favor of the Government on both
the right-of-way and environmental
questions.

However, he added, congressional
relief will be pursued at the same
time because of the consequences of
an unfavorable judicial decision.

"Because an unfavorable decision
on the question of my, statutory au-
thority would do such great damage
to our entire economy," he said. "Iam also recommending that the Con-gress promptly enact legislation thatwill remove any doubt about my
authority to issue permits necessaryfor construction not only of pipelines
but also of (utility) transmission linesand other facilities that must crossfederal lands."

If the appeals-court decision is al-

lowed to stand, he warned, it will prob-
ably be impossible to build any newoil or gas pipeline across federal land
anywhere in the U.S.

The opinion even casts a cloud over
the very common practice of using
public lands for the purpose of bring-
ing in materials and equipment dur-
ing construction, the Interior secretary
said.

The statutory limitation--25 ft on
either side ofsthe carrier. or 54 ft
total in the case of the Alaska pipe-line-makes construction impossible
for the huge 48-in. line and for smaller
ones as well.

"Because we simply must have
such facilities to support our expand-
ing economy," Morton declared, "I
will ask Congress to include an ap-
propriate right-of-way provision in the
administration's proposed National
Resource Land Management Act of
1973."
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Alyeska faces rough going in Congress
Nixon administration pushes for quick authority to approve right-of-

way in a simple measure. But Senate committee postpones vote on key

amendment to its bill, and House group is split on several versions.

PRESIDENT Nixon has made devel-
opment of Alaskan North Slope re-
serves a priority item in national
n' erg' policy. but th" ;epelnr needed

t C (h : to :ri ".tll kices _

rocky legislative road.
The Senate is certain to pass a

version significantly different from the
House, and the actual shape of the
final right-of-way measure is unpre-
dictable.

The Senate continued its markup of
draft legislation in the interior com-
mittee last week, while the adminis-
tration and Alyeska Pipeline Service
Co. urged the House committee to
adopt a relatively simple bill. They
prefer to give the secretary of In-
terior discretionary authority to grant
rights-of-way across federal land in
widths that are reasonably necessary
for construction.

Postponing a vote on a key amend-
ment, the Senate committee recessed
Apr. 16 until Apr. 26-27, at which time
it hopes to complete action on a right-
of-way bill.

It was the specific limitation-25 ft
on either side of the pipe-in existing
law that tripped up Alyeska in the
U.S. Court of Appeals for the District
of Columbia. The Supreme Court
agreed that temporary land-use per-
mits which the secretary intended to
issue in addition to the permanent
right-of-way violates the law.

Presidential push. President Nixon
and Interior Sec. Rogers C. B. Morton
remain committed to the proposed
Alyeska line from Prudhoe Bay to
Valdez, on the Gulf of Alaska, and
delivery of the oil by tanker to the
West Coast.

Nixon told Morton that the trans-
Alaska line, opening up 10 billion bbl
of oil reserves and 26 trillion cu ft of
natural gas, is "vital to the national
interest."

Morton wrote every member of
Congress supporting legislation which
would enable the secretary to approve
the necessary ritrht-of-wav for the
project. This would clear the way for
completion of the environmental re-
view in the appeals court, then the
Supreme Court.
Mortondisputed arguments that a

trans-Canada route would be both en-
vironmentally and economically su-
piror tu ih trans-A.aslka lne, and
thiat a trains-Canada iiae could be built
more quickly.

He made these major points to the
congressmen:

" Any Canadian route would be four
times as long as the land portion of
the trans-Alaska delivery system and
would cause more environmental
damage on land. Special steps have
been taken to assure the safety of the
tanker leg of the Alyeska delivery
system.

" In any case, if West Coast mark-
ets don't receive their oil from Alaska
in U.S. tankers, complying with strict
American-flag requirements, an equiv-
alent amount of oil would have to be
imported in foreign-flag tankers built
and operated under lower standards.

" There is no specific Canadian
route yet, and U.S. officials cannot
proceed with comprehensive environ-
mental studies on Canadian soil, as
proponents of that alternative suggest.
"I cannot order the more than 3,000
core samples in Canada of the type
that were made of the Alaska route,"

he commented. "I cannot even order
a simple survey."

. From the viewpoint of the national
interest, as distinguished from the
interest of any single region, the trans-
Alaska route is economically prefer-
able, in spite of arguments of Mid-
western congressmen who want the
oil delivered in their states.

" Canadian Government require-
ments are not in the interests of the
U.S. These say that: (1) a majority
of the equity interest of the line would
have to be Canadian, (2) the manage-
ment would have to be Canadian, (3)
at least 50% of the capacity of the
line would have to be reserved for
transportation of Canadian oil to Cana-
dian markets, and (4) at all times
preference would be given to Cana-
dian-owned and controlled groups
during construction of the project and'
in supplying materials. These require-
ments, Morton said, are unacceptable
from the point of view of U.S. national
interests when the U.S. has the alter-
native of a line through Alaska built
by American labor and delivering its
full capacity of American-owned oil
to U.S. markets.

" In spite of the delay caused by
the recent court decisions, a trans-
Alaska line can still be built much
more quickly than a trans-Canadian
line. Before an application for a Cana-
dian route could be approved, a num-
ber of time-consuming steps would be
necessary that have already been
accomplished for the Alaskan route.

" Some of the advantages to the
Midwest that are claimed for a trans-
Canada pipeline would not occur. For
example, an oil pipeline through Can-
ada would not affect fuel prices in

'ource: The Oil and
Congress, C
Permission.
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that area, because price is set by the
much greater volume of oil coming
north from the Gulf of Mexico.

O Nor is it true, as some claim,
that the West Coast does not need nor
cannot use a': of the oil delivered
by a trans-Alaska pipeline. By 1980
and for later years, West Coast de-
mand will exceed local production and
Canadian imports available in that
area byat least the capacity of the
trans-Alaska line of 2 million b/d.

House hearings. But these appeals
have not yet persuaded the Congress
as a whole-certainly not the members
of the House interior subcommittee on
public lands.

The subcommittee is considering al-
most a dozen pieces of legislation,
ranging from outright 100% authori-
zation of the Alaska line to outright
rejection, and most points in between.

Most members of the subcommittee
seem to have their pet concept or
approach.

Rep. Morris K. Udall (D-Ariz.)
wants the newly authorized Office of
Technology Assessment to make a
crash 1-year study of all alternatives
then report back to Congress. Hope-
fully, this would settle outstanding
controversies and point the way clear-
ly to the right legislative route. Within
60 days of receiving the report, Con-
gress would be obliged to vote the
Alaska line up or down.

But Rep. Sam Steiger (R-Ariz.)

doesn't see what another study would
do besides delay construction of the
pipeline further.

Rep. Lloyd Meeds (D-Wash.) feels
that alternatives have been studied to
death and that the Congress has
enough information to decide. Meeds
would eliminate further court review
and permit the secretary to issue the
pipeline permit on his own authority.
Two Midwestern Republicans, John

B. Anderson of Illinois and Philip E.
Ruppe of Michigan, are pushing a
Canadian line hard. Their measure
would exempt an Alaska pipeline from
right-of-way width restrictions, but
only if its direction is eastward along
the North Slope and down the Mac-
kenzie Valley through Canada to the
U.S.
Anderson says that without North

Slope oil, the U.S. Midwest will need
3.05 million b/d of imports from the
Middle East by 1980, 51% of the
region's projected total demand. If

.the Canadian line were built, the de-
pendence would be 28%. He also
criticizes Interior's cost estimates of
the alternatives, arguing that they are
biased against the Canadian route.

imp!
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April 4, 1973
DEAR CONGRESSMAN:

The President has recent-
ly received a number of
letters concerning the pro-
posed Trans-Alaska pipe-
line. He has asked me to
share with you our view of
some of the issues raised

Now that the Supreme
Court has declined to review
the Court of Appeals deci-
sion in the Alaska Pipeline
case, Congress must enact
new right-of-way legisla-
tion before I can authorize
construction of any major
pipeline across the public
lands. Prompt adoption of
such legislation is required
by our overall national in-
terest. It is also in our na-
tional interest that the
Alaska pipeline be built as
soon as possible and that the
Congress not force a delay
of this project while further
consideration is given to a
pipeline through Canada.

The United States is faced
with a serious imbalance be-
tween domestic energy sup-
ply and demand. Almost
every region of our country
and every sector of our
economy is affected. Last
year we imported 1.7 billion
barrels of foreign oil at a
cost in first-round balance of
payments outflows of ap-
proximately $6 billion. The
President will, in the near
future, address a special
message to the Congress on
the entire question of nation-
al energy policy.

Despite all the efforts we
can and must make to in-
crease our domestic resource
base, by 1980 we will prob-
ably have to import about 4
billion barrels of oil with
first-round balance of pay-
ments outflows of about
$16.0 billion, in the absence
of oil from the North Slope
of Alaska. The Alaska pipe-
line will not avoid the neces-
sity to purchase foreign oil,
but it will reduce the
amount we have to buy.

In the past few months,
we have witnessed difficul-
ties occasioned by too large
an unfavorable balance of
payments and too large an

accumulation of dollars
abroad. Because we must
purchase abroad every bar-
rel of oil that we do not get
from the North Slope, for
the next 10-20 years at least,
I am fully convinced that it
is in our national interest to
get as much Alaska oil as
possible delivered to the
U.S. market as soon as pos-
sible. I am equally con-
vinced that prompt construc-
tion of a Trans-Alaskan
pipeline is the best available
way to accomplish both of
these objectives.

Several of the letters we
have received advocate that
we abandon the Trans-
Alaska route in favor of a
pipeline through Canada or
at least delay the Alaska
pipeline until we can con-
duct further environmental
studies of a Canadian route
and initiate intensive nego-
tiations with the Canadian
government. In support of
this position, it is argued
that a Trans-Canadian pipe-
line would he both environ-
mentally and economically
superior to a Trans-Alaska
route, and that in view of
the recent decision in the
pipeline case, it is now quite
likely that a pipeline could
be built more quickly
through Canada than
through Alaska.

Let me explain why I dis-
agree with these points.

First, a Canadian route
would not be superior from
an environmental point of
view. No Canadian route
has been specified. But the
environmental impact state-
ment prepared in connection
with the Alaska route con-
sidered various possible
Canadian routes, and from
the information available it
is possible to make a judg-
ment about the relative en-
vironmental merits of the
various Canadian routes and
the proposed Alaska route.
The Alaska and Canada
routes are equal in terms of
their effect on land based.
wildlife and on surface and
ground water. However, it
is clear that any pipeline
through Canada would in-

volve more unavoidable en-
vironmental damage than
the Alaska route. Because
the Canadian route is about
4 times as long, it would
affect more wilderness, dis-
rupt more wildlife habitat,
cross almost twice as much
permafrost, and necessitate
use of three or four times
as much gravel that has to
be dug from the earth; and
it would obviously use
about four times as much
land.

The potential environmen-
tal damage of these alter-
natives is more difficult to
assess. The two routes are
approximately equivalent
with respect to risks from
slope failure and perma-
frost. A Canadian route
would not cross as much
seismically active terrain or
require a marine leg. It
would, however, involve
many more crossings of
large rivers, which, experi-
ence proves, are a major
source of pipeline damage
and, thus, environmental
damage. River crossings pre-
sent difficult construction
problems; and the main
hazard during operation
comes from floods which
scour out the river bed and
bank, and if large enough,
may expose the pipe to
buffeting from boulders and
swift currents and, thence,
rupture. It is generally the
rule that the wider the
river, the greater the risks.

The environmental risks
involved in the Alaska route
are not insurmountable.
They can be guarded
against. The environmental
and technical stipulations
that I attach to the Alaska
pipeline permit will assure
that this pipeline is de-
signed to withstand the larg-
est earthquake that has ever
been experienced in Alaska;
it will be designed and con-
structed more carefully than
many buildings in known
earthquake zones, such as
Los Angeles and San Fran-
cisco. Moreover, we are in-
sisting that operation of the
maritime leg be safer than
any other maritime oil

nt Press 1elease, April 4, 1973
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transport system now in
operation. If our West Coast
markets don't receive their
oil from Alaska in U.S.
tankers that comply with the
requirements we are impos-
ing, their oil will probably
be imported in foreign flag
tankers that are built and
operated to much lower
standards.

It is important to recog-
nize that while we can go
far to study and control the
environmental risks that
are involved in an Amer-
ican-owned transportation
system on American soil, we
have no jurisdiction to take
comparable actions on Cana-
dian soil. I cannot, as re-
quested in some of the let-
ters, "immediately begin
comprehensive environmen-
tal studies of a Canadian
pipeline route" because such
an action would encroach on
foreign sovereignty. I can-
not order the more than
3,000 core samples in Can-
ada of the type that were
made of the Alaska route.
I cannot even order a simple
survey.

Our environmental impact
study was based on the best
information available about
Canada. I believe it would be
contrary to our national in-
terests to delay this matter
further by seeking additional
detailed information about
a route that has not been
requested or designated by
any of the companies or
governments involved.

Second, it is clear that
from the viewpoint of our
national interest, as distin-
guished from the interest of
any single region, the Trans-
Alaskan route is economi-
cally preferable. The United
States Government has had
a number of discussions with
responsible Canadian officials
about a possible pipeline
through Canada. Some of
these discussions w e r e
through the State, Depart-
ment, and one year ago I per-
sonally met with Mr. Donald
MacDonald, the Canadian
Minister of Mines, Energy
and Resources. Responsible
Canadian officials, at these
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meetings and in subsequent
policy statements, have made
it clear that there are cer-
tain conditions that the gov-
ernment of Canada would
impose on any pipeline
through Canada. These are:
(1) a majority of the equity
interest in the line would
have to be Canadian (in this
connection, ownership by a
Canadian subsidiary of an
American company would
not qualify as'Canadian own-
ership); (2) the manage-
ment would have to be Ca-
nadian; (3) a major portion
(at least 50%/) of the capac-
ity of the line would have to
be reserved for the transpor-
tation of Canadian-owned
oil, with the primary objec-
tive being to carry Canadian
oil to Canadian-not United
States-markets; and (4) at
all times preference would
be given to Canadian-owned
and controlled groups during
the construction of the proj-
ect and in supplying mate-
rials. Since our meetings with
the Canadians, these four re-
quirements have been reiter-
ated by them many times in
public statements, and we
have never had any indica-
t On that their insistence on
them has lessened. In fact,
recent pronouncements from
Canada suggest these four
elements are more important
than ever to the Canadian
Government. The question,
then, is not simply whether
Canada is willing to have a
pipeline built through its ter-
ritory (although no Cana-
dian official has ever said it
is willing), but also whether
the four requirements Can-
ada would impose are ac-
ceptable in light of the
United States national in-
terest.

These four requirements
are probably reasonable from
the point of view of Canada's
national interests. They are
unacceptable from the point
of view of our national in-
terests when we have the al-
ternative of a pipeline
through Alaska that will be
built by American labor and
will deliver its full capacity
of American-owned oil to our
markets. The Alaska route
would be economically supe-
rior from our point of view
even if we could be assured
of getting for our market
all the Canadian oil a Trans-

Canada pipeline would
carry, because of the balance
of payments costs we would
incur by importing addi-
tional foreign-owned oil.
There is a prospect of even
worse conseque Ii(('5from a
( Caadtian pipeline. recent
estimates by the Canadian
Energy Board show that
Canada's demand for oil
from her western provinces
will soon equal or exceeds
production; and, unless ma-
jor new sources are discov-
ered, the eventual result will
be the cessation of Canadian
exports of oil to the United
States. The seriousness of
this developing situation was
demonstrated just last
month, when Canada imposed
controls on the export of
crude oil.

Third, even though the re-
cent Court of Appeals de-
cision has caused delay and
the Supreme Court has re-
fused to review the case, it
is clear that a Trans-Alaska
pipeline can be built much
more quickly than a Trans-
Canadian line. The compa-
nies who own the North Slope

oil have not indicated a de-
sire to build through Canada.
Before an application for a
Canadian route could be ap-
proved, a number of time-
consuming steps would be
necessary that have already
been accomplished for the
Alaskan route: detailed en-
vironmental and engineer-
ing investigations, including
thousands of core holes,
would be required prior to
design; a complex, specific
project description would
have to be developed; fol-
lowing that, another U.S. en-
vironmental impact state-
ment would have to be pre-
pared for the portion (at
least 200 miles) of the line
in Alaska and its extensions
in the "lower 48" states; per-
mits from the provincial and
National Energy Boards of
Canada would have to he re-
quested, reviewed, and ap-
proved; and Canadian na-
tive claims would probably
have to be resolved, a proc-
ess that took years in the
United States. Moreover,
specific arrangements be-
tween the U.S. and Canadian
governments would be neces-
sary to protect U.S. national
interests and provide an op-
erating regime for this in-

ternational pipeline. Finally,
the task of arranging the
financing of a Trans-Canada
line would be extremely diffi-
cult. The capital required to
meet the condition of ma-
jority Canadian equity own-
ership would strain Canadian
financial sources and final-
ization of new financial ar-
rangements could take years
to complete. Whether all
these steps are even pos-
sible, however, must be
viewed in the context of the
political and environmental
controversy in Canada about
the wisdom and feasibility
of a Canada pipeline and the
recently repeated position of
the Canadian Government
that it has "no commitment
to a northern pipeline at
this stage."

In contrast, the only two
remaining steps required to
commence construction of the
Trans-Alaskan route are for
the Congress to grant me
authority to issue permits
necessary for a pipeline of
this size and for the Courts
to determine that the en-
vironmental impact state-
ment complied with the re-
quirements of the National
Environmental Policy Act.
Both steps are also required
for a pipeline in Canada, be-
cause the recent Court of
Appeals decision applies to
the U.S. portion of any line
through Canada.

I sincerely hope that a
great deal of oil is discov-
ered in Northern Canada and
that these finds together with
increased reserves of Alaskan

oil soon justify a second pipe-
line, or other delivery sys-
terns, to bring oil, natural
gas or both through Canada
to our Midwest. It is in our
interest to increase our se-
cure sources of foreign oil
as well as to increase our
domestic resource base. How-
ever, for all the reasons listed
above, I do not believe it is
in our interest to delay the
Trans-Alaska pipeline any
longer than required by the
Court of Appeals decision
and I do not believe it is
now in our interest to re-
quest negotiations with the
Canadian government for a
pipeline route through their
country.

By stressing so strongly
my belief that a Trans-
Alaska pipeline is in our

national interest, I do not
mean to imply that we are
insensitive to the energy re-
quireme nts of the Midwest.
The Administration has ta-
ken, and will continue to
take, sick steps as are ner-

nesa ry to assure' that these
reqsuiretemuts are mel.; just.
last week, for example, oil
import restrictions were
lifted to bring alditional oil
to the Midwest

Moreover, some of the ad-
vantages to the Midwest that
are claimed for a Trans-
Canada pipeline will not, in
fact, occur. For example, an
oil pipeline through Canada
will not affect fuel prices in
that area, because price is
set by the much greater vol-
ume of oil coming north from
the Gulf of Mexico and
North Slope oil would pro-
vide only a portion of the
total Midwest demand. Nor
is it true, as some claim, that
the West Coast does not need
nor cannot use all of the oil
delivered by a Trans-Alaska
pipeline. In '1972, demand in
that area was 2.3 million
barrels per day (MM bl),
of which 1.5 million barrels
was obtained from domestic
sources and 0.8 million bar-
rels was imported (0.3
MMbpd from Canada, 0.1
MMbpd from other Western
Hemisphere sources and 0.4
MMbpd from relatively in-
secure Eastern Hemisphere
sources). The best available
projections show that by
1980, and for subsequent
years, the West Coast de-
mand will exceed domestic
production and Canadian ex-
ports available in that area
by at least the capacity of
the Trans-Alaska pipeline.

As much as I would like
to assure the Midwest even
a marginal increase in the
security of its total energy
supply, it is more important
now to assure that the total
economic and energy secu-
rity interests of all the peo-
ple of the U.S. are served
by getting as much Ameri-
can-owned oil as possible to
the U.S. market as soon as
possible.

I hope the views expressed
in this letter will be helpful
to you in your consideration
of this issue.

Yours sincerely,
Rogers C. I. Morton

Secretary of the interior
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FACT SHEET

TRANS-ALASKA v. TRANS-CANADA PIPELINE
CHRONOLOGY

Feb. 1968-Major oil discovery announced.
Apr. 1969-Interior establishes task force.
May 1969-President Nixon expands task force to include all

concerned Federal agencies.
June 1969-Pipeline application received.
Aug.-Dec. 1969-Public hearings in Alaska and Washington.
Oct. 1969-Preliminary environmental stipulations approved.
Jan. 1970-National Environmental Policy Act takes effect.
Apr. 1970-Preliminary injunction against issuance of per-

mits.
Jan. 1971-Draft environmental impact statement issued.
Feb.-Mar. 1971-Public hearings in Alaska and Washington.
Feb. 1972-Revised technical and environmental stipulations

issued.
Mar. 1972-Final environmental impact statement issued.
May 1972-Secretary Morton announces intention to issue

permit.
Aug. 1972-District Court dissolves preliminary injunction.
Feb. 1973-Appeals Court reverses; enjoins construction.
Apr. 1973-Supreme Court declines to review the Court of

Appeals decision.

POINTS FAVORING DECISION TO GRANT PERMIT
FOR ALASKA PIPELINE:

-Construction of the pipeline in Alaska will produce about
26,00() U.S. construction jobs in Alaska (peak), 73,000
man-years of U.S. tanker construction, 770 man-years of
U.S. maritime crews and maintenance, which would be
lost if the line went through Canada because the Canadian
Government has said it will at all times insist on a prefer-
ence for Canadian labor and materials.

-Construction of the line in Alaska will produce much more
royalty income, and sooner, for the State of Alaska and
for the Alaska natives than a Canada pipeline.

-The U.S. needs as much North Slope oil in the U.S. market
as soon as possible to meet our energy needs consistent
with our economic and security interests. In 1972 the U.S.
demand for petroleum was 16.6 mil. barrels per day, of
which District V accounted for 2.3 mil. barrels per day. Of
this total, 4.7 mil. barrels per (lay was imported in the total
U.S. and .8 mil. barrels per day imported into District V.
The projected supply-demand situation, as reflected in the
Department's economic and security analysis prepared in
conjunction with the environmental impact statement is as
follows:

Demand (thousands of
barrels per day)

Supply
Domestic Production

(without North
Slope)

North Slope
Imports

Dist. V
Total U.S. (West Coast)

1980 1985 1980. 1985

23,290 27,480 3,315 4,052

11,350
1,500

10,440

10,320
2,000

15,160
Imports as percent of demand

With North Slope 45%
Without North Slope 51%

1,278 1,100
1,600 2,000

637 952

16% 23%
61% 73%

-Obviously, all Alaska oil can be consumed on West Coast,
taking place of foreign oil that would have to be im-
ported. There is no indication of any export of Alaska
oil.

-The Alaska route will deliver oil to the U.S. market
sooner than a line through Canada because construction
of a Trans-Alaska route can start as soon as legal issues
are resolved. Construction of Canadian route cannot be-
gin until these issues are resolved (because over 200
miles will be in Alaska) and until the following addi-
tional steps are completed: detailed field study, detailed
project description, new corporate arrangements, a U.S.
environmental impact statement covering the 200 miles
of the line in Alaska, and Canadian approval, which may
be delayed by native claims and environmental issues.
Moreover, no one has applied to build a Canada line.
Canadian conditions will make new financial arrange-
ments difficult and time-consuming.

-An Alaska pipeline will deliver more U.S.-owned oil to
the U.S. because the Canadian government has said it
will insist on majority equity ownership, management of
the pipeline, and reservation of up to 50% of pipeline
capacity for Canadian oil, which may go to Canadian
markets. This last point is of particular concern in view
of recent Canadian export controls and Energy Board
findings that Canada may have no surplus to export in
the near future. Moreover, even if we could get Canadian
oil, there will be an adverse impact on our balance of
payments from purchasing it rather than Alaskan oil.

POINTS MADE IN FAVOR OF A
TRANS-CANADA PIPELINE:

-A Trans-Canada route would (i) avoid areas of high
seismic hazard, (ii) avoid a marine leg, (iii) interfere
less with caribou migrations, and (iv) might be com-
bined with a gas line in a single corridor.

-A Trans-Canada route would deliver oil to the Midwest,
where, some assert, it is needed more than on the West
Coast.

-The time advantage of the Trans-Alaska route may be
reduced because commencement of construction has been
stalled by the Court of Appeals decision and the Supreme
Court's refusal to review the case. (Some assert the
Court of Appeals opinion removes this time advantage,
but, for the reasons listed above, this point is not valid.)

COMPARISON OF ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACTS-
CANADIAN v. ALASKAN ROUTES
Unavoidable Impacts
-Canadian route would require approximately 4 times as

much land and gravel as Alaskan route.
-Canadian route would cross more major rivers and create

more drainage diversion than Alaskan route.
Potential Impacts
-Alaskan and Canadian routes are about equal in terms

of permafrost risk.
-Alaskan route crosses more seismically active terrain

than Canadian route.
-Alaskan route requires a marine leg.
-Canadian route involves greater risk of pipeline break

at river crossings, which are high-hazard areas.
Stipulations
-Environmental and technical stipulations in U.S. permit

will guard against risks on the Trans-Alaska route; but
the U.S. cannot control and supervise construction in
Canada.
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BY CHARLES J. CICCHETTI
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ATTEMPTS TO BALANCE the economic benefits of the Alaskan oil
field in Prudhoe Bay against the environmental costs of getting the oil to
market are handicapped by heavy'emphasis on the Trans-Alaska Pipeline
(TAP) as opposed to overland pipeline routes through Canada. This
stems largely from the fact that the TAP is preferred by the oil compa-
nies developing the Alaskan fields. A major reason for this preference, as
will be explained, is that the TAP until recently appeared to offer the oil
companies considerably greater profit potential than the Canadian
routes. Recent changes in government oil import regulations have nulli-
fied the profit advantage, however. Yet so entrenched has the TAP route
proposal become, and so urgent has Alaskan oil development been
viewed by the companies, that the developers continue to press for the
Alaskan route even though the Canadian pipeline would, in fact, yield
more profits for them, produce more tax benefits for Alaska and the
federal government, deliver oil where it is most needed in the U.S., and
probably do less damage to the environment.

To explore the situation, I propose here to sketch an environmental
comparison between the two different transport systems and then to
concentrate on an economic comparison between them. 1 My intention is
to assess the economic benefits of these particular alternative routes in
order that environmentalists can more easily balance them against envi-
ronmental costs which have been detailed elsewhere. It is important, I
believe, for environmentalists to have this definitive knowledge about the
pipeline systems, since these are presently the most likely methods to be
used for oil shipment even though other means of transportation have
been mentioned (and will be discussed later).

It is also important to state my conclusion at the outset so that
environmentalists and others will realize that a pipeline route chosen
under existing circumstances would not necessarily be the one that
would yield the greatest advantage to society, even though society has a
just claim to maximum benefit if it is to accept the consequent environ-
mental costs. The reason for this state of affairs is that the oil companies
found it to their economic advantage to push hard for the TAP system,
even though the public would gain considerably and the environment,
would suffer less from the Trans-Canadian system.

To summarize briefly what follows, a Trans-Canadian Pipeline (TCP)
*

Source: Envirorrent magazine, June,'1973. Reproduced by the Library
Congress, Cancressina1 fResearch Service, Deormber 4, 1973.
Permission.
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viou he subjct to fewer environmen-
ta! strescss, would avoid ocean pollution
associated with port and terminal facili-
ties which are a part of the TAP system,
aid would be a more logical trunk pipe-
line for combined oil and gas develop-
ments in Alaska and Canada. In addi-
tion, the Canadian pipeline would deliv-
er oil to U.S. markets east of the Rocky
Mountains, which are in short supply,
rather than to the West Coast where
oversupply caused by input from the
TAP eventually will produce a misallo-
cation of natural resources. Further-
more, utilization of the Trans-Canadian
as opposed to the Trans-Alaskan line
would mean a present value of up to $1
billion more in oil tax revenue for the
state of Alaska, probable lower costs to
oil consumers east of the Rockies, and a
present value of up to $5 billion more in
net profit to the oil companies before
corporate income taxes. The higher cor-
porate income taxes would, in turn, add
more to the U.S. federal treasury.

If Alaska, Canada, the U.S., the oil
consuming public, the oil companies,
and the environment all stand to gain
from the Trans-Canadian line, why have
the oil companies steadfastly focused
their plans on the Trans-Alaskan route?
A number of reasons were given public-
ly, particularly the desirability of a line
completely on U.S. soil to circumvent
possible political difficulties with Cana-
da. But there were far more compelling
reasons for companies to favor the TAP:
Despite the apparent economic disad-
van tages, the companies planned the dis-
tribution of TAP oil in a way that
would ingeniously take advantage of
complex U.S. laws regarding the import,
export, and ocean transport of oil. The
laws were designed in large part to give
domestic oil producers and U.S. mer-
chant shippers advantages in the U.S. oil
market. Companies with trading inter-
ests in the Alaskan oil, however,
planned to seek U.S. Presidential sup-
port for an elaborate scheme (to be ex-
plained later) that was proposed in
19702 which would have enabled them

Of Aiv lo Maskan oil exports against
imports :o Japan, thereby reaping a
profit even larger than would be ob-

b hy 'isin he seemingly advan-

rni in %ha: w ile (isussed
in more detail later would take TAP oil
not needed on the West Coast, transport
it by ocean tanker or a combination
tanker-pipeline system to the Virgin Is-
lands in the Caribbean for refining, then
ship it to the U.S. East Coast for sale.
This arrangement, if the state of Alaska
retained tax provisions that were in ef-
f; when TAP was first proposed,
wou'd enable the companies to use less-

7 - tor e : arrangemcertain
oil sale or exch.nie arrangements that

actually would reduce taxes owed to the
state of Alaska, and import Alaskan oil
to the East Coast without regard for the
Mandatory Oil Import Quota Program.
(The quota program, which controlled
the quantity of oil imports to the U.S.
at the time plans were being made by oil
companies, has recently been changed
by the President, and now even from a
strict profit standpoint an all-land Cana-
dian system is superior.) The TAP-
Virgin Islands system would vastly in-
crease marine pollution since new ter-
minals would be needed on both sides
of Central America (in the case of the
tanker-pipeline option) and probably in
the Virgin Islands. The foreign tankers,
normally excluded by law from routes
between U.S. ports but which could be
used here because of the special political
status of the Virgin Islands, generally
have less-advanced pollution control
systems than U.S. ships and so inevit-
ably would produce greater oil contam-
ination in the Pacific and in the Carib-
bean. The TAP route under the now
defunct Mandatory Oil Import Quota
Program thus offered unexpected eco-
nomic potential for the oil companies -
at the expense of the environment, the
oil consumer, the U.S. merchant marine
industry, and the Alaskan and U.S. trea-
suries (and hence of the general tax-

payer). Now, even though the profit po-
tential has been eliminated with the de-
mise of the import quota program, the
oil companies seem reluctant to give up
their initial plans for the TAIP, perhaps
because they are reluctant to experience
further delays and for other reasons to
be discussed later.

Pipeline Routes

A brief discription of the Trans-Alaskan
and Trans-Canadian systems provides a
comparison between their market po-
tentials and environmental problems.
The route (TAP), which is currently
proposed by the consortium of oil com-
panies, 3 would move the oil in a north-
south direction across Alaska, crossing
two major mountain ranges and, in its
southern half, the most earthquake-
prone region in North America (Fig-
ure 1). The pipeline would terminate in
the port city of Valdez, Alaska, where
storage and terminal facilities would be
constructed to service the oil for ocean
shipment to final markets.

The Trans-Canadian Pipeline actually
is a misnomer, since segments of the line
would cross part of Alaska before pro-
ceeding to the southeast across Canada.
Several alternative TC P routes have been
proposed, as seen in Figure 1. One alter-

ARCTiC OILROUTES '".:

ARCTIC OCEAN
PROPOSED:TRANSPORT'

R RO CTES y%

ALASKA_.

YUKO af. ARCTIC OIL FIELD

SITESOFPROPOSED PORT
FAIRBANKS AFACILLTIES TO SERVE

VALDEZ TRANS-ALASKAN PIPELINE.

(To Japan) CANADA
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PUGET SOUND
To Chicago4

(To Los Angeles UNITED STATES - -
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Oil companies are reluctant

to give up their plans for

the Trans-Alaska Pipeline,

despite the elimination
of its profit advantage.

native would be a pipeline from the
North Slope to the Canadian city of
Edmonton, following the natural corri-
dor of the Mackenzie River. Actually,
there are two routes which have been
proposed for the Mackenzie Valley,
labeled TCP-IA and -IB in Figure 1.
Another alternative would follow the
TAP route to the Alaskan city of Fair-
banks, then the man-made corridor of
the Alaska Highway, and, in some por-
tions, previous pipeline routes, to the
Canadian city of Edmonton. This route
is labeled TCP-II in Figure 1. The all-
land TCP pipeline alternatives would
link up with existing lines from Edmon-
ton to the U.S. Midwest and perhaps
even the Pacific Northwest.

Either the TAP or the TCP obviously
would cross long stretches of land, and
ruptures or settling of the pipelines
along any of the routes would lead to
serious environmental problems (see
"The Long Pipe," Environment, Sep-.
tember 1970). The pipeline itself might
interfere with migrations of caribou. A
route which would minimize damage
could be chosen, but some environmen-
tal damage is inevitable. Other alterna-
tives such as air or rail transport have
been suggested, but much debate over
their economic and environmental char-
acteristics seems to indicate that a pipe-
line will inevitably be the system used.
The experiment to test ocean transport
through the Northwest Passage, from
the Atlantic to the Pacific, utilizing the
specially outfitted tanker Manhattan,
produced difficult technical and legal
problems that also make the overland
route more attractive. Another alterna-
S, f course, is to cao the oil fields of
i: A'askan North Slope as a reserve for
some future need. This would prevent
all immediate evironmental hazards,

m :-r + /. nefit-uost ana-
- " A '. C)Lodl 1aln tat those environ-

mental impacts would be assigned a
tailue in excess of the economic and re-
source allocation benefits to be ob-

- . aned by immediate use of the oil.
While such a comparison should have
pececded the current debate, it did not.
Accoli0njy, the following discussion
%1lt ncentrate on the current contro-
'e.sy uoer the best route.

l : t . pene alternatives,

potential environmental difficulties. The
TC P routes cross a far less rugged terrain
as well as avoid the zone of most intense
earthquake activity along the southern
leg of the TAP from Fairbanks to Val-
dez. Fragile soil conditions imposed by
permafrost (a permanently frozen layer
of soil or subsoil) are most extensive
along the TAP route but do exist on the
Trans-Canadian courses as well, particu-
larly along TCP-IA, the line that follows
the Arctic Ocean coastline, then the
Mackenzie River channel. TCP-I, the
southernmost Trans-Canadian route,
passes through less permafrost than the
other TCP routes. Since TCP-II follows
the Alaska Highway from Fairbanks,
physical effects of the pipeline on per-
mafrost probably would be minimal
from that city to Edmonton.

Perhaps the most notable difference
between the TAP and the TCP environ-
mental impacts would be in marine pol-
lution. Key to the TAP system is the
ocean link between the city of Valdez
on Prince William Sound and terminal
facilities at Puget Sound or at Los Ange-
les. Oil transfer and tanker operations
along this route would produce chronic,
low-level oil contamination as well as
probable major discharges resulting
from tanker accidents. The hazards of
navigation near Valdez and Puget Sound
include many islands, frequent fog, vio-
lent winds, and high waves. These prob-
lems would have to be negotiated by
large tankers that have had an unfortu-
nate safety record in the past ten years
(see "Horizon to Horizon," Environ-
ment, March 1971). Shipment of oil to
Japan and to the Caribbean, according
to plans discussed earlier, for marketing
oil not needed on the West Coast would
greatly increase the areas affected by
the marine pollution. If tankers associ-
ated with greater pollution were utilized
and more oil terminal operations were
involved, the level of marine pollution
would increase.

Although the Trans-Canadian routes
present much less of a direct threat,
there are nonetheless potential prob-
lems. TCP-IA passes close to the coast
of the Arctic Ocean as well as across
many rivers flowing into that ocean. An
oil leak from the pipeline thus could be
carried into the sea. Furthermore, if
TC' oi1 were pcoed from Edmonton to
Seattle in Puget Sound, then shipped by
ocean to Los Angeles or San Francisco,
ocean pollution would result as it would
in that portion of the TAP system. Al-
though the TCP Seattle-California ar-
rangement has been suggested by TAP
proponents, the Edmonton-Chicago
pipeline to the Midwest would produce
far greater profit, and so it is much
more likely to be selected by the oil
companies if the companies are forced
to accept ant all-and sytem..

The Gas Problem

In addition to these overt ervir mental
considerations, there is a redaid point
that has regretably had little a:ention.
The natural gas that will he released
from the oil wells in Prudhoe Bay most
probably will be piped to market, since
Alaskan law now forbids flaring (burn-
ing) it. This means that developers must
plan for still another pipeline across the
North. The most likely route for the gas
line would be across Canada to the Mid-
west for the following reasons: (1) it is a
cheaper system, since it avoids the ex-
pensive liquification that would be ne-
cessary if tanker transport were used;
(2) many of the same companies have
found vast gas fields in Canada and need
a transport system; and (3) the gas mar-
ket in the Midwest is far larger than on
the West Coast.

The natural gas pipeline will not pre-
sent the imminent environmental haz-
ards inherent in pipes carrying hot crude
oil, but there will be considerable envi-
ronmental disruption in securing over-
land rights-of-way for the gas line. Since
this disruption appears to be an inevit-
able, overlooked, environmentally signi-
ficant cost of the North Slope develop-
ment, it can be argued that the cost
could best be minimized by combining
oil and gas pipelines in one Trans-Cana-
dian corridor to Edmonton. This would
do away with the need for one pipeline
route to Valdez for oil (the TAP plan)
and another route through Canada for
natural gas. The combined corridor
through Canada would also better serve
transport of oil and gas from the Cana-
dian Northwest Territories. The various

TABLE . .. 7
PROJECTED PIPELINE SCHEDULES
(barrels per day)e- -
Year - - Alveska* Accelerated*

1975 , 350,000 2,000,000
1976-1 4 -':900,000 2,000,000':

1977'= I ,200,000.:2,000,000-

197 1,400,000 2,000,0004

1979-2000 2,000,000 2,000,000

These y low rates would produce approx-
mately 16.7-billion and 18.3 billion barrels

for the -Aleyska and Accelerated schedules,
respectively, over the estimated 25-year life-
time of the North Slope field.
*"Alyeska" schedule refers to that originally
suggested by Alyeska, the pipeline service
company formed to develop North SiOce oil
holdings. Alternatively, a faster, or acceler-
ated schedules sometimes assumed.

Source: Tussing, A. R., G. W. Rogers, V.
Fischer, R. Norgaard, and G. Erickson, Alaska
Pipeline Report, prepared for the USD1 by
the institute of Social, Economic and Govern-
ment Reseerch, University of Alasa, 1971, p.
72, Table WIV-.

,; .::. ,,
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TABLE 2
REPRESENTATIVE PREDICTED COSTS OF TRANS-ALASKAN PIPELINE*

Capital Costs (in $ billions, 1971)
1.75 2.00 2.25 2.50

At Alyeska flow rate (dollars per barrel)**
Discount retest

8% 0.819 0.868 0.916 0.965
10% 0.913 0.975 1.037 1.099
12% 1.024 1.102 1.179 1.257

At Accelerated flow rate
Discount rates

8% 0.736 0.803 0.844 0.844
10% 0.832 0.882 0.932 0.982
12% 0.909 0.971 1.032 1.093

*Total cost per barrel to Los Angeles from the North Slope, via the American flagships and the
Trans-Alaskan pipeline.
**Flow rates In barrels per day, as explained In Table 1, taking into account operating costs.
tCosts vary according to discount rate selected, as explained in text.

pipeline developments thus might be
combined into a northwestern petrole-
um transport corridor.

A number of these considerations are
weighed in a comparative analysis of the
alternative routes in the environmental
impact statement on the TAP prepared
by the U.S. Department of the Interior.
The department concluded: "No single
generalized route appears to be superior
in all [environmental] respects to any
other."'

However, the department concluded
that, first, the TAP was superior to the
Trans-Alaskan-Canadian routes only
from the standpoint of its impact on the
abiotic, or nonliving, environment. This.
difference occurred because the TAPright-of-way would occupy less land
than the TCP route. Department of the
Interior analysts pointed out that this
advantage was lost if a natural gas pipe-
line were to be considered as part of the
Arctic development plan, since the gas
pipeline would require a right-of-way in
addition to that for the TAP, resulting
in a vast increase in land exposed to
environmental problems related to de-
Ve1oment of North Slope oil. Second,

apartmentt concluded that from the
standpoint of the impact on the overall,,t vn ronment, rCP-iA 'was super-

., ndrment 2onCluded
-, Nil i 71 -ndooint of the una-

vokiale impact upon "'socioeconomic
systems, . . . recreation, aesthetic, wii-
derness, communities, and native cul-
ture and substance," the TCP-IA route
was superior. Fourth, the department
concluded that routes TCP-IB and
TCP- 11 would probably have the least

-impact on the marine environment.
From the standpoint of risk, or threa-
tened' environmental impact, the De-

: rnt -- : ::: o concluded that
both of the [Ca' routes ,vere superior to

the TAP from the viewpoint of both the
terrestrial and marine environments.
Since the TAP is environmentally infer-
ior, its economic advantages will be ex-
amined next to determine the social
tradeoffs that are necessary to select the
optimal route.

Economic Analysis

The first step in assessing the economic
benefit of the Trans-Alaskan, ocean
route is to determine the construction
and operating costs. Capital investments
represent opportunities foregone in sev-
eral time periods. For example, one
could invest the money in a bank at a
guaranteed rate of interest rather than
risk it to build the TAP. One may de-
cide, however, that the TAP risk is
worthwhile in view of profits to be
made at some time in the future once
the pipeline is operating. To help make
the decision, one generally reduces, or
discounts, the anticipated profits by
some set rate to facilitate a comparison
with the amount of money that could
be made by banking or otherwise invest-
ing the money at a fixed rate of interest.

Presently, there is some agreement
among economists and government offi-
cials that this discount rate is 10 per-
cent.' Uowev-:r. since benefits and cost
comparison are generally very sensitive
to the value of the discount rate which
is selected, rates of 8 and 12 percent
will be used here to test the sensitivity
of conclusions to this important para-
meter.

The present cost of a pipeline de-
pends on the rate of utilization of the
system, determined by the use of capac-
ity as measured in barrels of oil piped
per day. This analysis also depends on
several interdependent factors: (1) the
project's life expectancy; (2) the total

amount of oil transported by the proj-
ect; and (3) the amount of oil that is
produced in any given year. In the pres-
ent analysis two production schedules
are examined, as shown in Table 1.

There have been many estimates of
the construction costs for the TAP
system. At the present time there is still
no single estimate that is agreed upon
by industry and government sources.
Therefore, the strategy here is to use
various capital costs ranging from S1.75
billion to $2.5 billion in 1971 U.S. dol-
lars in a simulation model.6

The total transportation costs of the
proposed TAP (which equal average cap-
ital costs plus operating costs) and of
the tanker operations to Los Angeles are
shown in Table 2 for each flow rate,
discount rate, and capital cost. These
estimates are based upon tanker costs of
35 cents per barrel and the pipeline and
terminal operating costs of 1 3 cents per
barrel.

Mackenzie Valley Pipelines

An interested person who attempts to
keep track of the various public esti-
mates of the cost of a Trans-Canadian
pipeline will probably have a difficult
time of it. Estimates of construction
costs ranging from $1 billion to $7 bil-
lion may be found by reviewing the
public statements and writings of var-
ious oil companies and public officials
in both Canada and the U.S.

It should be noted that all TCP
routes avoid the necessary expenditures
for terminal and marine facilities that
are included in the TAP estimates
above. Using the same costs per mile as
TAP, the capital costs of crude oil pipe-
line from the North Slope to Edmonton
down the Mackenzie Valley range be-
tween $2 billion and $2.75 billion in
1971 U.S. dollars.8 Beyond that it is
often presumed that it may take two
years longer to put a Canadian route
into operation than it would the TAP.
This can be accounted for by further
discounting against the proposed flow
rate.

The second component of costs, af-
ter capital costs, is the operating cost
per barrel of crude oil. This has been
estimated by the three major North
Slope companies for the Nortn Slope-
Edmonton-Chicago system operating at
2 million barrels per day to be approxi-
mately $0.30 per barrel.9 This operating
cost may be broken down into costs of
$0.174, $0.126, and $0.065 per barrel
for the North Slope to Edmonton, Ed-
monton to Chicago, and Edmonton to
Puget Sound, respectively.

The capital cost estimates per barrel
for the Edmonton to Chicago leg de-
pend upon the assumption that is made
about the costs of looping (using exist-
ing excess pipeline capacity) on the in-

ti 4
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terprovincial pipeline (between Edmon-
ton and Chicago) and may be as small as
$100,000.10 On the other hand, fre-
quently cited figures for a Canadian
pipeline to Chicago are $3 to $3.5 bil-
lion, thus implying estimates nearly $1
billion greater for this route than for the
TAP route. In order to bracket the
above estimates,9 the range 'of capital
costs, from $600 million to $1 billion
are analyzed here for the Edmonton to
Chicago leg (Table 3). Finally,. one can
add the total per barrel operating and
capital cost estimates for the North

- Slope to Edmonton and Edmonton to
Chicago segments and determine the
total North Slope to Chicago transporta-
tion cost estimates per barrel, shown in
Table 3.

It is useful to compare the per barrel
transportation cost estimates shown in
Table 3 for the Mackenzie Valley crude
oil pipeline TCP-I, with the per barrel
cost estimates for the TAP - tanker
system to the Los Angeles market. Ta-
ble 2 indicates that the accelerated
flow-rate schedule without delay for
TCP-I has lower costs per barrel than
the TAP estimates using the Alyeska
schedules for comparable capital costs.
This comparison, of course, assumes
that the :icceierated flow rate will he
.enieved immediately once TCP-1 is op-
crating, whereas the slower Alyeska
.. v rite will certain initiall in the

uL1mpt;on -i isedi

- -' rr r ket needs of :ne Mid-
west and East Coast (approximately 10
million barrels of oil per day in 1970) as
opposed to these of the West Coast
(approximately 2 million barrels of oil
per day in 1970). In other words, great-
er demand for oil cast of the Rockies
would most likely absorb the acceler-
ated 2 million barrels per day flow rate
from the start, whereas lesser need on
the West r '"G: probably would mean a

delay of some time while normal supply
sources were phased out. Furthermore,
if North Slope oil production rates
prove too low to support the acceler-
ated schedule, the possibility of supple-"
menting the flow with Canadian Arctic
or Mackenzie Valley oil (at some addi-
tional cost) is greater with the TCP than
the TAP alternative. This illustrates the
advantages of flexibility to be gained by
the suggested northwestern oil-gas trans-
port corridor through Canada.

Even when one compares the slower

Alyeska flow-rate schedules for both the
TAP and the TCP, costs are similar,
starting at about 80 cents a barrel and
ranging up to $1.26 per barrel for TAP,
$1.46 per barrel for TCP-i. A seemingly
small difference of 20 cents per barrel in
costs actually is large, of course, when
millions of barrels are involved. Pinning
down this comparison exactly is diffi-
cult, mainly because of the uncertainty
of the cost for the Edmonton-Chicago
leg of TCP-I. Overall, the cost compari-
sons between the TAP and TCP-I are

TABLE 3

COST OF TRANS-CANADIAN PIPELINE*

Production Schedule**

Alyeska flow rate
8%

10%

12%
Accelerated flow rate (no delay)

8%

13%

12%

Accelerated flow rate with two-year delay
8%

10%

12%

First Leg: Range. Representative Capital
Costs To Edmonton in $ Billions, 1971

2.00 2.75

Second Leg: Range Of Estimated Capital
Costs, Edmonton To Chicago, in
$ Billions, 1971

0.6 1.0 0.6 1.0

Cost In $ per Barrel, Including Capital
Costs, Above, And Pipeline Operating
Expensest

0.804
0.943
1.108

0.882
1.042
1.232

0.950
1.129
1.341

1.027

1.228
1.465

0.720 0.785 0.841 0.906
0.322 0.903 0.973 1.053

0.938 1.336 1.222 1.22(

0.790
0.932

1.100

0.867
1.029

1.223

0.932

1.114

1.331

1.007

1.211

1.454
,I*Total cost per barrel from the North Slope via a Mackenzie Valley crude oil pipeline, then to

Chicago via TCP-l.
**Production schedules utilize different flow rates in barrels per day, as explained in Table 1.
tCosts vary according to discount rates selected, as explained in text.
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tions of the West Coast as opposed to
the Midwest and East, are the predomin-
ate factors in comparing the economic
advantages of the respective transport
Sy teams,

Oil Profits

One method of calculating the econom-
ic efficiency benefits of producing and
transporting oil on the North Slope of
Alaska is to determine the costs of alter-
native means of supplying oil to the
same market. Such alternatives range
from importing foreign oil to increased
production of domestic oil. After math-
ematical computations, the ratio of the
costs of the best alternative to the costs
of the proposed development project
(TAP or TCP) can be obtained to deter-
mine the benefit-cost ratio of the devel-
opment project. The mathematics are
detailed in my full report on the subject
published by Resources for the Future1i
and are beyond the scope of this presen-
tation. Also considered in the full report
are a number of alternative factors re-
lated to the U.S. domestic oil demands,
domestic and foreign oil supplies, and
various optional pipeline transportation
arrangements. For example, one might
wonder what would happen if an excess
of North Slope oil delivered to Puget
Sound were shipped via the existing
Trans-Mountain pipeline to Edmonton,
then to Chicago, rather than being
shipped to Japan or to the Caribbean as
suggested before. The answer to this,
and to the other alternative plans to
meet various. supply-demand situations

by the TAP, is that the margin of the
TCP over the TA P profits remains a
large, or in some cases even increases.

So far we have compared only the
TAP and TCP-1, or. Mackenzie Valley,
routes. This was done partially for con-
venience, partially because the TCP-I
option is one of the least expensive Ca-
nadian routes, and because it passes
through the areas of Canada where new
oil discoveries are most likely, making
the route the probable best choice for
an oil-gas transport corridor for north-
western North America. On the other
hand, TCP-ui, the southernmost route
that follows the Alaskan Highway on
the way to Edmonton, probably wouldhave the least environmental impact, as
mentioned earlier. TCP-II would be.
more expensive than TCP-I to build and
operate, however, because of the greater
distance. Allowing for an estimated
$400 million increase in capital cost of
TCP-II over TCP-,' 1 plus additional
operating costs for the longeradistance,
the TCP-Ii route still has the edge over
the TAP in terms of tax revenues to
Alaska and net profits for comparable
flow-rate schedules. This is shown in
Table 4, which summarizessthe various
dollar values of the TCP-I TCP-I1, and
TA P routes, allowing for average esti-
mated capital and operating costs and
for different flow-rate schedules. A dis-
count rate of 10 percent is used. The
flow-rate schedules are the slow Alyeska
schedule (see Table 1 for explanation),
the accelerated flow rate, and the accel-
erated flow rate with a two-year delay.
(As mentioned above, the Trans-Cara-
dian lines may take two years longer to
build than the Trans-Alaskan line.)

Table 4 is arranged to reflect poten-
tial increases in TCP costs caused by
inaccurate cost data or by new taxes or
other costs imposed by Canada for the
privilege of building the pipeline across
that country. Case I gives thebenefit

COLLAR 3ENE ITS OF PIPELINES

Mackenzie Vaeley (TCP-l) Alaska Highway (TCP-lI) Trans-Alaska (TAP)
Accelerated Accelerated
After 2-Year After 2-YearAccelee3ted* Delay Accelerated Delay Accelerated Alevska3

- 'o increase in costs
Average c pital cost ($ billions, 1971) 3.2 3
Present value of net social benefits ($ billions, 1971)** 12.6 93.2 3.6 3'. 2.25 2.25

Case I1 - Operating and capital cost of Trans-Canadian.3
alternatives increase by 20%

Average capital costs ($ 'billions, 1971) 3.9 3.9 4.3 4.3 2.25 2.25Present value of net social benefits
($ billions, 1971) 11.6 9.0 11.1 8.5 8.3 6.3

'See Table 1 for explanation.
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A Canadian pipeline would
deliver oil to the U.S.
markets which are in

greatest need.

comparison without such increase in
costs, Case II includes cost increases of
20 percent. In all cases, tha dollj-benc-
fit of the Trans-Canadian lines exceeds
that of the TAP. This is true even if the
TCP-II route with a two-year delay and
20 percent increase in costs is compared
with the TAP accelerated schedule.

The Profit Motive

As explained at the outset, several com-
plex plans were uncovered that would
have enabled the oil companies to profit
from the TAP despite the apparent eco-
nomic advantages of the Trans-Canadian
systems. The key to the plans is the
oversupply of oil that will be produced
on the West Coast by TAP oil. The
oversupply may be 500,000 to I million'
barrels a day and may last until 1990 or
so. By comparison, oil demands east
of the Rockies would exceed even accel-
erated schedule delivery through the
TCP system. But to consider profit po-
tential rather than domestic needs, for
the moment, oil experts have proposed
an import-for-export plan' 3 under the
Manadatory Oil Import Quota Program,
a federal requirement that, until the
President changed the system on April
18, 1973, dictated permissible quantityof oil imports according to a complex
formula. The plan would have made it
very profitable to sell this excess Alas-
kan oil to Japan, which needs large
amounts of petroleum. The oil would be
sipped i foreign tankers from Valdez
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TABLE 5

NET REVENUE FROM IMPORT-EXPORT PLAN (in dollars per barrel)

Los Angeles Japan

Export Portion
Posted Prices 3.17 2.00

Minus:

Approximate production costs for North Slope oil -0.25 -0.25
Approximate pipeline costs -0.60 -0.60
Approximate tanker costs -0.35 -0.20

Before tax net revenue 1.97 0.95
Import Portion
Excess of domestic price over foreign
costs on the East Coast of the U.S. +1.75
Taxes
Savings in taxes to the state of Alaska
from a price difference of $1.17 per
barrel ($3.17-2.00=$1.17) +0.23

Per barrel equivalent net revenue 1.97 2.93
Gain in revenue from import-export plan +0.96

to Japan, producing a lower transporta-
tion cost since shipment is less expen-
sive in foreign as opposed to U.S.-regis-
tered tankers. The exporting company
would then be allowed to import an
equal amount of foreign oil, say from
Venezuela, to the U.S. East Coast -
again, in less expensive foreign-flag tank-
ers. Under the Mandatory Oil Import
Quota Program, the amount of foreign
oil that could be shipped to the U.S.
East Coast normally is determined by a
set percentage of domestic production.
This requirement, in effect, guaranteed
a high price for the East Coast market
to domestic companies producing oil in
the U.S. The import-for-export plan, on
the other hand, if approved, would have
allowed oil companies to import a for-
eign barrel of oil on the East Coast for
every barrel of oil exported from Alaska
to Japan.

Proponents contended that the plan
was needed to compensate exporting
companies for lower profits obtained
from sale of Alaskan oil in Japan, as
compared with the West Coast. At the
;.ine time, they asserted national secur-
ity and balance of payments problems
would be avoided since exports and im-
r'rts would be equal. There is no doubt

. fle ul rmies would have been
1 'wnpensated under the export-

import plan. Although the price ob-
t.uned for oil in Japan would have been
lower, taxes to Alaska would have been
COrreipondingly less since they are in
'hart basedon income from oil sales.
T the coin, pnies would have been
a 'ic to ::;' cr:orc:~yeni crude oil - again,

iore;'n rankers -- for
.,: 'X t . the highest

nywhe:e in the

a. a- a+4" s w t

export plan are summarized in Table 5.
We start with prices that are $1.17 per
barrel higher in Los Angeles than in
Japan. We then subtract production and
pipeline costs that are the same in both
cases since the same TAP line is used.
Then, although tanker costs are lower to
Japan, net revenue is nearly $1 more for
sale in Los Angeles. However, we must
then add to the Japan export column a
profit of $1.75 for the barrel of im-
ported crude oil that would be allowed
on the East Coast. Furthermore, we
must add 23 cents to that column for
the saving in taxes resulting from the
difference in posted prices in Los Ange-
les and Japan. In sum, the oil companies
would gain nearly $1 per barrel under the
import-export plan. Between 100,000
and 300,000 barrels of Alaskan oil per
day might be shipped to Japan by 1980,
which at 96 cents per barrel would
mean a profit considerably in excess of
what could be obtained from sale of oil
on the West Coast.

After the Japanese exports, oil com-
panies might still have up to 700,000
barrels per day in excess of West Coast
needs. A second plan was proposed that
would yield exceptional profits by sell-
ing the additional excess on the U.S.
East Coast by a round-about way. For
Chut matter, the profits from the second
plan would be proportionately greater if
as much Alaskan oil as possible were
sold on the East Coast, where the de-
mand is much greater than in Japan and
where prices for oil are highest. Under
one version of the plan, Alaskan oil
would be shipped from Valdez in for-
eign tankers to Central America, piped
across the isthmus, and loaded on other
for en tankers for shipment to the Vir-
-'.' an..dsi. Ihe ':^ Li.ihave Oben
selected. because, firs,-, they are exempt

from restrictions o< the J:
which otherwise re
rather than less-cxpet;v'-i
to be used to carry ccr' . n..
rnestic ports. Second, -eidnten &
refined in the VircmMadu2:.e
shipped to the East Coas,
the long circuit from Valde

ly increasing the amount of rourc mra-
rine pollution and intensifying :he risk
of major oil tanker accidents. Oe com-

pany already is reported to have ex-

panded its Virgin Islands rehnery to

process 450,000 barrels of oil per day in
anticipation of large amounts of North

Slope oil to be marketed in the U.S.)
To make the plan pay, oil companies

would receive the world price for oil,
$2.01 per barrel, in the Virgin Islands
before refining; in actuality, the com-
panies might do this by selling or swap-
ping oil through subsidiaries. (The world
price is that agreed upon by members of
the Organization of Petroleum Export-
ing Countries to prevent price wars
among member countries. Prices paid by
those receiving the oil, may be higher, as
in the U.S.)

The low world price would yield the
state of Alaska only 10 cents per barrel
in taxes, some 35 cents per barrel less
than if the oil companies sold the Alas-
kan oil in California at prices much
higher than the world price. (The state
of Alaska has passed a law, which is
being challenged by the oil companies,
to protect themselves from such obvious
tax dodges.) The refined oil then could
be shipped to New York City to be sold
at the highest prices in the world, pro-
ducing net profits to the oil companies,
before corporate taxes, that would be
about 50 cents per barrel greater than
would be obtained from North Slope oil
shipped by the most favorable Trans-
Canadian route (specifically, TCP-t -
allowing for a 10 percent discount) to
Edmonton and then by direct pipeline
to the Midwest. In other words, this
round-about delivery of Alaskan oil to
the East Coast via pipeline and tanker
offered a most profitable arrangement
for the oil companies under the Manda-
tory Oil Import Quota Program but
would produce by far the greatest envi-
ronmental damage, would yield less in
tax benefits to state and federall ,overn-
ments, and would require the largest
consumption of fuel energy n trans-
porting the oil by pipeline and tanker.

In addition to these two ingenious,
complex plans that were to manipulate
tax, oil quota, and shipping regulations
to the oil companies' advantage, two
other considerations may play a part in
prompting the company officials to
press for rapid construction of the iA[t
rather than accept the delay associated
ith the TCP routes. A:; to we'.-Zit,

average rate of return for domestic ol
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and gas production in the U.S. is greater
than other industries because of enor-
mous tax benefits afforded that indus-
try. Additionally, in 1968 the ten larg-
est domestic oil companies paid average
corporate income taxes which were less
than 10 percent. Accordingly, while a
delay of a year may cost society or the
state of Alaska only about ten cents per
dollar foregone per year, the oil com-
panies on the North Slope may find
their opportunity costs to be several
times greater than this amount. A delay

r..v- or more years to build a super-;or Canadian alternative [night double
tile costs to the oil companies. Thus,

;1hr d.:cision in favor of the route they
"..:. i i:taiiv to e the1e iStest possible

made pnv te - if not so-
cial sense.

As to the second consideration, Brit-
ish Petroleum, Limited (one of three.
major members of the TAI' consortium)
has merged with the Standard Oil Com-
pany of Ohio. In order to complete this
merger as agreed, British Petroleum
must produce 600,000 barrels of oil per
day by the end of 1977. The company
h! doubtless selected and pursued the

:. -. . i. -..:t: develop the
}eedC, iiernati4 u::d hence the sur-

est bet to achieve the 1977 production
goal, regardless of U.S. and Canadian
national interests.

For its part, as facts began to emerge,
Alaska moved to protect itself against
loss of revenue from either the Japanese
or Virgin Islands marketing schemes by
passing a law similar to that used in
Middle-Eastern countries. There, a
posted price for oil is used to calculate
taxes regardless of where the oil is mar-
keted. Such a law in Alaska would mean
that oil companies could not use trans-
portation costs and low market prices
elsewhere to reduce their tax obliga-
tions. To date, the main concern in the
state has been the most rapid develop-
ment possible in order to gain immedi-
ate tax revenue and to provide employ-
ment to ease a chronically high unem-
ployment rate.

To summarize, the TAP system is
inferior to the Trans-Canadian route in a
number of respects. First, the overland
route through Canada is environmental-
ly superior, though by no means envi-
ronmentally harmless - it avoids the
most serious earthquake and avalanche
problems in southern Alaska and will
not contribute directly to ocean pollu-
tion since tankers will not be used. Fur-

thermore, TCP-I or TCP-ii would utilize
existing rights-of-way over part of the
distance rather than all new construc-
tion as would TAP. The interprovincial
pipeline, which now carries oil from Ed-
monton to eastern Canada and the Mid-
west, could be incorporated into the
TCP to carry North Slope oil to Chica-
go. The pipeline could be extended
from Chicago to the East Coast without
loss of profits, because the higher East
Coast prices would. offset added con-
struction and transportation costs. Fi-
nally, the Department of the Interior
conceded that a joint oil and gas trans-
portation system through Canada would
be environmentally superior to an ar-
rangement requiring an' oil pipeline
through Alaska and a gas line through
Canada, as probably would be the case
if the TAP were built.14

A Trans-Canadian system would sup-
ply the U.S. markets most in need of oil
at costs that would be of greatest bene-

Pipeline construction will expose thousands
of acres of tundra to the effects of erosion
and sliding. Agronomists are now trying todevelop reseeding techniques to stabilize dis-
turbed areas.
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fit to the public and, seemingly, to the
oil companies. It was only when the
companies' profit motive alone was con-

a sidered under the now defunct Manda-
tory Oi Import Quota Program that the
TAP had the edge - and then only if
arbitrary, though legal, manipulations
were made to take advantage of U.S.
laws that are at least ostensibly designed
to benefit more than just the oil compa-
nies. The only remaining justification
for the TAP is the cash flow problem of
two American and one British oil com-
panies; it hardly seems wise to let this
one factor dominate a major decision of
this type.

To close, I would like to quote from
the final two paragraphs of my basic
report written for Resources for the Fu-
ture:1

"It is not surprising that the possibili-
ty of a Trans-Canadian pipeline for Alas-
kan oil has never been thoroughly
explored with the Canadian government
- although there is every sign that Ca-
nadian officials are receptive to such a
proposal. After all, this alternative has
been resisted by both the oil men and
[the Department of the Interior] and

has suffered in comparisons with TAP
because too little has been known about
its economic and environmental merits.

"No one analyst can produce all the
answers needed to resolve the controver-
sy over Alaskan oil, particularly when so
many variables and unquantifiable fac-
tors are involved.... But it is my hope
that the merits of TCP alternatives will
receive further consideration before a
final - perhaps irreversible decision
ends the controversy over TAP. The
consequences of a TAP-tanker system
for transporting Alaskan oil could haunt
an entire continent for many years to
come. Even [the Department of the In-
tenor] acknowledged this in its environ-
mental impact statement: 'Because of
the scale and nature of the project, the
impact would occur on abiotic, biotic,
and socioeconomic components of the
human environment far beyond the rela-
tively small part ... of Alaska that-
would be occupied by the pipeline and
oilfield.' " 0

CHARLES J. CICCHETTI is currently
'':ing associate proessor of economics

* a and environmental studies, University of
Wisconsin, Madison.

NOTES

1. This article is based in large part on two
technical reports by the author: "Alaskan Oil:Alternative Routes and Markets," publishedby Resources for the Future, Inc., distributedby The Johns Hoakins University Press; Bati-

"9, 142 2:., 19'.2 .ad "The Trans-AlaskaFfpvine: A Benefit Cost Analysis of Aterna-
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tives," presented at the annual meeting of the
American Association for the Advancement
of Science, Washington, D.C., December
1972.
2. Corrigan, R., "Resources Report/Japan
May Get Some Alaskan Oil; Foreign Flag
Shipping of Exports is Likely," The National
Journal, July 31, 1971.
3. The consortium is named the Alyeska Pipe-
line Service Company and is owned by Am.
erada Hess Corporation, ARCO Pipeline
Company, British Petroleum Pipe Line Cor-
poration, Humble Pipe Line Company, Mobil
Pipe Line Company, Phillips Petroleum Com-
pany, and Union Oil Company of California.
The acknowledged major ownership is in the
control of three parent companies which have
found the most North Slope oil: Atlantic-Richfield Company, British Petroleum Com-
pany Limited (its U.S.-owned subsidiary is BP
Oil Corporation, which was merged with the
Standard Oil Company (Ohio) on January 1,
1970), and the Standard Oil Company of New
Jersey (Humble).
4. "Final Environmental impact Statement
Proposed Trans-Alaska Pipeline." U.S. Dept.of the interior, National Technical informa-tion Service, p. 320 and following, 1972.
5. Eckstein, 0., and A. Harberger, "Economic
Analysis of Public investment Decisions: in-
terest Rate Policy and Discount Analysis,"
Joint Economic Committee, USGPO, Wash-
ington, 1968. Seagraves, J. A., "More on the
Social Rate of Discount," Quarterly Journal
of Economics, vol. LXXXIV, no. 3, Aug.
1970. "Proposed Principles and Schedules forPlanning Water and Related Land Resources,"
Federal Register, Water Resources Council,
36(245):24144-94, Part II, Dec. 21, 1971.
"Discount Rates to be Used in Evaluating
Time Distributed Costs and Benefits," Circu-
lar A-94, Office of Management and Budget.
6. The most recent estimate utilized by the
Department of the Interior placed the 1973
construction costs at $2.8 billion. Converting
this back to 1971 for comparability using a
10 percent discount rate implies a 1971 capi-tal cost estimate of $2.3 billion, which is

within the range utilized in this analysis. See
Nehring, R., "Future Developments of Arctic
Oil and Gas: Analysis of the implications of
the Possibilities and Alternatives," U.S. Dept.
of the interior, Office of Economic Analysis,
May 10, 1972.
7. For a more detailed discussion of the rea-
sons for this confusion, see Cicchetti, C. J.,
Alaskan Oil: An Economic and Environmen-
tal Analysis of Alternative Routes and Mar-
kets, Johns Hopkins Press, Baltimore, 1972.
8. In a recent Department of the interior
Analysis, Nehring uses a total system cost of
$5.3 billion in 1974 dollars. Converting this
to 1971 dollars at a 10 percent discount rate
makes his total cost estimate to Chicago $4
billion, and splitting this at 66 percent for the
North Slope to Edmonton segment results inhis comparable estimate being equal to $2.63
billion in 1971 dollars.
9. "Transcontinental Pipeline Project, Trans.
portation of Alaskan Crude Oil, Atlantic, BP,
Humble, Dec. 31, 1968. Prudhoe Bay to Chi-cago Pipeline," Atlantic-Richfield Company
memorandum re Trans Canada Alternative
Route submission to U.S. Dept. of the Interi-or, Appendix B, Sept. 10, 1971.
10. "Interprovincial Adds a Quarter Million
Horsepower," Oil and Gas Journal, Oct. 18,
1971.
11. Parker, Walter B., A Comparison of Prud-
hoe Oil Costs via Valdez or via a Mid-Canada
Pipeline, Federal Field Committee for Devel-
opment Planning In Alaska, Anchorage, March
1971.
12. Cicchetti, C. J., "Alaskan Oil: Alternative
Routes and Markets," loc. cit; "The Trans
Alaska Pipeline, loc. cit. Corrigan, loc. cit.
13. Proposed by Rollin Eckis, executive with
Atlantic-Richfield Company and a former
president of Richfield Oil. He discussed the
Japanese market in his paper, "Alaska Oil In
Domestic and World Markets," Change inAlaska (George W. Rodgers, ed.), University
of Alaska Press, College, Alaska, 1970.
14. "Final Environmental Impact State-
ment .... " op. cit., vol. 1, Introduction and
Summary.
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A group of Midwestern
legislators, pressing for
regional advantage at the
expense of national needs,
has managed once-more to
delay construction of the
trans-Alaskan pipeline.
The project is bogged
down in committee, and
faces a bruising fight
when it reaches the floor.

The story is.one long
chronicle of frustration. If
construction of this pipe-.
line had been started three,
years ago, when its pro.?
spective builders were
ready to go, the nation
might now be benefiting
from one to two million
barrels of oil per day. We
would be significantly less
dependent upon supplies
from the Middle East. Our
balance of payments
would not be quite so dan-
gerously out of kilter. At
least two billion dollars

-- could have been saved in
construction costs.

All this is what might

have been. Much of the Alaska's North Slope oil.
r exasperating delay has We have to have it. Fur-

resulted from the opposi- ther delays cannot be con-
, tion of the eco-freaks, doned. -

those conservationist zeal. Yet further delays are in
ots whose frenzy-carries prospect. On Feb. 9; the
them, like the- Jesus U.S. Court of Appeals for
freaks, beyond faith to the Districtof..Columbia..fanaticismn, beyond .dedica-. enjoined construction.of
tion to obsession. Their - the pipeline on a singlespokesmen have conjured point: The Mineral Leas-
up damage to the migrato--y" ing Act of 1920 limits
ry habits of the caribou;. rights-of-way'on federal, " they have expounded path- lands to.25 feet on either.;etically upon the harm side of a pipeline. The.that a four-foot pipeline - proposed line from the--would do to hundreds of North Slope to Valdez
thousands of square miles would have required 70 toof tundra; they have 75 feet on either side at,raised vague fears of certain points.
earthquakes, melting ice, On Feb. 21, less than twooil spills, and harm to po- weeks after the court rw-
lar bears, fish, and to 320
species of Arctic birds. ing, Alaska's senators,

Mike Gravel and Ted Ste-
I do not mean to chal- vens, introduced a bill to

lenge the sincerity oT these overcome the objection.
conservationists. It is their They proposed to cut all
judgment and their sense the red tape in a single
of priorities that compel a blow, by declaring that the
blunt rejoinder: The Unit- bulky environmental im-1
ed States urgently needs marct tsat l.. .,,4e. StptMl iroYbrL/ iDe 1 state

Source: The Evenlnq Star and
Library of Congress,
With Permission.

Daily Is, June 6, 1!
Congressional Researd
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supplied by the Depart-
ment of the Interior, filled
all requirements of law
Similar legislation was
offered in the House.

We are now into June,
and nothing has happened
Instead, the old alterna-
tive of a trans-Canadian
route has been revived

William E. Simon, depu-
ty secretary of the Treas-
ury, demolished these
arguments in a recent.
statement. - Building a
Canadian line, he said,
"would delay receipt of
vitally needed Alaska
crude oil by from three to
five years." The Canadian
line would be much long-
er; it would have to cross
12 major rivers; it would
cost twice as much.

Every national interest,
it seems to me, demands
that we get on with this job

ent,l ong ago - and get on with it now.

973. Reproduced by the
h Service, Decerber 4, 1973.
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Thirsting for the Alaska Pipeline
By Rogers C. B. Morton

WASHIN fMN-T United Stateswas once a leading oil exporter. This
year we will import about 5 millionbarrels a day, at a dollar outflow ofmore than $6 billion. By 1980 we willbe importing about 11.6 million barrels
a day, If we are still without NorthSlope Alaska oil, at a dollar outflowof about $16 billion a year. We can't

avoid increasing oil imports for thenext ten to fifteen years, but we canreduce our imports by increasing ourdomestic supply of oil.
The largest oil discovery ever madeon this continent was made five yearsago on the North Slope of Alaska. Itsproven reserves are conservatively

estimated at about 10 billion barrels.Yet the oil remains in the ground forlack of a way to bring it to marketin the "lower 48" states.
In 1969 a group of oil companies

sought a permit to build a pipeline to
carry Nrth -Slope oil 789 miles south-
ward to an ice-free port on Alaska's
south coast where it would be loaded
aboard tankers and carried to West
Coast U.S. ports. An exhaustive tech-
nical, economic, and environmental
study resulted in a six-volume envi-
ronmental impact statement and a
three-volume economic and national
security study that convinced me it is
in our national interest that this pipe-
line be built as soon as possible and
that the pipeline can be built and
operated compatibly with the Alaskan
environment.

But lawsuits challenging my autlwr-
ity to issue the necessary permits and
attacking the adequacy of the environ-
mental studies have blocked pipeline
construction. The latest court rulings
have made it clear that no new major
pipeline can be built anywhere in the
United States, including Alaska, until
Congress removes the narrow width
limitations placed in the Mineral Leas-
ing Act in 1920.

Congress now is considering neces-
sary changes. There have been some
proposals that any new legislation
prohibit construction of the trans-

a Alaska pipeline until a study can be
conducted of. a trans-Canada oil line
to the Midwest.

I have carefully considered the pos-
sibility of a trans-Canada oil pipeline
and I am firmly convinced that it is
not in our interest to pursue this
alternative further at this time.

First, neither route is clearly supe-
rior environmentally. The trans.

Alaska route crosses zones of earth-
quake probability, and its marine
tanker leg involves some risk of oil
spills at sea. But these risks are avoid-
able and I will impose stipulations on
the permit that will control them. The
U.S. tankers that will carry Alaskan
oil to our West Coast will be environ-
mentally safer than the foreign-flag
vessels that will bring foreign oil to
our ports if Alaskan oil is not avail-

Second a traa*Alaica tanker dulty-
ewy rout Means ore obs f
Americans, as organized labor has
recognized. Building the Alasa line
would create 26,000 construction jobs,
at peak, for American workers, 73,000
man-years of tanker construction, and
770 man-years of work for U.S. ma-
time crews and maintenance. These
jobs would be lost if the pipeline goes
through Canada, because the Canadian
Government has said it will give puef-
erenoe to Canadians.

Third, consider our balance of pay-
ments problem. Canada is a friendly
nation, but big dollar outflows to Can-
ada or any other country inevitably
affect the strength of our economy
and, thus, our efforts to control infla-
tion.

Fourth, the time factor has crucial
implications. The more we depend on
foreign oil, the more our diplomats
and strategists must take this depend-
ency into their calculations to meet
our national commitments. Alaskan oil
will be no cure-all, but it can supply
10 to 12 per cent of our needs by 1985.

By Morris K. Udall

WASHINGTON-In a democracy the
way a decision is made is frequently
as important as the decision itself.
The beleaguered trans-Alaska pipeline
is a case in point.

Four years ago some of the smartest
heads in the oil industry and the
Nixon Administration adopted a strat-
egy to win approval of the controver-
sial hot oil pipeline by avoiding public
debate in the Congress. Despite our
increasingly forboding energy picture
and the obvious national impact of the
Alaska decision, it was to be treated
like a gas line from Tucson to El Paso.
A friendly Interior Secretary would
issue boilerplate right-of-way permits,
and if the "deep breathers" didn't like
it they could go to court.

They did and the result has been dead-
lock and, for the oil industry, a hair-
raicing court decision returning the
whole question to Congress in the
sheepskin of the Mineral Leasing Act
of 1020 'That law permits rights-of-
way on Federal land to 54 feet, far
less width than is needed to build the
Alaska line.

Now industry and the Adminis-
tration, having apparently learned
little from this four-year saga, are
again seeking backdoor approval of
the pipeline by camouflaging it in a
needed amendment to the 1920 law
that would widen all utility corridors
to correspond with modern technol-
ogy. Even if this tactic worked in
Congress, a dodbtful proposition, the
pipeline could be bogged down in
time courts for years on the environ-
mental issue.

Opponents of this strategy fall cur-
rently into two groups. First are the
conservationists, dead set against the
Alaska route, but concerned that a
wholly negative stance could set the
conservationist movement up as the
scapegoat for the petroleum shortages
that are coming. Second is a growing
group of Senators and Congressmen
from the oil-thirsty Midwest who want
an unbiased study of the Canadian
alternative- pipeline that takes a
different route through Alaska into
Canada's Mackenzie Valley and fi-
nally northern United States. The
feasibility of such a project and the
willingness*"of Canada have yet to be
proved.

Recently, I introduced a third ap-
proach which will be loved by no
one, but offers substantial conces-
sions to all sides.

Its three basics are these:

e A one-year crash study by the
Office of Technology Assessment, Con-
gress' new research arm, to determine
once and for all which parts of the
country will experience the greatest
demand for the oil and how best to
get it there. Tied to that would be
Codgressonally mandated negotiations
by the Interior Department with Can-ada to explore our neghbo,'s posted
on rights-of-way.

*An up or down vote by Congresswithin sixty days of receipt of the
reports by O.T.A. and Interior.

eLanguage in the bill making thisa final decision not subject to judicialreview,
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To industry it says: "Here's thedecision you've been wanting; four-teen months from the passage of this
bill you can start building. The study
could go against you, but if you really
believe the position of your industry
and the Administration to be correct,
you have nothing to fear. You will be
building the Alaska pipeline long be-tnr the courts would have decidedthe environmental Issue."

To the conservationists and the Mid-west: "Here's the independent Cana-dian study you have wanted all along.You would have to abandon yourcourtroom strategy based on theNational Environmental Policy Act,but in its place would get something
better: A study that not only takesenvironmental factors into consider,-
tion, but for the first time puts themon an equal footing with economic
cost and national security."

Finally, to the public: "Since 1968,when the oil find was made in Alaska,neither you nor the Congress, youragent, have played any role in theimportant national decisions relatingto the recovery of this important re-source. Those decisions to date havebeen made by political appointees arv-
ing the President and a handful ofmen in judicial robes; they have beeninfluenced by industry committed toits plan and by established conserva-
tion groups determined to oppose it.My bill allows you to have an impacton a judgment which may well deter-
mine in the years immediately ahead
the availability of gas for your auto-mobile and oil to heat your home, aswell as the risks to your beaches and
waterways." .~-

One hears much talk in Congress
these days about the arrogance of theexecutive branch. One way to put thePresident on notice would be to adoptthe kind of Congressional remedy Ihave proposed. I think the Americanpeople would welcome it and perhaps
think a little more of the democratic
system, which is taking such a beat-
ing these days.

Morris K. Udall is a Democratic Con-gressman from Arizona.

Source: The New York Times, flay 26, 1973. Reproduced by the Library ofCongress, Congressional Research Service, December 4, 1973. WithPermission.
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By EDWARD COWAN
Special to -ae New York Times

WASHINGTON, Nov. 13-In
an atmosphere . of crisis, the
Senate approved the Alaska
pipeline bill today and sent it
to President Nixon. The vote
was 80 to 5, and there was
only perfunctory debate.

Mr. Nixon was expected to
sign the bill, despite some pro-
visions disliked by the Admin-
istration, and thereby restart
the stalled multibillion-dollar
project to lay a 48-inch pipe-
line across 789 miles of moun-
tains, tundra and rivers be-
tween Alaska's North Slope oil
fields and the warm-water port
of Valdez.

Officials of the consortium
of oil companies that will build
the line, the Alyeska Pipeline
Service Company, said that if
there were no new, long delays
in the courts, oil might start
flowing by the end of 1977.
Tanker ships would take it from,
Valdez to West Coast refine-
ries.

Resistant to Rationing
Developments related to the

acute' energy shortage that
faces the country this winter
were the following:

9Treasury Secretary George
P. Shultz expressed resistance
to gasoline rationing, saying it
"should be absolutely the last
resort."

7

v
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ALASKA PIPELI-NE
VO~E BYSENArE;

NIXON 6ETS BILL.
1i1 industry executives

meeting in Houston urged that
strong measures be taken to
alleviate the energy crisis, [De-
tails on Page 63.] r .

' The Senate and House Com-
merce Committees -approved
legislation to put the country
on daylight saving time this
winter.

Both committees have heard
testimony that moving the
clocks ahead one hour would
save energy, especially the use
of electricity in the evening.
Congressional enactment of the
bill was regarded as highly
likely. .

Mr. Shultz's remarks ap-
peared to put him at odds with
other senior Administration of.
ficials, who have said that gas-
oline rationing'could come this
winter. However, authoritative
sources said that Mr. ShultzP. Shultz expressed resistance
to gasoline rationing, saying its
"should be absolutely the last
resort."

9011 Industry executives
meeting in Houston urged that
strong measures be taken to
alleviate the ener y ''sjs, E.
tails on Page 63.] fi

iThe Senate and House Con.
merce Committees approved
legislation to put the country
on daylight saving time this
winter.

Both committees have heardtestimony that moving the
clocks ahead one hour would

Source: New York Times, November 14, 1973.' Reproduced by 
of Congress, Congressional Research Service, Dece
With Permission.
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major find, conservatively es-'timated at 10 billion barrels, inthe vicinity of Prudhoe Bay,
on the North Slope.

The occasion for a second
vote was the presentation tothe Senate of a compromise
version drafted by a Senate-
House conference committee.
Senator Henry M. Jackson,
Democrat of Washington, thefloor manager and principal
sponsor of the pipeline bill and
other energy measures, warned
President Nixon that if he
vetoed the bill there was no
way of knowing when Con-
gress might re-enact it.

"The nation obviously needs.
the oil," Senator Jackson said.
The line would carry two mil-
lion barrels a day of low-sul-
phur crude when it reaches its
maximum flow rate.

No O.M.B. Veto
It was widely believed on

Capitol Hill that Mr. Nixon
would sign the bill in light of
his repeated urging to Congress,to pass it quickly. The Presi-I
dent has described it as one of
several measures to move the

- country closer to energy self-
sufficiency.

The Administration was op-
posed to a provision that would
strip the Office of Management
and Budget of its veto power
over proposals by regulatory
agencies to require corporations:
to submit financial and eco- 1
nomic data.

Nor did the Administration
want as part of a pipeline billI
provisions that would strength-.
en the power of the Federal
Trade Commission to represent
itself in court, rather than wait;
for action by the Justice De-
partment.

Blocked In Courts

The pipeline bill would basi-
cally do two things: revise the
pipeline provisions of the Min-
erals Leasing Act of 1920 to
take account of modern tech-
nology and much larger pipe
diameters and, second, specifi-
cally authorize the Alaska,
route.

The project, estimated by its
sponsors to cost between $3.5-
billion , and $4.5-billion, has
been blocked in the courts be-
cause the 48-inch line and at-
tendant facilities, such as
pumping stations, could not be
built within the restrictions of
the 1920 act.

The act said that the right-
of-way could not exceed 25
feet on either side of the line,
and it provided for no excep-
tions.

The new bill provides for a
50-font-right-of-way plus the
width of the pipeline, and au-
thorizes the Secretary of the
Interior to approve exceptions.

Title It of the bill, the Trans-
Alaska Pipeline Authorization
Act, declares it is the will of
Congress that "the Trans-
Alaska oil pipeline he con-
structed promptly without fur-
ther administrative or judicial
delay or impediment."

Title II seeks to thwart any
further delay as a result -of any
challenge in the courts. It says
that the project shall go for-
ward "without further action
under the National Environ-
mental Policy Act of 1969," an
oblique way of declaring that
the Interior Department's en-
vironmental impact statement

for the project meets the act's
requirements.

The bill also requires that
challenges to its constitutional-
ity, which 'are expected, must
be brought within 60 days of
enactment, be tried ahead of
all pending matters by the Fed-
eral District Court that gets
the case, and that any appeal
must go directly to the Supreme
Court.

The hill would make the
owners of the pipeline strictlyliable, without regard to fault
for damages up to $50-million
caused by oil spills.
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Alaska removes state barriers to Alyeska line
THE Alaska Legislature last week
completed work on a package of six
oil-tax and pipeline bills which gen-
erally follow the lines of a compro-
mise agreement reached between the
oil industry and Gov. William A.
Egan.

The bills, which Governor Egan was
expected to sign, eliminated a num-
ber of provisions in 1972 legislation
which threatened to delay construc-
tion of the trans-Alaska pipeline.

With passage of the bills, along
with congressional approval of the
pipeline, the danger of a construction
holdup in Alaska appears over.

The three chief changes contained
in the legislative package would abol-
ish' the excessive right-of-way rentals
on the Prudhoe-to-Valdez pipeline,
change the severance tax on oil to
eliminate the floor of $2.65 on crude,
and do away entirely with Alaska's
option to purchase, or negotiate to
purchase, a 20% ownership in the
pipeline.

The legislation does impose new
ad-valorem taxes and higher sever-
ance taxes-but not so high as to be
unacceptable to the industry.

The special session in Juneau, which
lasted from Oct. 17 to Nov. 12, started
out ominously because of lack of un-
derstanding by many of the lawmak-
ers of the Egan measures. But as the
session progressed and public hear-
ings were held on the issues, the op-
position, particularly from Republican
members, dissipated. Membership in
the two houses is divided almost
equally between Democrats and Re-
publicans, but Republicans have or-
ganized both houses.

The six bills approved by the spe-
cial session dealt with:

1. Ad-valorem taxes. The bill places
a new statewide property tax of 20
mills on all real and tangible per-
sonal property for producing and
transporting oil and gas. The tax, es-

timated by the state to bring in $140
million annually, is a revenue substi-
tute for the right-of-way rentals.

2. Right-of-way leasing. The bill
eliminates the right-of-way rentals,
based on profits, and the state's op-
tion to buy into the line. It also grants
the pipeline owners the right of em-
inent domain for purposes of acquir-
ing right-of-way from private land
owners.

3. Wellhead taxes. The new sever-
ance tax, while containing h i g h e r
rates than the 1972 legislation, elim-
inates the minimum royalty and tax
based on $2.65 on the wellhead value.

The new tax fixes the rate for all
Alaska at 3% of the wellhead price
for any amount up to 300 b/d per
well. This increases gradually to 8%
for wells producing 1,000 b/d but sets
a minimum rate of 270/bbl on wells
of 1,000 b/d or more. The amount of
the increase over the old law is uncer-
tain because the tax is dependent, un-
der a complicated formula, on the well-
head price of crude and the amount
of crude produced. Governor Egan's
office said state revenue from Cook
Inlet production would rise some $6
million or more per year.

4. Pipeline commission. The bill
cuts down the extent of the state's
jurisdiction over pipeline tariffs and
other pipeline operations, leaving this
field to the federal Interstate Com-
merce Commission.

5. Common purchasing. The crude-
purchasing companies must buy, from
all sellers in a field, or adjacent fields,
on an equitable basis.

6. State lands. The state is granted
authority to sell land for the pipeline
for a minimum of $10 million, or for
the appraised value, whichever is
greater. The state may lease the land

instead of selling. The bill applies to
the Valdez terminal site and other
property used for the pipeline. Under
the old statute the land would have
been sold at auction.

One bill submitted in the package
was killed by the legislature. It would
have placed a conservation tax of 1#/
bbl on oil production. It would have
raised about $700,000 yearly to finance
a state conservation program.

Passage of the legislation will serve
to cancel out several lawsuits filed
by the industry in the Superior Court
of Alaska in Anchorage The lawsuits
challenging
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